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Abstract

The field of system and control theory has achieved an interdisciplinary status

during the past five decades, and we refer to the theory that was developed

during this period as the conventional control theory. This mainly relates to

the study of automation and the design of controllers. A controller is a device

that makes the interconnection with a given system so that the controlled

system can behave in a desired way. In this thesis, we deal with the issues

when the controlled system becomes faulty. The control of a faulty system

addresses the concept of Fault-Tolerant Control System (FTCS). The study of

such systems is in response to the demands of large-scale industries since from

their viewpoint it is the foremost task to design control systems, which are

capable of tolerating potential faults occurring either in the internal closed-

loops or from the environmental factors in order to improve the reliability and

availability of a system while providing the expected performance.

The work presented in this thesis is mainly focused on synthesizing the

online controllers that guarantee the closed-loop system to be fault-tolerant

at anytime. Two methodologies are proposed in this work, which rest under

the broad classification of FTC systems, namely projection-based approach

and online redesign approach. The novelty of these approaches lies in the

fact that any a priori information about the plant is not available in real-

time. In addition, no online identification or estimation of the operating

plant is carried out. Rather, the re-configuration procedure of the controllers

is solely based on the measurements generated by the unknown plant. This

phenomenon is very nicely demonstrated by using the time-trajectory based

viewpoint of behavioral theory. Within this mathematical framework, the

interconnection between two dynamical systems, namely the plant and the

controller, plays the significant role. Consequently, taking the benefits of

this behavioral framework, the real-time measurement based solutions are

proposed to handle the fault-tolerant control problem.

From the practical implementation viewpoint, the transient management

during the controller reconfiguration mechanism is one of the important re-

quirements for active FTCS. The last part of the thesis deals with the online

implementation of the controllers within the behavioral framework, which

takes care of the transient mechanism. The proposed approach guarantees

the “real-time smooth interconnection” between the controller and the un-

known plant. Moreover, in this part the application of the theory developed

in the thesis is effectively demonstrated on real-world examples, namely the

two-tanks system, the aircraft landing mechanism, and the NREL’s 5MW

wind turbine system.
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Fault-Tolerant Control Systems
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Modern technological systems rely on sophisticated control schemes to

meet increased performance and safety requirements. These conventionally

designed control schemes that are embedded within such complex systems

may result in an unsatisfactory performance, or even instability, in the event

of malfunctions occurring within the system components. These malfunc-

tions are termed as faults. The International Federation of Automatic Control

(IFAC) SAFEPROCESS Technical Committee defines a fault as an unpermit-

ted deviation of at least one characteristic property or parameter of the system

from the acceptable/usual/standard condition [Ise97]. Therefore, in order to

improve the reliability and availability of a system while continually providing

a satisfactory performance, it is necessary to design control systems, which
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are capable of tolerating potential faults. These types of control systems are

known as Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) systems. In fact, fault tolerance is

the property of a system reacting against the occurring faults.

1.1 Need of Fault Tolerant Control Systems

The need of fault tolerant control systems varies depending on the type of ap-

plications. Generally, systems are classified as non-safety-critical systems, and

safety-critical systems. In non-safety-critical systems, it would have sufficed

to notify the user that something went wrong with the system which needs

attention. Some of the examples are washing machine, coffee machine, etc.

As a matter of fact, every system is a compound unit of various sub-systems.

These sub-systems are interconnected with each other in some way that when-

ever a fault occurs in one of the sub-systems, it progressively prevails to other

sub-systems as well. Consequently, it forms a chain of faults. Nevertheless, in

case a fault is accommodated on the very first stage, then further damages to

the system could be avoided. On the other side, in safety-critical systems, the

user might not have an option to shut down the system, thereby, to forbid a

disaster necessary actions are required at run-time guaranteeing the fail-safe

operation, since it involves the loss of capital and primarily, the human life.

Industrial plants, unmanned aerial vehicles, etc. are some of the examples.

Several incidents had occurred that further motivates the system to equip

with an effective fault tolerant control strategy, which are as follows:

• On October 4, 1992, the fatal crash of EL AL Flight 1862 of a Boeing

747-200F freighter [ZJ08] : The crew flying out of Schiphol Airport

in Amsterdam suffered separation of both engines from the starboard

wing. The report states that despite the failure, it continued flying for

almost 15 minutes, thus, finally crashed into an apartment building,

which caused a considerable loss of life.

• On December 2, 1984, the world’s worst industrial catastrophe at the

Union Carbide India Limited (UCIL) pesticide plant in Bhopal, Mad-

hya Pradesh, India termed as Bhopal Disaster : A leak of methyl iso-

cyanate gas and other chemicals from the plant resulted in the exposure

to hundreds of thousands of people [sit]. This leakage leads to a disaster

because the steam boiler, intended to clean the pipes, was out of the

action for unknown reasons.

In the first incident above, later studies expressed that the reported available

time before the crash was sufficient to design an online “fault correcting” con-

troller. While during the investigation of the second incident, the company
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admits that the safety system in place was not programmed effectively for

handling that particular type of fault. Numerous examples do exist in the

history that howl the need of fault-tolerant control systems such as the explo-

sion at the nuclear power plant in Chernobyl, Ukraine on 26 April 1986, the

explosion of the Ariane 5 rocket on 4 June 1996, the crash of the American

Airlines Flight 191 on 25 May 1979 where the pilot had only 15 seconds to re-

act before the flight crashed, etc. Indeed, the above disasters could have been

avoided by means of an effective design of a fault-tolerant control system. Un-

like in these unfortunate cases, there are some fortunate cases as well where

the tragedy was called-off by taking necessary correctable actions at run-time.

Like the case of Delta Flight 1080 (April 12, 1977), the elevator gets jammed

at 19◦ upwards and the pilot hadn’t been provided an indication about this

malfunction. Fortuitously, the pilot successfully reconfigured the remaining

control elements within the aircraft and landed it safely. A theoretical study

on the fatal crash of Boeing 747-200F freighter discussed in [MJ03] provides

a very strong evidence for the need of a fault-tolerant control in the scientific

community. It shows that the available time after the occurrence of fault was

appropriate enough to avoid the crash.

Seeing to the above incidents, fault-tolerant control systems drew more

attention from a wide range of industrial and academic communities, where

the safety of human lives and reliability issues are of utmost priority. Note

that fault tolerance is not limited to high-end systems, and consumer products,

such as automobiles, etc. Since these products are increasingly dependent on

microelectronic/mechatronic systems, on-board communication networks, and

software, thus requiring new techniques for achieving tolerant to faults [ZJ08].

Plainly, the purpose of research on FTC systems is to develop generic methods

for achieving an increased fault-tolerance by means of synthesizing corrective

actions for an operating faulty system.

1.2 Classification of Faults

In the existing FTC community, faults are often classified according to their

location of occurrence within the system as (see Fig. 1.1)

Actuator faults represent the partial or the complete loss of control actions.

A “stuck” in an actuator is one of the examples of a complete loss of

the control action where it is unable to produce any actuation to the

system. However, partially failed actuator produces only a part of the

normal actuation, e.g. hydraulic leakage.

Sensor faults represent the incorrect reading from the sensors. These faults
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Figure 1.1: Fault Classification according to their location

can also be subdivided into partial and complete faults. Broken wires,

losses of contact with the surface, etc. are some of the examples for

a complete loss while fractional sensor faults include gain reduction,

biased measurements, etc.

Component faults represent all other faults that cannot be characterized

into either the sensor faults or the actuator faults. These faults could

cause a change in the physical parameters of the system due to a struc-

tural damage. The component faults cover a wide class of situations.

Therefore, treatment of this class is considered to be the most challeng-

ing one.

The set of actuator and sensor as shown in Fig. 1.1 collectively form a “to-be-

controlled” system. A trivial solution to handle the aftereffects of an occurring

fault within any of these sub-systems is to replace the faulty components by

alternative components. However, duplicating the actuators or sensors in the

system in order to achieve increased fault-tolerance is often not considered a

preferred option due to the high running cost and large sizes.

Faults can also be categorized in accordance with their time characteristics

as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. A fault is called

hard (or abrupt) if its effects on the system are larger and bring the system

very close to the limit of acceptable performance.

intermittent if it appears and disappears repeatedly, where it is difficult to

determine whether it is a fault or a disturbance.

soft (or incipient) if its impact on the system is of small magnitude and its

effects in the beginning are unnoticeable.
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Figure 1.2: According to their time characteristics. (a) abrupt; (b) incipient;

(c) intermittent

The above classification depends entirely on the way a fault is modeled. The

next section presents the modeling of faults. This, in fact, demonstrates how

an occurred fault affects the system.

1.3 Faults Modeling

Faults are often categorized into additive and multiplicative faults accord-

ing to their way of representation. We use the state-space representation for

describing a dynamical system, denoted by Σ, so that the relation from the

system inputs u ∈ Rm to the measured outputs y ∈ Rp can be expressed by

Σnom :







d

dt
x(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t),

y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t)
(1.1)

where x ∈ Rn denotes the state of the system and Σnom denotes the nominal

(nom) (or fault-free) system. In addition, all the matrices have appropriate

dimensions whenever unspecified.

1.3.1 Multiplicative faults

Multiplicative (mult) modeling of faults is mostly used to represent actuator

faults (af), and sensor faults (sf). Particularly, actuator faults are modeled

as an abrupt change in the nominal control action described by

uf(t) = ΓAu(t), (1.2)

where ΓA = diag(γa
1 , γ

a
2 , ..., γ

a
m) ∈ Rm×m, γa

i ∈ R. Substituting the nominal

control action u(t) in equation (1.1) by a new control action u(t)f for the
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faulty (f) operating mode results in the following state-space model

Σmult,af :







d

dt
x(t) = Ax(t) +BΓAu(t),

y(t) = Cx(t) +DΓAu(t)
(1.3)

In this way γa
i = 0, γa

i = 1, andγa
i = εa∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, with εa ∈ (0, 1),

represents a complete failure, nominal operation, and partial loss respectively

of the i-th actuator within the system.

Sensor faults (sf) appearing in the system (1.1) represent incorrect reading

from the sensors. As a result, the real output of the system differs from the

variable being measured. Similar to the above, they can be modeled as

yf(t) = ΓSy(t) (1.4)

where ΓS = diag(γs
1, γ

s
2, ..., γ

s
p) ∈ Rp×p, γs

j ∈ R, so that γs
j = 0 represents

a total fault of the j-th sensor, and γs
j = 1 models the normal mode of

operation of the j-th sensor. In addition, partial faults are modeled by taking

γs
j ∈ (0, 1). The model of the system after the appearance of sensor faults is

then represented by

Σmult,sf :







d

dt
x(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t),

yf(t) = ΓSCx(t) + ΓSDu(t)
(1.5)

The state-space models (1.3)-(1.5) have been widely used in the literature on

FTC systems (see, e.g. [TCJ02], [NSHT00]).

1.3.2 Component faults

Component (comp) faults bring changes in any of the elements within a dy-

namical system. It belongs to the class of faults that cannot be classified as a

sensor or an actuator fault. These faults are often modeled in the form of a

linear parameter-varying system

Σcomp :







d

dt
x(t) = A(f)x(t) +B(f)u(t),

y(t) = C(f)x(t) +D(f)u(t)
(1.6)

where f ∈ Rnf is a time dependent exogenous parameter vector representing

the component faults. Suppose there is only one component fault in a dynam-

ical system Σnom. This transforms the B-matrix in (1.1) to B(f) and has an

explicit representation B(f) = ΓbfB. Assuming matrix-B to be full column

rank and there exists a diagonal matrix Γ̃bf such that

ΓbfB = BΓ̃bf =⇒ Γ̃bf = B†ΓbfB
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where B† is the pseudo-inverse of matrix-B. The state-space representation

of the faulty model is then given by

Σcomp :







d

dt
x(t) = Ax(t) +BΓ̃bfu(t),

y(t) = Cx(t)
(1.7)

We see that equation (1.7) is equivalent to (1.3) with D = 0. From the

above, it is interesting to note that the component faults can be regarded as a

special case of multiplicative additive faults. Similarly, this can be expressed

for multiplicative sensor faults as well.

1.3.3 Additive faults

The representation of additive (add) faults are more general than representing

the multiplicative faults. The state-space model with additive faults is given

by

Σadd =







d

dt
x(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + Ff(t),

y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) + Ef(t)
(1.8)

where f(t) ∈ Rnf is a signal describing the fault. This representation may, in

principle, be used to model a wide class of faults, including sensor, actuator,

and component faults. For instance, for the case of actuator faults, posing

(1.2) as

uf(t) = (ΓA − I)u(t) + u(t)

results in (1.3), which is equivalent to (1.8) with

[

F

E

]

f(t) =

[

B

D

]

(ΓA −
I)u(t). This can also be expressed for multiplicative sensor faults in a similar

way. To show the component fault as a special case of additive fault, consider

a component fault in the matrix-B which is represented as B(f) = B±∆Bf ,

then Ff(t) := ±(∆Bf )u(t).

One of the advantages of such modeling, as already mentioned, that the

additive representation can be used to model a more general class of faults

than the multiplicative one. In addition, it is more suitable for investigating

the design of FTC schemes because here the faults are represented by intruding

a signal rather than by “a change” in the state-space matrices of the system.

For this reason, the majority of the fault diagnosis methods is focused on

studying the additive faults ( [Him78], [Ise84], [TNS98]).
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Figure 1.3: Fault Tolerant Control system architecture with the supervision

sub-system [Pat97].

1.4 Fault-tolerant Control System

A system is said to be fault tolerant whenever under a fault occurrence, the

system is able to recover its original task with either the same or a degraded

performance. Generally, a fault-tolerant system is composed of two cascaded

modules:

Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD): is a monitoring module

which is used to detect faults, and diagnose their location and signifi-

cance in a system. Stating precisely, it performs the following tasks:

– fault detection : to indicate whether a fault has occurred or not

within the system.

– fault isolation : to determine the location of an occurring fault.

– fault identification : to precisely estimate the size and the nature

of a fault.

Supervisor: is a recovery module taking necessary actions so that the

faulty system (i.e. the system under a fault occurrence) can achieve the

control objectives at anytime. These actions can demand to reconfigure

the set of actuators, sensors, or the control law. Generally, in the lit-

erature, this module is also termed as the Fault Accommodation (FA)

module or the Controller Reconfiguration (CR) module.
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The general functional scheme of a fault-tolerant control system is shown in

Fig.1.3 with four main components: the plant itself (including sensors and ac-

tuators), the fault detection and diagnosis unit, the feedback (or feed-forward)

controller, and the supervisor sub-system. The main controller activity occurs

in the execution unit, and is represented by the solid line, while the dashed

line represents the operation of the FDD unit with a dotted line representing

the adaptation (tuning, scheduling, accommodation, and reconfiguration). In

the illustrated figure, the plant is considered to have potential faults in the

sensors, actuators (or other system components). In a faultless case, the FDD

unit remains idle. During this course of time, the nominal feedback controller

attenuates the disturbances, and ensures the set-point following with satisfy-

ing other requirements on the closed-loop system. The job of the FDD unit

is to extract the complete information about the onset, location and severity

of occurring faults. It is believed that if a fault is tolerable, it must be diag-

nosed as early as possible since it might lead to serious consequences with the

evolving time. On the supervisory level, the diagnosis block simply recognizes

that the closed-loop is faultless and no change in (or of) the control law is

necessary. On the other hand, whenever a fault occurs, the supervision sub-

system together with a precise information received from the diagnosis block

makes the closed-loop fault-tolerant. This procedure involves, based on the

system inputs and outputs together with the precise information, reconfigur-

ing the sensor set and/or actuators to isolate the faults, and tune or adapt

the controller to accommodate the fault effects. This makes the closed loop

satisfying the performance specifications at anytime [JYS10a]. In the litera-

ture, the terms, namely fault detection and isolation (FDI) or fault detection

and identification (again, FDI) are often used. To avoid any confusion, here

FDI has been adopted to stand for fault detection and isolation, while FDD

will be used when the fault identification function is also added to FDI.

A first look at the structure of the FTC system gives it an impression of

adaptive control systems. This can quickly be seen by replacing the diagno-

sis block by a system identification block identifying the plant parameters,

and replacing the supervisor block by a “controller parameter adjustment”

block converts an FTC system to an adaptive control system. However, the

operating capacity of an FTC system is far ahead than an adaptive system.

Unlike to the former system, the latter system is primarily designed to adapt

to changes in the process dynamics over a specific operating range and dis-

turbance characteristics [AW95].

In [BKSL03], it is shown that the dependability analysis of a system de-

termines the effectiveness of a fault-tolerant control system. Dependability

measures the degree to which a system is operable at a random time during

a specific mission profile, given that its services are available at the start of
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the mission [AKKH09]. It is not a single property measure, but a collection

of related measures, including some attributes such as:

Safety : The property that a system does not fail in a manner that causes

catastrophic damage during a specified period of operation.

Maintainability : The ease with which a system or component can be modi-

fied to correct faults, improve performance, or other attributes, or adapt

to a changed environment.

Reliability The probability that a system will perform the functions for

which it is designed for a given period of operation in the nominal con-

ditions. Note that a fault-tolerant control system cannot change the

reliability of the plant components, but it improves the reliability of an

overall system [BKSL03].

A dependable system with high availability and reliability is considered as

a fail-safe system. In fact, the FTC is a control methodology that ensures

continual safe or acceptable operation of the system through fault detection

and diagnosis (FDD), and controller reconfiguration (CR) in response to oc-

curring faults. See [Wu04a] for a deeper insight of the dependability analysis.

Over the last three decades, the growing demand for safety, reliability, main-

tainability, survivability in technical systems have drawn a significant research

within fault diagnosis, like, in [Him78] where fault detection for chemical pro-

cesses is introduced. One of the first surveys of fault detection is conducted

in [Ise84], where some methods based on modeling, and estimations are in-

troduced and in the latest survey [HKKS10], various reconfiguration methods

are discussed in parallel to fault diagnosis techniques. Historically, from the

point of view of practical applications, a significant amount of research on

fault-tolerant control systems was motivated by aircraft flight control system

designs [Ste05]. The goal, therein, was to provide “self-repairing” capability

in order to ensure a safe landing in the event of severe faults in the air-

craft [EWLW85]. Other practical applications, where the research on design-

ing an FTC system has been conducted, are rail traction drive [BPD99], ship

propulsion plant [BIZL98], winding machine [NSHT00], automated highway

systems [SP97], etc.

1.4.1 Classification of FTC systems

To a certain extent, fault tolerance can also be accomplished without the

structure given in Fig. 1.3 by means of well established control methods.

Generally, FTC systems are classified in two categories: passive (PFTC) and
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active (AFTC). Figure 1.4 shows a taxonomy of fault-tolerant control meth-

ods, based on either passive or active approaches. In PFTC systems, controller

parameters remain unchanged and this fixed controller has the ability to tol-

erate the changes in the plant dynamics. The closed-loop system satisfies its

goals under a very restrictive repertoire of likely occurring faults, thus, main-

tain the anytime fail-safe property. This approach neither requires any FDD

schemes nor a controller re-configuration strategy, thereby, makes it a compu-

tationally more attractive approach [EWLW85]. The passive approaches make

use of robust control techniques without the use of an on-line FDD module to

ensure that the closed-loop system remains insensitive to certain faults. Thus,

the impaired system continues to operate with the same controller. In order

to achieve such a robustness against faults, usually a very restricted subset of

possible occurring faults is considered. Moreover, it is popularly known that

to achieve the robustness against certain faults using a single controller is

only possible at the expense of decreased nominal performance [Pat93]. Since

the control law is not reconfigured, and the control objectives associated with

the system are fulfilled with a low level of performance, this approach is also

known as the conservative approach [Pat97].

In contrast to PFTC systems, the AFTC systems are adaptive in nature.

The controller parameters can change according to the changes in the plant

dynamics. This maintains the fail-safe operation, thereby, guarantees a sat-

isfactory performance, not only when all control components are functioning

well, but also in the cases when there are malfunctions of the sensors, actu-

ators, or other system components. The reconfigured controller compensates

against the impacts of faults either by selecting a pre-computed control law

among the available control laws or by synthesizing a new on-line one. Both

of these algorithms rely heavily on real-time FDD schemes that provide the

most up-to-date information about the current working status of the plant.

The structure of an active FDD-based FTC system is illustrated by Fig.1.3.

The FDD module in the supervision unit uses the input-output measurements

of the system to detect and localize the faults. Subsequently, the information

about the estimated faults is passed to the supervisor subsystem together

with input-output measurements. This led to the changes in the parameters

and/or the structure of the controller to achieve the acceptable post-fault sys-

tem performance. In other words, all subsystems in an AFTC system should

be operating in an on-line and real-time manner. In this regard, “AFTC

systems are real-time systems”. Indeed, to achieve a successful control recon-

figuration, the FDD scheme should be able to provide an accurate and the

most up-to-date information (including post-fault system models) about the

system in real-time.

Depending on the way the post-fault performance is achieved, active FTC
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Figure 1.4: Decomposition of Fault Tolerant Control

methods are further subdivided into the projection-based methods [MHRC89]

and the on-line redesign methods [LWEB85]. These methods take into account

the post-faulty controller switching. The online redesign method involves

determining new controller parameters in response to the control impairment.

This is often referred to as the reconfigurable control and/or restructurable

control. On the contrary, the projection based methods rely on the controller

selection from a set of off-line pre-designed controllers. Usually each pre-

computed controller in the set is designed for a particular class of likely-occur

faulty situations. A controller is switched in the closed-loop with the help of

a supervision subsystem whenever the corresponding fault pattern has been

diagnosed by the FDD scheme.

Other than the conceptual differences amongst AFTC and PFTC systems,

the structural differences, i.e. inclusion of both, FDD and reconfigurable con-

trollers within an overall system structure is the main criteria for distinguish-

ing AFTC systems from PFTC systems.

1.4.2 Role of FDD in Active Fault-Tolerant Control

In the process and manufacturing industries, the FDI stage is crucial to im-

prove the production efficiency, quality of the product, and the cost of pro-

duction. At many times, fault detection, isolation and estimation collectively

are termed as FDD or simply FD (Fault Diagnosis). The FDI algorithm pri-

marily consists of making a binary decision, either that something has gone

wrong or that everything is fine with the system. The residual signals play an

important role in making these binary decisions, which are the signals that,

in the absence of faults, deviate from zero only due to modeling uncertainties,
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with nominal value being zero, or close to zero under actual working condi-

tions. In this regard, the role of the decision system is to determine whether

the residuals differ significantly from zero and, from the pattern of zero and

non-zero residuals, to decide which are the most likely fault effects. Subse-

quently, it determines the location as well as the nature of the fault. There

are two main directions for developing a fault diagnosis system: using hard-

ware redundancy, and using analytical redundancy. The former direction is

based on the concept of comparing the duplicate signals generated by differ-

ent hardwares, such as measurements of the same signal given by two or more

sensors. The drawback of this approach is that a significant cost is involved

while using necessary extra equipments. On the other hand, the analytical

redundancy uses a mathematical model of the system together with an identi-

fication algorithm for determining the operating mode of the plant to perform

the FDI. Comparatively, the latter direction is a more cost effective approach.

Generally, the analytical redundancy approach for FDD is further categorized

into quantitative model-based methods and qualitative model-based methods.

The former model-based methods are commonly based on

1. state estimation;

2. parameter estimation;

3. parity space; and

4. combination of the above three.

On the other hand, the qualitative methods use artificial intelligence (AI)

techniques, such as pattern recognition, neural networks, etc. An ideal fault

detection and diagnosis are expected to pose several characteristics. Venkata-

subramanian et al., in [VRYK03a,VRYK03b] emphasized the following char-

acteristics:

1. Quick detection and diagnosis,

2. Isolability,

3. Robustness,

4. Novelty identifiability,

5. Classification error estimate,

6. Adaptability,

7. Explanation facility,
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Figure 1.5: Visualization of time-delay in FDD process

8. Model requirements,

9. Storage and computational requirements, and

10. Multiple faults identifiability.

In an active FTC system, FDD based algorithms first provides the com-

plete information about a fault in real-time so that a controller could subse-

quently be reconfigured. Fig. 1.5 illustrates the time-map in a fault detection

and diagnosis process [Kan04]. In an integrated FDD-CR approach to the

FTC, the passage of time during the fault diagnosis phase prior to the control

reconfiguration phase have a crucial impact in an overall AFTC system. In

the visualization of Fig. 1.5, it is assumed that the FDD scheme is based

on the direct estimation of a fault signal, thus, the diagnosis delay is often

experienced due to “gradual convergence” while determining a precise faulty

information.

1.5 Fault-tolerant Control Methodology

In many automatic control system applications, it is important to employ

the best appropriate control action to ensure a continuous safe operation of

the system against occurring faults. This can be achieved by using various

control reconfiguration techniques. There lies a difference in the variable use

of the terms “restructurable” and “reconfigurable” control. Reconfigurability

implies that the system with a fixed structure can be modified to oppose an

unpermitted change. This requires only modifying the controller parameters
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online in response to faults. On the other hand, restructurability subsuming

reconfigurability, implies that not only the parameters, but the system struc-

ture itself can be changed to accommodate the unpermitted changes. In this

section, an overview of existing reconfigurable FTC strategies is presented.

1.5.1 Passive Methods

Passive FTC systems are based on the robust controller design techniques.

The prime aim is to synthesize one controller architecture with fixed param-

eters that makes the closed-loop system insensitive to certain faults. In this

method, the impaired system continues to operate with the same controller

and the same system structure. The two main approaches dealing within

passive FTC are discussed below.

1.5.1.1 Reliable Control

Reliability is an idealistic goal of fault-tolerant control that requires repeata-

bility of the system stability and its performance. In some particular cases

of anticipated faults, a passive fault-tolerance is normally used in connec-

tion with a reliable control [VMP92]. In this regard, a fixed (or unrecon-

figurable) controller is designed such that it optimizes, in some sense, the

so-called worst-fault performance for a set of anticipated faults. Various

design methodologies of the reliable control for passive FTC are discussed

in [JZ00], [ZJ98], [YWS00].

1.5.1.2 Robust Control

Within a feedback control system, the robustness against disturbances and

modeling errors is difficult to achieve, however, it is one of the basic re-

quirements. Unknowingly intruding signals from sensors, actuators introduce

disturbances, while an imperfect matching between a theoretically designed

mathematical model, and the real functioning process causes modeling errors.

If these modeling errors and disturbances affect the nominal dynamics of the

system to an unacceptable level, then they can also be considered, in some

sense, faults. Thus, the robustness analysis assists in designing controllers

such that the system becomes insensitive to these faults. This is achieved

mainly by assuming a restricted repertoire of to-be-likely occurring faults.

These approaches are usually based on quantitative feedback theory [KPH97]

or robust H∞ control theory [ZR01], [NS03].
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1.5.2 Active Methods

Despite the well-known existing robust controller design methodology in the

literature, it poses new problems and challenges that might not appear in the

conventional controller designs for AFTC systems. An important criterion

to judge the suitability of any control method is to analyze the real-time

implementation of the controller. In this regard, following requirements should

be satisfied within an FTC system [ZJ08]

• control reconfiguration must be done under real-time constraints;

• the reconfigurable controller should be designed automatically with mi-

nor trail-and-error and human interactions; and

• the methods selected must provide a solution even if the solution is not

optimal.

1.5.2.1 Pseudo Inverse

The principle of the pseudo-inverse method (PIM) is to modify the constant

feedback gain matrix in the state-feedback control law such that the recon-

figured system approximates the nominal model closely. Considers again the

nominal linear continuous-time system

Σnom :







d

dt
x(t) = Anx(t) +Bnu(t)

y(t) = Cnx(t)
(1.9)

with the linear state-feedback control law u(t) = Knx(t), where the subscript

n denotes the nominal parameters of the system, under an assumption that

the state-vector x(t) is available for measurement. Under a fault occurrence,

the post-fault system model can be represented by

Σfaulty :







d

dt
xf (t) = Afx

f (t) +Bfu
f(t)

yf(t) = Cfx
f (t)

(1.10)

with the reconfigured control law uf(t) = Kfx
f (t), where Kf is the to-be-

determined feedback gain matrix. Various methods were presented in the

literature to compute this matrix. The method demonstrated in [Ost85] is

based on determining the Kf such that the closed-loop state-transition matrix

for the faulty system given by (Af + BfKf ), approximates the transition

matrix of the normal plant (An +BnKn). This yields the Kf matrix

Kf = B†
f(An − Af +BnKn) (1.11)
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where B†
f denotes the pseudo-inverse of Bf . This is relatively a fast solution

and very suitable for the online implementation providing the information

received from the FDD module is very accurate. Owing to this computational

simplicity, it is one of the most cited methods in AFTC research community. It

turns out that the feedback gain of an optimal control law computed by (1.11)

does not always guarantee to stabilize the closed-loop system. To overcome

with this issue, [GA91] describes the modified pseudo-inverse method (MPIM)

in which the difference between the closed loop state-transition matrices of

the nominal and the post-fault model is minimized subject to the stability

constraints. This enforces the system to recover the specified performance as

closely as possible. According to MPIM, the feedback gain matrix is then

computed as:

Kf = arg minKf
‖(An +BnKn)− (Af +BfKf )‖ (1.12)

This, however, results in a constrained optimization problem that indeed in-

creases the computational burden, whenever evaluated online. The stability

issues in PIM are re-visited in [Sta05] where it is proposed to use a set of ad-

missible models of the plant ensuring the guaranteed stability. Consequently,

the classical method and the modified pseudo-inverse method have been ex-

tended by using a set of admissible models in real-time. The work presented

in [TNS98], [NSHT00] also investigated a similar kind of approach, where

the reconfigured control action uf(t) is directly computed from the nominal

control law u(t) by uf(t) = B†
fBnu(t).

1.5.2.2 Eigenstructure assignment

Eigenstructure assignment (EsA) methodology to deal with the reconfigu-

ration mechanism is considered to be a powerful technique than PIM and

MPIM [KA96]. The principle is to place the eigenvalues of the closed-loop

system and their associated eigenvectors, via the feedback control laws, that

can meet the closed-loop design specifications. Precisely, the main objective

of this reconfigurable control system design is to synthesize a feedback gain

matrix so that the closed-loop eigenvalues of the reconfigured system become

similar to those of the pre-fault system [ZJ01], i.e.

λf
i = λ(Af +BfKf) = λi = λ(An +BnKn), ∀i = 1, 2, ..., n (1.13)

where λi denote the eigenvalues of the system while at the same time minimiz-

ing the 2-norm of the difference between the corresponding eigenvectors. Con-

sider vi as the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues λi, i = 1, 2, ..., n,

then using the EsA method we can compute the state-feedback gain matrix
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Kf for the faulty model (1.10) as a solution of the following optimization

problem

EsA :











Find Kf

such that (Af +BfKf)v
f
i = λiv

f
i , i = 1, 2, ..., n

and vfi = arg min
v
f
i
‖vi − vfi ‖2Wi

(1.14)

where ‖vi − vfi ‖2Wi
= (vi − vfi )Wi(vi − vfi ). Indeed, it is the least-square opti-

mization problem, however, this does not impose any computational burden

within this approach. The advantage of EsA is worth noting whenever the

performance specifications are given in terms of the system eigen-structure.

The eigen-structure of the closed-loop system can be determined precisely to

perform the stability analysis and achieving the specified dynamical perfor-

mance analysis. It turns out that the resulting system performance employing

this method might not be optimal, in some sense, since the model mismatch-

ing issues and the FDD uncertainties cannot easily be incorporated within

this optimization framework.

1.5.2.3 Model Following

The model-following approach for active FTC systems is an attractive can-

didate to design an online controller. Here, the goal is to emulate the per-

formance characteristics of the reference model, with or without faults or

failures. The ideal form of the model following approach is termed as the

Perfect Model-Following (PMF) approach. Consider the following reference

(ref) model

Σref :







d

dt
xM(t) = AMxM(t) +BMr(t),

yM(t) = CMxM(t)
(1.15)

where r(t) is the reference signal. Given the open-loop system (1.9), the

control actions are composed of the matrices Kr and Kx of the state-feedback

given by

u(t) = Krr(t) +Kxx(t). (1.16)

With the above control actions, the reference model and the closed-loop sys-

tem can be written as

ẏM(t) = CMAMxM(t) + CMBMr(t),

ẏ(t) = (CnAn + CnBnKx)x(t) + CnBnKrr(t).

Since the objective is to precisely match the above two models, the PMF can

be achieved by selecting the following feedback gain matrices given by

PMF:

{

Kx = (CnBn)
−1(CMAM − CnAn),

Kr = (CnBn)
−1CMBM

(1.17)
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where it is assumed that the system has an equal number of input-output, and

the inverse of the matrix CnBn exists. In 1.17, the control design process is

demonstrated for the fault-free case (or the nominal system). As a matter of

fact, the similar procedure can be employed for the faulty case as well provided

the system parameters are perfectly known since the feedback gain matrices

depend entirely on the parameters of the working mode of the plant.

Based on the availability of the system matrices in real-time, PMF is cat-

egorized into indirect (explicit) method, and direct (implicit) method. In the

former method, system matrices are estimated online while in the latter, the

controller gain-matrices are estimated directly provided that a precise infor-

mation of the system matrices are known a priori [Pat97]. In [TCJ02], a

direct adaptive-state feedback control scheme is carried out while an indi-

rect approach is presented in [ZJ02] with an emphasis on the implementation

issues of an overall AFTC scheme. An advantage of using model following

approaches is that they usually do not require an FDD scheme. However,

the use of a simple FDD scheme can be seen in an indirect method. In ad-

dition, these methods have a limited online fault accommodation capability

because of the need of a perfect post-fault model, which introduces difficulties

in dealing with model uncertainty issues.

1.5.2.4 Model Predictive Control

The Model Predictive Control (MPC) approach for AFTC systems is an in-

dustrially relevant control strategy which has received a lot of attention lately

in fault-tolerant community. MPC is an effective technique for solving multi-

variable constrained optimal control problems. In this strategy, an internal

model of the plant is used to predict the system dynamics in a finite-time

horizon. Based on these predictions, a cost function capturing the perfor-

mance of the system is minimized over a sequence of future input commands.

As discussed in [AAB+01], the MPC architecture allows fault-tolerance to be

embedded in a relatively easy way by: (a) redefining the constraints to repre-

sent certain faults (usually actuator faults), (b) changing the internal model,

and (c) changing the control objectives to reflect limitations due to a faulty

mode in operation.

In [MJ03], the validation of this approach is done by considering a practical

example of the Flight 1862. It is shown that the plane crash would have been

avoided by using the MPC-based fault-tolerant control system. For instance,

the actuator faults within this framework can be represented by modifying the

constraints of an optimization problem, and the sensor faults can be modeled

by modifying the internal model of the plant. In this way, there is practically

no additional optimization process that needs to be executed on-line, and this
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method can be viewed as having an inherent self-reconfiguration property.

With its self-reconfiguration capability, the MPC is very suitable and an

attractive strategy for achieving the fault-tolerance. For an overview of the

work on MPC-based FTC, refer to [KM99], [MJ03] and the references therein.

The problem with these approaches arises from the fact that an optimization

process is executed at each sampling instant, thus, makes the problem com-

putationally intractable. The suitability of various fault-tolerant controllers

with online accommodation, namely model predictive control (MPC), linear

quadratic controller (LQR) and pseudo-inverse method (PIM) are compared

in [MGB08]. In addition, the real-time implementation issues of a control

strategy together with considering the time utilized in determining the pa-

rameters of the faulty mode of the plant are also addressed.

1.5.2.5 YJBK Fault Tolerant Control

The (primary) YJBK parametrization was first formulated by Youla et al.

[YJB76] and independently by Kučera. It has been later used in solving

feedback control problems that result in the dual YJBK parametrization

[TMM97]. In the former approach, the controllers are parameterized such

that it stabilizes the system while in the latter, the plant model is parameter-

ized that can be stabilized by only one controller. The idea of using YJBK

parametrization in the fault-tolerant control design is based on co-prime fac-

torization, which mainly consists of two parts: a nominal performance con-

troller design and an additional controller satisfying the robustness property.

These controllers work in a way such that whenever a fault is detected, the

controller structure is reconfigured by adding a robustness loop that makes

the system fault-tolerant. The method allows for the design of passive as well

as for the active fault handling. In addition, the related design method can

be fitted either to guarantee stability or to achieve graceful degradation in the

sense of guaranteed degraded performance [NS05]. The salient feature offered

by the Youla-Kucera parametrization is that it offers an elegant and very fast

solution to the control re-design problem for some particular class of faults

that leave the system stable with the existing controller but unable to fulfill

exactly the specified performance due to an occurring fault [BKSL03].

In many similar ways, a feedback fault-tolerant control architecture is pro-

posed in [ZR01] which is also composed of two controller parts: one for the

performance and other to deal with robustness issues. An active fault toler-

ant control strategy utilizing the YJBK parametrization involves the use of

two control laws. The nominal or the robust controller is always connected

in the closed-loop system irrespective of the occurrence of faults. It is only

the other controller which is re-configured by the parameterization with some
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stable parameter, in case a fault is detected. A similar kind of controller

structure is also discussed in [CDZ03], which is based on the Generalized In-

ternal Model Control (GIMC) architecture. Both these control structures rely

heavily on YJBK parametrization. A new FTC controller implementation

structure within the YJBK framework is discussed in [NP09], which includes

a residual vector. These residual vectors are used for an internal feedback

in the controllers. Further, these residual vectors are also used directly in

connection with the fault diagnosis in the FTC architecture. In fact, a FDD

module is always embedded within these control structures, which requires

the precise information about the nominal model and the post-fault model in

real-time. Another drawback is that the additive faults cannot be detected

or isolated. Particularly, this approach is based on detecting the closed-loop

instability introduced by faults via the so-called dual YJBK matrix.

1.5.2.6 Multiple-Model Approach

The Multiple-Model (MM) approach is another model following technique for

AFTC systems. This approach belongs to the class of projection-based meth-

ods using the adaptive control framework. Unlike to the previous discussion,

here a controller is not re-designed. In this approach, a set of linear models

is used to describe the system for different operating modes or under various

faulty conditions. In this way, considering a pre-defined bank of models, a

bank of controllers is designed and operates in real time. The notion of the

multiple model has been used for various applications in the FTC commu-

nity. In [TSP03], [ZJ01], the same notion is used to characterize the FDD

module instead of controller re-configuration. In FDD module characteriza-

tion [TSP03], it generates the residual signal for a bank of FDD modules.

Linear quadratic (LQ) controllers are then pre-designed for each correspond-

ing operating mode of the system. Based on the knowledge of the residual

vector, one of the controllers is switched into the loop with the best match-

ing current-operating mode. In [ZJ01], based on the retrieved fault diagnosis

information incorporating the multiple-models, the EsA approach is used to

design the controllers online. In [KV00], it is used for weighted control allo-

cation to accommodate the fault effects. The key in their design process is to

develop an on-line procedure that determines the global control action through

the (probabilistically) weighted combination of different control actions.

The multiple-model method also proves to be a very attractive tool for

the modeling and the control of non-linear systems [YIZB03]. However, these

approaches usually consider a finite number of anticipated faults and proceed

by building one local model for each anticipated fault. In this way at each

instant one local controller is “active”, namely the one corresponding to the
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model that is in effect. Moreover, if the current model is not in the pre-

designed model set, the control action can still be synthesized by using some

convex combination of local models available in a pre-defined model set. In

that case, one of the disadvantages is that the synthesized control action might

not be optimal. This convex combination is also termed as control mixer

or blending. The use of FDD module is always seen within this approach

as well. In addition to the above, the method from [BBM05] is based on

multiple model fault detection and identification and fast switching among

multiple controllers based on the on-line information obtained from the FDI

subsystem. However, because a finite number of models were used and if none

of the models coincided with the actual damage, the resulting control system

could only assure that the output errors were bounded, but not that they

tended to zero asymptotically.

Recently, the logic based switching control (LBSC) has attracted atten-

tion within the MM framework. The main idea is to build a supervisor, that

comprises a set of estimators followed by the performance evaluation of those

estimators, and a switching logic scheme as depicted in Fig. 1.6. Each es-

timator reconstructs the plant output in either one of the healthy or faulty

working modes that yields an indicative signal. This signal is used to deter-

mine the current working mode of the plant and the corresponding control

law is then switched into the loop. A small difference from the MM method

is that no mixing of control actions is performed in LBSC, i.e. only one con-

troller is active at each time instant. However, continuous switching among

two or more controllers can be seen to achieve the desired objective [YCJ10].

In [BM98], this indicative signal is generated by comparing the outputs of the

local models with the measured system output. Based on some norm of this

output estimation error, the corrective decisions are taken in corresponding

to the model that best describes the current operating mode of the system.
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Figure 1.6: Control Switching approach to FTC

In all these approaches, either a plant model is used, or it is estimated in
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real-time. A bank of filters/models has to be pre-designed that work in parallel

with the plant to identify precisely the current working mode. This introduces

the system identification delay, and raises model mismatching issues (see Fig.

1.5). During this time and from the viewpoint of real-time constraints, the

current controller controls the (faulty) system which is not a right controller

for the closed-loop and can drastically deteriorates the system performance.

In [YCJ10], preliminary efforts were made to design an FTC scheme using

the classical concept of arbitrary switching theory discussed in [Lib03]. The

scheme is developed in a case where a fault is not accommodated by a single

controller alone i.e. no right controller is present in the bank, but the whole

process can still be controlled via a periodic switching between the other con-

trollers. An interesting real-time approach was proposed in [YK05] where the

(constrained) control switching occurs based on the control performance. Re-

cently, an AFTC scheme for the successive faulty case is designed in [YJC11].

1.5.2.7 Data-driven approaches

In general, the system faults are grouped into three broad categories as dis-

cussed earlier. The purpose of an FDD unit is to use available signals to

detect, identify, and isolate the possible faults at different locations in the

system. In the response, an overall FTC scheme calculates the required ac-

tions so that the system can continue to operate safely. As mentioned above,

the model-based FDI approaches to the FTC, though quite effective, fails

to fulfill the real-time constraints. A research community is thus formed

around the data-driven based FDD and subsequently, the FTC. The infor-

mation about the fault is extracted from the data generated by the system.

Later, the controller reconfiguration module performs its operation to fulfill

the anytime fail-safe property. Data driven FDD has gone through three main

phases in its development. These three phases are referred to as the signal

based FDD, multi-variable statistics based FDD, and the knowledge-based

FDD [HTYJLM09]. The common feature in these methods is they all use a

raw system data and process knowledge to carry out the required FDD.

Recently, in [Don09], the notion of data-driven method is used separately

for fault detection and identification, and controller reconfiguration. The sug-

gested algorithms are based on the subspace predictive control (SPC), thus,

rely heavily on a sequence of Markov parameters identified from the data.

Another subspace-based approach without demonstrating controller reconfig-

uration is presented in [DZN+09]. A key step in these approaches is to predict

the future output (in terms of Markov parameters), which maps the past I/Os

and future inputs to the future outputs of the system. The identified predic-

tor then parameterizes a so-called predictive controller. The closed-loop SPC
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skips the realization of the system model and relies only on the identified

Markov parameters. To identify these parameters, the inputs to the plant

have to be “informative” enough, i.e., they must persistently excite the sys-

tem to a sufficient order.

1.5.3 Analysis of Fault-tolerant systems

Fault-tolerant systems may degrade performance whenever a fault occurs, but

an occurring fault will not develop into a failure at the system level, if this

could be prevented through proper action in the programmable parts of a

control loop. The performance of an overall FTC system (FTCS) depends on

many factors [ZJ08], such as

• the speed and accuracy of the online FDD scheme,

• availability of the remaining healthy (functional) actuators or sensors,

• strategy to utilize the hardware or analytical redundancy in the system,

• the type of control strategies adopted in the reconfigurable controller

design, and

• the integration of these components to form an overall AFTCS.

Many applications address a set of faulty situations that are known in advance,

for example, when actuator outages are considered [YWDC06]. Even when

an appropriate reconfiguration strategy is utilized, particularly, sensor fault,

and more generally, any type of fault falls in the same category [BKSL03].

Designing the control law, such that the aftereffects of an occurring fault are

compensated, is usually carried out through passive or active fault-tolerant

schemes, as discussed above. Nevertheless, whatever the (passive or active)

FTC strategy is, its feasibility is obviously dependent on the recoverability (or

fault coverage [Wu04b]) of each fault [Sta02]. Reconfigurability is concerned

with the possibility either to accommodate the faults or to reconfigure the

system when faults occur. In this context, system component based Failure

Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is considered to be the first step for a

systematic design of FTC systems, which includes various measures, namely

dependability analysis, control reconfigurability analysis, fault coverage anal-

ysis. An FMEA deals with system components, viz. sensors, controllers,

actuators, faults and the propagation of fault effects. This preliminary phase

determines how fault effects arising from the component relate to faults at in-

puts, outputs, or internal parts. Based on this, a complete coverage of likely

occurring faults within the system and their possible accommodation mea-

sures are provided at the outset together with the performance specifications
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that a system can achieve. A logical boolean mapping of faults is developed

in [Bla96] demonstrating the propagation of faults and their effects within the

system. Given a set of system faults fc ∈ F, and a set of effects ec ∈ E, the

fault propagation scheme can be expressed by

eci ← P f
i ⊗ fci

where P f
i : F × E → {0, 1} is a boolean matrix with i representing the com-

ponent identifier and ⊗ the inner product disjunction operator. When faults

effects propagate from other components, we get, at level i

eci ← P f
i ⊗

[

fci
ec(i−1)

]

. (1.18)

Equation (1.18) is a surjective mapping from faults to effects, that is to say,

there is a unique path from fault to end effects. However, there could be

several unlike faults that may cause the same end effects.

Satisfying real-time constraints and considering the dynamical nature of

the system, it imposes many challenges while designing an effective FTC

scheme. Usually a very limited amount of time is available to carry out the

post-fault model construction (estimation) and for controller reconfiguration.

The trade-off among the various design objectives and the interaction among

different subsystems have to be carried out on-line. These issues are associated

with modeling, stability, performance, robustness, non-linearity, simulation,

implementation, and applications. Other interesting approaches that are re-

cently developed are based on the use of virtual sensors/actuators [PTA10],

progressive accommodation of fault [Sta04]. These approaches rely on the

optimal LQR-based controller reconfiguration mechanism.

In addition, due to the historical reasons and taking into account the

complexity of the problem, most of the research on FDD and Reconfigurable

Control (RC) is carried out as two separate entities. More specifically, most

of the FDD techniques are developed as a diagnostic or a monitoring tool,

rather than an integral part of the FTCS. As a result, some existing FD

methods may not be able to satisfy the need of controller reconfiguration

[ZJ08]. On the other hand, most of the research on reconfigurable control is

carried out assuming the availability of the perfect FDD. This in turn demands

for the availability of complete information about the post-fault plant model

which might not be accessible all the time. Few work has been done on

reducing the time taken in controller reconfiguration mechanism. However,

no treatment for the time taken in the FDD module is seen. In most of the

above briefed AFTC methods, the stability of the post-fault system cannot

be guaranteed during the period an FDD unit is performing its diagnostic
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functions. Moreover, in these AFTC approaches, it always requires a perfect

FDD unit to carry out controller reconfiguration mechanism. A promising

approach is proposed in [YK04a] that does not utilize an explicit FDD module

to deal with AFTC systems. The approach is based on the framework of

unfalsified adaptive control theory [ST97].

The propagation of transients within an integrated FDD-CR based FTC

system also plays an important role in judging the fault-tolerance scheme.

When the considered control laws are static in nature, no precaution is re-

quired during the reconfiguration process. However, the situation is different

for dynamic controllers. Within an AFTC system, undesirable transients

may occur, which are harmful to the safe operation of the system. The con-

sequences of these transients may cause saturations in actuators, and damage

to components in the system. Therefore, such transients should be mini-

mized as much as possible. This phenomenon is often termed as the bumpless

phenomena [HKH87] or smooth switching [SKP00]. The potential solutions

in reducing these reconfiguration transients may lie in how to manage the

system/controller states or command inputs. A brief comparative study of

the bumpless transfer of controllers has been carried out in [PAGB10]. The

case of switching between the stabilizing multi-variable controller is discussed

in [NSA04] in the YJBK framework. A promising approach for bumpless

transfer has been proposed in [YK07] which is based on the parametriza-

tion of candidate controllers. More comprehensive treatment in the transition

management for reconfigurable control systems can be found in [GCW+03].

1.6 Scope of the thesis

The overview of various active approaches discussed in the previous section

shows that a plenteous literature is present in the field of fault-tolerant control.

As it is argued in the surveys done by Zhang et al [ZJ08] and Patton [Pat97],

there are still certain areas that have not yet received the required attention.

Regardless of having a gap of more than a decade between the two surveys, one

of the serious prevailing issues is the real-time implementation of an integrated

FDD-CR approach to deal with FTC systems. Some of the main issues (I)

are now highlighted [JYS12d,JYS12c,JYS11c], which laid the foundation for

this thesis and will be resolved in the rest of the chapters.

(I-1). Precise knowledge of a priori plant model in real time. The

problem of fault-tolerant control can often be handled using the following two

approaches: model-based approach and model-free approach. In the former

approach, the full information of the operating plant is/should be known a
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priori. Accordingly, a sub-system (state observer, output observer, Kalman’s

filter, etc.) is built, which reconstructs the plant output and diagnoses the

fault. It is while constructing this sub-system that requires the precise infor-

mation about the working model of the plant. The aftereffects of any occurring

fault are then accommodated using the CR module. On the other hand, in

so-called model-free approaches, the information of a fault is extracted using

the observed measurements. Nevertheless, a priori knowledge of the plant is

as well required during the online estimation of a fault [DZN+09]. Hence, the

knowledge of any a priori plant model is mandatory at any time while dealing

with fault-tolerant control systems. This may elicit model mismatching issues

that can generate false alarms even in a fault-less situation.

(I-2). Strong dynamical interaction between FDD and CR module.

In the schematic representation of FTC systems as illustrated in Fig. 1.3,

the FDD module monitors the current working mode of the plant. Under

a fault occurrence, the generated residual vector indicates the detection of

malfunction. In general, this residual is generated by detecting a mismatch

between the model used in the FDD module and the current working mode

of the plant. Subsequently, the supervisor reconfigures the controller. How-

ever, the particular issue which has not received much attention in the FTC

research community is the study of “post-fault FDD module”. In this re-

gard, the supervisor together with control reconfiguration has to update the

FDD module as well for the new operating mode of the plant such that there

does not occur any false alarm after fault accommodation. In the closed-loop

environment, this causes a strong dynamical interaction between the FDD

module and the supervisor. For an instance, consider the case of disgraceful

performance degradation where the control objectives are modified to achieve

partial tolerance to faults. This implies that after the accommodation of fault,

the current operating plant still enfolds some unaccommodated dynamics due

to an occurred fault. As a result, the fault diagnosis module must be adaptive

with respect to the CR module such that the further modeling issue can be

averted. Note the flow of two-way information between the supervisor and

the FDD module within the supervision unit which is clearly reflected in the

Fig. 1.3.

(I-3). Time-delays at various stages in the overall AFTCS. As it

is pointed that the classical AFTC schemes require two cascaded distinctive

modules. These two modules, no doubt, involve their respective time delays,

namely the fault detection and diagnosis delay, and the controller reconfigu-

ration delay [BKSL03], [YJ11]. Collectively, we termed this delay as the fault

accommodation delay, i.e., the interval between the occurrence of a fault and
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the controller reconfiguration. We now illustrate the fault accommodation

delay in an active FTC system (refer to Fig. 1.4 for the taxonomy of FTC

systems) using the time-map. In an online redesign approach to AFTCS, gen-

erally a controller is designed using the LQR-based optimal control [Sta04].

This requires to solve a new, i.e. for the post-fault model, Algebraic Riccati

Equation iteratively. This implies that the optimal solution is not available

instantly, however, it takes some time to generate a new control law. The

passage of time is usually known as the controller reconfiguration delay in

the traditional scheme. The dynamics of the system working under these two

cascaded modules are distributed in the following time-periods [JYS12f].

1) t ∈ [0, tf [ : the plant is in the nominal operating mode (or fault-less) and

the applied controller is the nominal one.

2) t ∈ [tf , tfd[ : the plant is in the faulty mode, but the FDD algorithm has

not yet detected, isolated and estimated the fault. Therefore, the current

controller is still the nominal one.

3) t ∈ [tfd, tfdd[ : the plant is in the faulty mode, and the FDD algorithm

has detected the fault but has not yet isolated and estimated the fault.

Therefore, still the current controller is the nominal one.

4) t ∈ [tfdd, tftc[ : the plant is in the faulty mode, and the FDD algorithm

has detected, isolated and estimated the fault but a new controller for

the faulty mode has not yet been computed.

5) t ∈ [tftc,∞[ : the plant is in the faulty mode, the new controller has been

computed. Subsequently, it makes an interconnection with the plant.

In projection-based AFTC schemes, there is no need to design a new con-

troller on-line. A bank of pre-designed controllers are installed, and under

the constrained switching, an appropriate control law is switched instantly as

soon as the fault is diagnosed. Since no new controller is designed online, the

controller reconfiguration delay is not seen in this approach. From the time-

map as shown in Fig. 1.7, the FDD delay has been always there regardless of

using any approach to AFTC schemes. Considering the real-time constraints,

a significant attention has to be entail while handling these time delays. In

the interval between an occurrence of a fault and its accommodation, the

real-time performance of any FTC scheme become a concern.

Reacting to the above highlighted issues, we deal with real-time fault-

tolerant control systems in this thesis. A traditional active FTC system un-

dergoes two cascaded stages. This might be one of the basic causes of various

industrial disasters as demonstrated before, since there might not be enough
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time available to perform both the stages. Seeing these shortcomings and

stating precisely, the objective of this thesis is to develop generic methods for

fault-tolerant control based on real-time trajectories generated by the system

subject to faults. The main contribution within the work intends to formu-

late and to demonstrate model-free approaches to AFTC that does not require

any a priori information about the plant in “real-time”. To perform this task,

we use the mathematical framework of behavioral system theory. In the last

decades, it has been seen that the behavioral point of view has received an

increasingly broader acceptance as an approach for modeling dynamical sys-

tems, and now it is generally viewed as a cogent framework for system anal-

ysis [Wil91], [Wil97], [VW99], [RW01], [TW02], [vdS03], [BVW06], [Wil07].

1.7 Outline of the thesis

In this thesis, we deal with the issues when the controlled system becomes

faulty. The control of a faulty system addresses the concept of fault tol-

erant system. This implies that an AFTC problem is concerned with the

control problem subject to the working mode (healthy/faulty) of the sys-

tem [BKSL03]. The control problem is completely defined by the triple

< O,Pmode,U > (1.19)

where

• The objective O defines what the system is expected to achieve. This

implies that the system should satisfy certain closed-loop performance

specifications.

• The working modes Pmode are functional relations that the controlled

system satisfies over a time. This represents the state and measure-

ment equations of the working mode of the plant within the state space

representation.

• The set U represents the admissible control laws. These control laws

are designed in such a manner, when implemented satisfies the control

objective.

Let us analyze the impact of faults on the control problem. An occurrence of

a fault on the system transforms the control problem from < O,Ph,U > into

< O,Pf,U >, f ∈ F where F indexes the set of all considered faults, Ph is the

set of healthy (or nominal) constraints, and Pf is a set of faulty constraints.

Generally, an occurring fault does not change the system objective because
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the main idea of the fault tolerant control system is to try to reach them

even in the presence of faults. However, this would sometimes be possible or

not. A case when specified objectives are not able to be achieved, the prob-

lem is transformed into finding the new objectives being less restrictive such

that the system still manages to satisfy the fault-tolerance property (anytime

fail-safe) but with somewhat a lesser performance, i.e. disgraceful degraded

performance.

Unlike to the integrated FDD-CR (or model-based) fault-tolerant control

strategies, where the prime motive is to determine the constraints Pmode of the

faulty system during the FDD operation, here in the proposed approaches we

do not have access to a priori knowledge about these constraints in either of

the working modes of the plant. In this thesis, we directly deal with time-

valued trajectories generated by the system in real-time, which is independent

of any representation of the plant. In this regard, the representation-free fea-

ture of behavioral theory motivates us to borrow its mathematical framework.

More details on the behavioral approach to systems and control are presented

in the next chapter. The underlying aim is to make an interconnection between

the controller and the working mode of the plant subject to faults without uti-

lizing an explicit FDD module. Real-time constraints are thereby relaxed,

since reconfiguring an impaired control to a proper fault-tolerant, one only

need to analyze the trajectories of faulty dynamics. This avoids any on-line

fault estimation and iterative control re-design steps.

1.8 Organization of the thesis

The thesis is divided into three parts. The first part consists of two chapters.

In Chapter 1, we have provided an extensive review of the existing fault-

tolerant control approaches in the literature. In this, we posed the motivations

and objectives behind this research work. Chapter 2 deals with introducing

the mathematical tools borrowed from the behavioral system theory. Indeed,

no prior work has been seen in the FTC community using this mathematical

framework. Therefore, this chapter lays the strong basis to support the posed

objectives within this work.

The second part of the thesis consists of three chapters, in which we present

the real-time solutions to solve an FTC problem presented in the first part. In

the behavioral framework, a control problem is treated as an interconnection

of two dynamical systems. In Chapter 3, we demonstrate the significance of

these interconnections and the other requirements on the type of intercon-

nections. The first real-time solution based on the projection approach to

an FTC problem is demonstrated in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 demonstrates an
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another approach, namely the online redesign based approach, to deal with

an FTC problem.

The last part of the thesis consists of two chapters, which is quite signif-

icant from the practical implementation viewpoint within an AFTC system.

The transient management is one of the major issues that needs a special

attention during the controller reconfiguration process. Chapter 6 presents a

methodology to guarantee the real-time smooth interconnection. In Chapter

7, the validation of the theory developed in the previous chapters has been

done by taking various case-studies.
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In this chapter, we introduce the basic concepts of behavioral approach

that laid the foundation to deal with FTC approaches in this thesis. We shall

see here how the behaviors are described for a dynamical system. The el-

ementary properties (for example linearity, time/shift invariance) associated

with a dynamical system are discussed taking this behavioral point of view.

As we mentioned (very briefly) in the last chapter, the real essence of this

approach lies in its representation-free description. However, for the brevity

of explanation, we shall often utilize kernel representations. These represen-

tations consider the polynomial matrices for describing a system, which are

more general way of representing dynamical systems since these representa-

tions can easily be translated in either external-type or internal-type of repre-

sentations [Che99, section 6-7], [Wil91]. To motivate further use of behavioral

framework, we have considered various follow-up examples.

2.1 Dynamical systems

The starting point of this study is to describe the notion of a dynamical sys-

tem. In classical control theory, modeling of a dynamical system is the first
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step. Modeling a system describes the way by which the variables of the sys-

tem evolve, thus, demands for various representations for the system. In case

of unavailability of these representations, they are then determined utilizing

the tools borrowed from the system identification community. Interestingly

at any stage of the problem formulation (to be introduced in later chapters),

we do not deal with identifying the system (the plant). Let s denote a vector-

valued variable whose components consist of the system variables. We define

the signal space, denoted by S, where the variable s takes its values. Usually,

s itself is a function of an independent variable called time, taking its values in

a set called the time axis. The symbol T denotes the time axis. Accordingly,

in the behavioral framework a dynamical system is defined as [Wil91]

Definition 2.1. (Dynamical System) A dynamical system Σ is represented

by a triple Σ = (T, S,B) where T ⊆ R, called the time axis, S ⊆ Rs called the

signal space and B ⊆ ST called the behavior. A trajectory is a function

s : T→ S, t 7→ s(t).

As mentioned earlier, the set S is the space in which the system time-

signals take on their values and the behavior B ⊆ ST is a family of S-valued
time trajectories. ST denotes the set of maps from T to S. Thus, an element

of the behavior (s ∈ ST) is a map with domain T and co-domain S. We view

a dynamical system as an exclusion law that indicates which trajectories are

admissible within the system. Stating otherwise, a trajectory is possible if it

is consistent with the laws describing the system. Thus,

B = {s : T→ S|s is compatible with the laws of Σ} (2.1)

For the quick illustration, consider an example.

Example 2.1. According to Newton’s law of motion, the force (F) required

to accelerate a physical body is directly proportional to the mass (m) and the

acceleration (a) of the body. Mathematically, it is given as

F = m · a

A dynamical system that describes this theory can be written as a triple (T, S,B).

In this system, the acceleration and the force variables are the function of

time. Thus, the behavior of this system is completely described by the tra-

jectories of these variables. Each variable is vector valued, so we take S as

three-dimensional space, i.e. R3 × R3. The variables evolve continuously, so

we take T as, for example, R. The behavior B is then given as

B = {(F, a) ∈ R→ R3 × R3|∀t ∈ R, F (t) = m · a(t)}.
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Event space

Trajectories allowed

Time

Figure 2.1: Permitted trajectories defining the behavior

If we denote the position of the center of gravity of the body as x ∈ R3, then

the behavior of the dynamical system that describes the relation between the

force and the position of the body is

B = {(F, x) ∈ R→ R3 × R3|∀t ∈ R, F (t) = m · d
2x(t)

dt2
}.

The trajectories describing the behavior of a dynamical system generally

follows certain equations, which come from a description of the various laws

governing the system. These equations are usually termed as a representa-

tion of the system. Likewise, the equations in the last example constitute a

representation of the Newton’s law of motion, and B is the solution set of

this equation. Note the use of representation of the system to describe the

behavior. At this point, we are very clear now that it is not the differential

equations that describe the behavior instead it is the solution of the differential

equations.

These representations can be of either external type that includes only

the variables of the system or internal type that also includes the auxiliary

variable together with system variables. The relationships among variables

are, however, expressed in terms of the ordinary differential equations. Thus

the behavior is the set of all trajectories of the system variables that, according

to certain laws, are possible in the event space (See Fig. 2.1). We now proceed

with discussing the properties of a dynamical system. Here we shall study

dynamical systems that are linear and time-invariant.

Definition 2.2. (Linearity) A dynamical system Σ = (T, S,B) is called linear

if

• S is a vector space over a field R, and
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• the behavior B is a subspace of ST

The latter characterizes the superposition principle, i.e.,

s1, s2 ∈ B and α1, α2 ∈ R⇒ α1s1 + α2s2 ∈ B.

Consider an example from [CP99].

Example 2.2. Let B denote the set of all solutions of the homogeneous dif-

ferential equation d2

dt2
x + 2 d

dt
x + 3x = 0 in the signal space ST. Then S is a

vector space over a field R. If the differential equation is not homogeneous,

then it is not a linear space.

Time-invariance is the property of a dynamical system where the laws

governing the system do not explicitly depend on time. No doubt the variables

of the system evolve as the functions of time. If the time axis T is endowed

with a commutative and associative binary operation, and the σts is defined

by (σts)(t‡) = s(t + t‡)∀t, t‡ ∈ T, where σt : ST → ST is the shift operator,

then we can also define time invariance of a behavior.

Definition 2.3. (Time-invariance) A dynamical system Σ = (T, S,B) is called

time-invariant if for each trajectory s ∈ B, the shifted trajectory σts is again

an element of B, for all t ∈ T.

Considering the time-shifting property, we can now define the concatena-

tion of trajectories.

Definition 2.4. (Concatenation) Given a dynamical system Σ = (T, S,B),

for any two time instants t1, t2 ∈ T, the concatenation operation △t1
t2
is defined

such that for any two trajectories s1, s2 ∈ B,

s3 = s1△t1
t2
s2 ∈ ST,

s3(t) =

{

s1(t) t ≤ t1,

s2(t− t1 + t2) t > t1.

See Fig. 2.2 for an illustration of the concatenation of trajectories. In the

remaining part of this chapter, we shall review the classes of systems that are

dealt in this thesis. Regardless of an extensive treatment of these systems,

which is already existed in the literature, it is essential to review them in this

mathematical framework of behavioral theory.
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of concatenation of trajectories.

2.2 Linear Differential systems

We continue our discussion by defining a system as an exclusion law that

admits only those maps s ∈ ST that satisfy certain laws. Recall the example

2.1, where the solutions of the differential equations describe the behavior

of the system. In one of the descriptions of the behavior, there is a linear

algebraic relation between F and a while the other one is an ordinary linear

differential equation between F and x. Systems governed by laws that are

ordinary differential equations in the system variables are known as differential

systems. Together with linearity and time-invariance, these systems are called

linear differential systems. The set of all linear differential systems with s

variables will be denoted by Ls. Behaviors of such systems can be expressed as

the set of solutions, in a suitable function space, of a system of linear, constant

coefficient differential equations. It has been shown before that there exists a

clear distinction between the behavior as the space of all solutions to a set of

equations, and as the set of equations itself. These set of equations in which

the behavior is expressed shall often be termed as the kernel representation

of the behavior. The system is defined by a linear differential equation

R0s +R1
d

dt
s+R2

d2

dt2
s+ . . .+Rn

dn

dtn
s = 0, (2.2)

where Ri, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n are real constant matrices belonging to R•×s with

finite number of rows and s columns. Equation (2.2) can compactly be written

as

R

(

d

dt

)

s = 0, R(ξ) ∈ R•×s[ξ], (2.3)

with R(ξ) = R0 + R1ξ + R2ξ
2 + . . . + Rnξ

n where R•×s[ξ] denotes the set of

• × s polynomial matrices with real coefficients and indeterminate ξ. Then

the behavior B is given by the set

B = {s ∈ (Rs)R|s satisfies (2.3)}. (2.4)
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The representation used in (2.3) is called the kernel representation of B, and

we often write it as B = ker(R( d
dt
)). From the above, clearly a dynamical sys-

tem is now represented by a set of operating signals given in (2.4). The shift

from representing a dynamical system as an input/output processor stand-

point to an equivalent set of solutions will be the key idea in the proposed

FTC approach.

The only thing requires to show is that when a trajectory s : R→ Rs said

to be a solution of equation (2.3). Different concepts of solution will result

in different sets of trajectories, and thus different behaviors. There are two

solution concepts that appear in the literature [PW97, Chapter 2]. They are

termed as the strong solutions and the weak solutions.

Definition 2.5. (Strong solutions) A function s : R → Rs is called a strong

solution of equation (2.3) if the components of s(t) are often differentiable as

required by the equation (2.3), and if it is a solution in the ordinary sense.

In order to avoid specifying how many times a function is differentiable,

it is, instead, called infinitely differentiable function (denoted by C∞(R,Rs)

functions). Before, defining the concept of weak solutions, it is required to

introduce the class of locally integrable functions.

Definition 2.6. (Locally integrable function) A function s : R→ Rs is said

to be locally integrable if for all a, b ∈ R,

b
∫

a

‖s(t)‖dt <∞.

The symbol ‖ • ‖ denotes Euclidean norm on Rs. The class of locally

integrable functions s : R→ Rs is denoted as Lloc
1 (R,Rs).

Definition 2.7. (Weak solutions) The weak solutions to the differential equa-

tion 2.3 are locally integrable functions s(t) that satisfy (2.3) in the distribu-

tional sense.

While discussing about the input/output map, we shall encounter with the

class of square integrable functions, denoted by L2(R,Rs). This implies that

a function s : R→ Rs is said to be square integrable if
∫

t∈R

‖s(t)‖2dt <∞. In

a similar way, the weak solutions to (2.3) are square integrable functions s(t)

that satisfy (2.3) in the distributional sense. Now suppose we are interested in

the L2-trajectories s(t) that satisfy equation (2.3), then one way of describing

this set of solutions, namely, the behavior B is given by

B = {s ∈ L2(R,R
s)|R

(

d

dt

)

s = 0}. (2.5)
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Obviously, the system Σ = (R,Rs,B) is linear and time-invariant. In fact, the

linearity of R
(

d
dt

)

results in the linearity of B. Moreover, since the coefficients

of the polynomial matrix R
(

d
dt

)

are constant, this results in time-invariance.

The equation R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0 is also called a behavioral equation. Indeed, a

behavioral equation is the outcome of modeling. However, in the behavioral

framework, modeling a system is to describe the behavior of the system and

not to obtain just a behavioral equation. In other words, when understanding

a system, we usually take care not to get drowned in a behavioral equation

representing the behavior.

2.3 Equivalent and minimal representations

The starting point of introducing the behavioral point of view to describe a

dynamical system lies in the fact that the behavior of the system is representa-

tion independent. As a matter of fact, a behavior B ∈ Ls can have more than

one representation. The question is then arises: Can a kernel representation

of B be unique?

Definition 2.8. (Equivalent representation) Two representations are said to

be equivalent whenever they depict the same behavior.

This section contains the results from [PW97] related to equivalent kernel

representations.

Theorem 2.1. Let B
1,B2 ∈ Ls be represented by kernel representations

R1

(

d
dt

)

s = 0 and R2

(

d
dt

)

s = 0, respectively. Then B1 ⊆ B2 if and only

there exists an F (ξ) ∈ R•×•[ξ] such that FR1 = R2.

Using the above theorem, we easily obtain the desired conditions on R1

and R2 under which they induce kernel representations of one and the same

behavior. This happens if and only if F is an unimodular square matrix.

Consider the following example.

Example 2.3. Let a dynamical system Σ = (R,R2,B1) is given by the fol-

lowing differential equations

w1 + w2 +
d2

dt2
w2 = 0

w2 +
d

dt
w2 = 0.

The behavior B1 ∈ L2 of the above system can be given by

B
1 =

{

(w1, w2) ∈ R→ R2

∣

∣

∣

∣

[

1 1− ξ2

0 1 + ξ

] [

w1

w2

]

= 0

}

.
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We can compute that B1 consists of trajectories (w1, w2), such that for all

t ∈ R,

w1(t) = 0

w2(t) = exp(−t+K),

for some K ∈ R. Now, take another behavior B2 ∈ L2 described by the

following kernel representation

B
2 =

{

(w1, w2) ∈ R→ R2

∣

∣

∣

∣

[

1 0

0 1 + ξ

] [

w1

w2

]

= 0

}

.

We can easily deduce that the last two kernel representation illustrate the same

behavior, i.e. B1 = B2 and the unimodular matrix is

F =

[

1 1− ξ

0 1

]

which yields

[

1 1− ξ2

0 1 + ξ

]

=

[

1 1− ξ

0 1

] [

1 0

0 1 + ξ

]

.

A minimal representation satisfies the property of having a minimum num-

ber of rows. This brings us to the following definition.

Definition 2.9. (Minimal kernel representation) Let B ∈ Ls and let R(ξ) ∈
Rp×s[ξ] induce a kernel representation of B. R

(

d
dt

)

s = 0 is said to be a

minimal kernel representation of B if, whenever R′(ξ) ∈ Rg×s[ξ] induces a

kernel representation of B, then p ≤ g, i.e. rowdim(R) ≤ rowdim(R′).

Consider the following example.

Example 2.4. Take a dynamical system Σ = (R,R2,B), with B ∈ L2, where

B =







(w1, w2) ∈ R→ R2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣





1 1− ξ2

0 1 + ξ

1 −ξ2 − ξ





[

w1

w2

]

= 0







.

Notice that the third differential equation is nothing but the difference between

the first and the second. Hence, this representation is non-minimal, as one of

the rows can be removed without affecting the behavior.

Thus, minimality is equivalent to the number of differential equations being

as small as possible. The following theorem [PW97] characterizes minimality

of a kernel representation.

Theorem 2.2. Let B ∈ Ls and let R(ξ) ∈ Rp×s[ξ] induce a kernel represen-

tation of B. Then the kernel representation R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0 is minimal if and

only if the polynomial matrix R has full row rank.

Hereafter, by kernel representations, we shall always presume these repre-

sentations to be minimal representations.
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2.4 Latent variables and elimination

From the modeling point of view, it is argued in [PW97] that for many systems,

in general, we need to introduce a set of auxiliary variables. Later, we ‘ignore’

these variables once we obtain a mathematical model of the variables we are

actually interested in. Those auxiliary variables are referred to as the latent

variables and the variables in which we are interested are referred to as the

manifest variables. Without dwelling much into the modeling aspects, we

partitioned the latent variables (denoted by ℓ), and the manifest variables

(denoted by w) into a set of trajectories, i.e. s = column(w, ℓ). Thus, the

definition of a dynamical system incorporating these latent variables is now

given as

Definition 2.10. (Full Behavior) A dynamical system with latent variables is

a triple Σfull = (T,W×L,Bfull) where T is the time axis, W is the manifest

signal space, L the latent variable space and Bfull ⊆ (W × L)T. Bfull is

referred to as the full behavior of the system.

The dynamical system defined in the above definition is also termed as the

latent variable system. Note that it is only the separation of variables into

the manifest variables and the latent variables that distinguishes the definition

2.10 from the definition 2.1. We now define the manifest behavior B that is

induced by the latent variable system.

Definition 2.11. (Manifest Behavior) Let Σfull = (T,W × L,Bfull) be a

dynamical system with latent variables. The dynamical system induced by

Σfull is defined as Σ = (T,W,B) with the manifest behavior defined as

B = {w ∈WT | ∃ℓ ∈ LT such that (w, ℓ) ∈ Bfull}. (2.6)

Unlike to the behavior defined in definition 2.10, we have “ignored” the

latent variables ℓ ∈ LT in the behavior defined in definition 2.11. In fact, B can

be obtained from Bfull by projecting Bfull on the manifest variables. Define

the projection operator Πw : (W×L)T →WT by Πw(w, ℓ) = w. In this regard,

definition 2.11 of the manifest behavior B allows us to write B = Πw(Bfull).

Assuming Σfull to be a linear differential system, then an important ques-

tion arises about the linearity of the manifest system Σ that whether it is a

linear differential system. To resolve this query, Πw needs to preserve linearity

and time-invariance. Further, it has been shown in [PW97] that after elim-

inating the latent variables, the resulting manifest behavior is a differential

system provided ST ≡ C∞(R,Rs).
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W

L

Bfull

B

Figure 2.3: Projection of full behavior

Theorem 2.3. Let Bfull ∈ Lw+l. Consider the behavior defined by

B = {w ∈ C∞(R,Rw) | ∃ℓ ∈ C∞(R,Rl) such that (w, ℓ) ∈ Bfull}.

Then B ∈ Lw.

Thus, Bfull ∈ Lw+l =⇒ Πw(Bfull) ∈ Lw. This theorem is called the

elimination theorem. Graphically, the projection of a full behavior is shown in

figure 2.3, where time axis is the common axis. In the case of ST ≡ L2(R,R
s),

elimination of latent variables is not always possible. When it is possible, the

latent variables are called properly eliminable. It was argued in [PW97] that

in the context of linear differential systems, the general form of a system with

latent variables is given by the model

R

(

d

dt

)

w = M

(

d

dt

)

ℓ, R(ξ) ∈ R•×w[ξ],M(ξ) ∈ R•×ℓ[ξ] (2.7)

This representation is called a latent variable representation or hybrid repre-

sentation. Now we can write the full behavior as

Bfull = {(w, ℓ) ∈ (Rw+ℓ)R | R
(

d

dt

)

w = M

(

d

dt

)

ℓ}. (2.8)

Let B = Πw(Bfull), i.e.

B = {w ∈ (Rw)R | ∃ℓ ∈ (Rℓ)R such that (w, ℓ) ∈ Bfull}. (2.9)
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As mentioned, in general, there does not exist an R′(ξ) ∈ R•×•[ξ] that induce

a kernel representation of B. However, the closure of B does admit a kernel

representation [PW97], [Bel03]. Many intuitive concepts are explained nat-

urally using the concept of latent variables. These variables, in the context

of controllability, give the so-called image representations. We shall consider

an example after introducing the results from [PW97], which perform the

elimination operation for linear differential systems.

Theorem 2.4. Let Bfull ∈ Lw+ℓ be described by the latent variable repre-

sentation R
(

d
dt

)

w = M
(

d
dt

)

ℓ with R(ξ) ∈ Rg×w[ξ] and M(ξ) ∈ Rg×ℓ[ξ]. Let

U(ξ) ∈ Rg×g[ξ] be a unimodular matrix such that

UM =

[

M1

0

]

with M1(ξ) ∈ R•×ℓ[ξ] of full row rank. Partition

UR =

[

R1

R2

]

accordingly. Then a kernel representation of B is given by R2

(

d
dt

)

w = 0.

As an example, we consider the elimination of one of the variables from

the given differential equations of a linear time-invariant system.

Example 2.5. Consider the continuous-time system given by the following

representation

d

dt
x(t) = ax(t) + bu(t),

y(t) = cx(t).

We assume, for simplicity, that the variables x(t), u(t), and y(t) are all one

dimensional. We also assume that c 6= 0. The behavior of this system can be

represented by the following kernel representation.

[

d
dt
− a −b 0

c 0 −1

]





x

u

y



 = 0.

Notice that by pre-multiplying the above kernel representation by a unimodular

matrix

U

(

d

dt

)

=

[

0 1

c − d
dt
+ a

]

,
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we obtain another kernel representation

[

c 0 −1
0 −bc d

dt
− a

]





x

u

y



 = 0.

Following theorem 2.4, it is seen that the variable x is properly eliminable.

Consequently, the kernel representation of the behavior after the elimination

is given by the second row of the above equation, i.e.

[

−bc d
dt
− a
]

[

u

y

]

= 0.

Note that the differential equations in the last example are, in fact, repre-

sents the so-called first-order state-space system with x(t) denoting the state,

u(t) denoting the input and y(t) denoting the output of the system. However,

we have not made any distinction between the inputs and outputs at the mo-

ment. We shall explore this issue in the later sections. It has been shown above

that for such systems, the state is properly eliminable. Generally speaking,

the states are always properly eliminable for higher order systems [PW97].

2.5 Observability and detectability

Observability is one of the important concepts that plays a central role in sys-

tem theory. The classical definition of observability specializes to the problem

when the state of an input/state/output system is observable from the in-

put/output trajectories. Indeed, the behavioral approach considers a system

to interact with its environment via the terminal variables only. In relation

to this, the well-known concept of observability (and later, the detectability)

is extended viewing this more general viewpoint [PW97].

Suppose we are provided two variables (w1, w2) and we are interested in

obtaining the values of one variable from another variable, i.e. w2 from w1.

We can write these variables in the combined form as s =
[

wT
1 wT

2

]T
, see

figure 2.4 for an illustration. In this regard, the first component w1 is viewed

as an observed variable, and the second component w2 as a to-be-deduced

variable. We consider systems of the form Σ = (T, S,B), where T ⊆ R, S ⊆
Rw1+w2 . Each element of the behavior B hence consists of a pair of trajectories

(w1, w2) : T 7→ S.

Definition 2.12. (Observability) Let Σ = (T, S,B). Assume that trajectories

in B are partitioned as (w1, w2) with wi : R 7→ Rwi , i = 1, 2. The variable w2

is said to be observable from w1 whenever

(w1, w
′
2), (w1, w

′′
2) ∈ B =⇒ w′

2 = w′′
2 .
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B w2

to-be-deduced

w1

observed

Figure 2.4: Observability

For linear systems, observability of w2 from w1 is equivalent to (0, w2) ∈
B =⇒ w2 = 0. To get a test for observability, we need to express the

behavior in terms of the kernel representation. The following theorem gives the

condition for “w2 observable from w1” in terms of the representations [PW97].

Theorem 2.5. Let B ∈ Lw1+w2 be the behavior represented by R1

(

d
dt

)

w1 =

R2

(

d
dt

)

w2, where R1(ξ) ∈ R•×w1 [ξ], R2(ξ) ∈ R•×w2 [ξ]. Then, w2 is observable

from w1 if and only if rank(R2(λ)) = w2, ∀λ ∈ C, equivalently, R2(λ) has full

column rank for all λ ∈ C.

Observability of a dynamical system, which is represented in the form as

given in theorem 2.5, is also equivalent to matrix R2 having a polynomial left

inverse, i.e. there exists a R†
2(ξ) ∈ R•×•[ξ] such that R†

2R2 = I. After comput-

ing this R†
2, one can obtain w2, the to-be-deduced variable from w1, the ob-

served variable. From the above (w1, w2) ∈ B implies w2 = R†
2

(

d
dt

)

R1

(

d
dt

)

w1.

For future reference, whenever the partition of the variable space is under-

standable, we call the system ‘observable’.

Fro a quick demonstration of this result, consider the linear system given

in the state-space form

d

dt
x = Ax+Bu,

y = Cx+Du.

The behavior of this system can be represented by the following kernel repre-

sentation.
[

d
dt
I − A B 0

C D I

]





x

u

y



 = 0.

Following theorem 2.5, the necessary and sufficient condition for observability

of the states from the inputs and outputs is that the matrix

[

λI − A

C

]

should

have full rank for all complex numbers, i.e. λ ∈ C. This condition coincides

with the renowned Popov-Belevitch-Hautus test for observability.
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Relaxing the constraint of full column rank for all λ ∈ C to full column rank

for all λ ∈ C
+
(the closed right half complex plane) in the last definition and

subsequently in the last theorem, we get the concept and a test of detectability,

respectively.

Definition 2.13. (Detectability) Let Σ = (T, S,B) be a linear differential

system. The trajectories in B are partitioned as (w1, w2) with wi : R 7→
Rwi , i = 1, 2. The variable w2 is said to be detectable from w1 whenever

(w1, w
′
2), (w1, w

′′
2) ∈ B =⇒ lim

t→∞
w′

2 − w′′
2 = 0.

It is clear from the above that: Observability =⇒ Detectability but

not the otherwise. The notion of detectability is weaker than the notion of

observability as the last definition formalizes that we can deduce the to-be-

deduced variables from the observed variables asymptotically.

Theorem 2.6. Let B ∈ Lw1+w2 with system variable (w1, w2) be represented

by the kernel representation R1

(

d
dt

)

w1 = R2

(

d
dt

)

w2. Then w2 is detectable

from w1 in B if and only if R2(λ) has full column rank for all λ ∈ C
+
.

Taking this point of view, the observer design problem within the behav-

ioral framework is investigated in the context of linear shift invariant behaviors

in the discrete-time domain in [BVW06], while in the continuous-time domain

in [VW99]. Several classical problems addressed for state-space models, like

state estimation, the design of unknown input observers or the design of fault

detectors and identifiers were casted in this general framework.

2.6 Controllability and stabilizability

The concept of controllability plays a central role in systems and control for the

analysis and synthesis of dynamical systems, which deals with modifying the

conduct a system exhibit. Let us first recall the implication of the classical

definition of controllability, which was introduced and formalized for state-

space systems by Kalman in 1960. Consider a state-space equation

d

dt
x = Ax+Bu

where A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×m. The Rn-valued variable x is called the state.

This system is said to be state controllable if for every x0, x1 ∈ Rn, there exist

T ≥ 0 and u : R 7→ Rm such that the solution x(t) to the above state-space

equation with initial state x(0) = x0 satisfies x(T ) = x1. In this context, the

controllability test is checking that the matrix
[

B AB A2B · · · An−1B
]
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has full row rank. The main drawback of this notion of controllability is

being representation dependent. One should realize that a system may be

uncontrollable either for the intrinsic reason where the control signal cannot

affect the system variables, or because the state was chosen inefficiently. For

illustrating the latter case, we consider an example from [Che99] where a

dynamical system Σ = (R,R3,B) is described by two ordinary differential

equations given as

d2y

dt2
− 2

dy

dt
+ y =

du1

dt
+ u1,

dy

dt
− y = 2u2.

We are interested in checking the controllability of Σ. Assigning the input /

state / output structure to above differential equations, we denote input by,

u =
[

u1 u2

]T
, state by x, and output by y. The transformation of these

equations results in two representations (RP) in the state-space environment,

i.e.,

(RP : 1)⇔ ẋ =





1 1 0

0 1 0

0 1 1



 x+





0 1

1 0

0 1



 u, y =
[

1 1 1
]

x

(RP : 2)⇔ ẋ =

[

1 0

1 1

]

x+

[

1 0

0 1

]

u, y =
[

1 2
]

x

Quickly, we can see that with (RP : 1), the dynamical system is not control-

lable, however with (RP : 2), it is controllable. Thus, here the controllability

depends on a specific representation of the system.

On the other hand, in the behavioral framework, controllability is the

property of the system, which is described by the set of trajectories and not

of a particular representation of the system [Wil97]. These trajectories are

admitted by the system, the behavior. We now recall the formal definition of

controllability.

Definition 2.14. (Controllability) Let B ∈ Ls be the behavior of a dynamical

system. The system is said to be controllable whenever for all s1, s2 ∈ B,

there exists T ∈ R, T ≥ 0 and s ∈ B such that

s(t) = s1(t) for t < 0,

s(t+ T ) = s2(t) for t ≥ 0.

The conceptual description of controllability is illustrated in figure 2.5.

The above definition refers to the ability to switch from any one trajectory
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0

T

S S
s1

s2

‘past’

‘future’

time

Figure 2.5: Controllability

within the behavior to any other one, allowing some time delay. Of course,

if the system happens to be given in terms of a particular representation, we

would like to have tests in order to decide whether the system is controllable.

For linear differential systems, the following theorem from [PW97] deals in

terms of given kernel representations of the behavior.

Theorem 2.7. Let Σ = (R,Rs,B) ∈ Ls. Let R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0 be a kernel rep-

resentation of B, with R(ξ) ∈ R•×s[ξ]. Then, the following statements are

equivalent:

1. The system Σ is controllable.

2. The polynomial matrix R has the property that rank(R(λ)) = rank(R)

for all λ ∈ C.

3. There exists an integer ℓ and a polynomial matrix M(ξ) ∈ Rs×ℓ[ξ] such

that B is the image of the differential operator M
(

d
dt

)

.

A remarkable point of theorem 2.7 is that the controllable system allows

a representation in terms of a latent variable ℓ, of the form

s = M

(

d

dt

)

ℓ (2.10)

Equation 2.10 is called an image representation of B. Now, reconsider the

previous example in the behavioral context. We can describe the behavior of

the dynamical system Σ = (R,R3,B) by the following kernel representation

R

(

d

dt

)

s ⇒
[

−(ξ + 1) 0 ξ2 − 2ξ + 1

0 −2 ξ − 1

]





u1

u2

y



 = 0
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where R(ξ) ∈ R2×3[ξ], and s is partitioned as, s =
[

u1 u2 y
]T
. Following the

last theorem, one can easily deduce that the dynamical system is controllable.

From this example, we have observed that we do not restrict ourselves to any

particular input/state/output structure to determine the controllability of a

dynamical system. Rather, we only deal with the variables describing the

system. No doubt, (RP : 1) can easily be transformed to (RP : 2) by the so-

called similarity transformation. However, if the states are chosen randomly,

the transformation step unnecessarily increases the computational burden.

Controllability of behaviors will play an important role in this thesis. We

shall use this notion while discussing the different modes of the operating

system, namely the “desired” and the “undesired” mode. Consider a scenario

where our system works in some given mode of operation, considered as the

undesired mode (‘past’). Then, the possibility of transferring our system from

that mode to another one, referred to as the desired mode (‘future’), reflects

the ability of controlling the plant. Controllability of a behavior enables us to

steer a trajectory to a desired trajectory within some finite time.

We now come to the notion of stabilizability, which is weaker than that

of controllability, i.e. “B is controllable =⇒ B is stabilizable” but not

the otherwise. This notion is concerned with the situation where we are on a

given trajectory of the given behavior B and we want to switch to a trajectory

that asymptotically tends to zero, while remaining on a trajectory within the

behavior. Following is the definition for linear differential systems.

Definition 2.15. (Stabilizability) B ∈ Ls is called stabilizable whenever for

each s ∈ B, there exists a s′ ∈ B such that

s′(t) = s(t) for t < 0,

s′(t)→ 0 as t→∞.

To test the stabilizability of the given behavior B, we use the following

theorem from [PW97] in terms of the given kernel representations.

Theorem 2.8. Let B ∈ Ls and let R(ξ) ∈ R•×s[ξ] induce a kernel represen-

tation R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0 of B. Then the following statements are equivalent.

1. B is stabilizable.

2. rank(R(λ)) = rank(R) for all λ ∈ C
+
.

2.7 Autonomous behavior

Controllability, discussed in the previous section deals with the possibility of

moving from a given trajectory to another trajectory within the same be-

havior. However, for some types of behavior it is not possible. These are
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termed as the autonomous behaviors. The future of each trajectory within

this behavior is completely determined by its past.

Definition 2.16. (Autonomous) A linear differential system Σ = (R,Rs,B)

is said to be autonomous whenever for all s1, s2 ∈ B we have

s1(t) = s2(t), t ≤ 0 =⇒ s1 = s2.

Now, we would like to have conditions on the underlying polynomial ma-

trices of the behavior to be autonomous. The following theorem from [PW97]

effectively relates the property of autonomy to a given kernel representation.

Theorem 2.9. Let B ∈ Ls and let R(ξ) ∈ R•×s[ξ] induce a kernel represen-

tation R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0 of B. Then the following statements are equivalent.

1. B is autonomous.

2. rank(R(ξ)) = s, i.e. R(ξ) has full column rank.

3. B is a finite dimensional vector space.

Furthermore, if R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0 is a minimal kernel representation then any of

the above statements is equivalent to R being square and nonsingular. In gen-

eral, the notion of so-called characteristic polynomial is used to describe the

set of trajectories in an autonomous behavior. Assume B ∈ Ls is autonomous

and let R(ξ) be a s× s polynomial matrix with det(R(ξ)) 6= 0 such that B is

minimally represented by R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0. Now, choose any non-zero α ∈ R such

that det(αR(ξ)) has the leading coefficient equal to 1. Indeed, for any non-

zero α ∈ R, the polynomial matrix αR(ξ) also yields a kernel representation

of B. Denote this monic polynomial by χB. This polynomial is termed as the

characteristic polynomial of B.

One can quickly see that χB depends only on B, and not on the polynomial

matrix R(ξ). If R1(ξ), R2(ξ) both represent B minimally then there exists a

unimodular U(ξ) such that R2(ξ) = U(ξ)R1(ξ). In addition, if det(R1(ξ)) and

det(R2(ξ)) are monic then det(R1(ξ)) = det(R2(ξ)). In the same context, the

roots of the characteristic polynomial are called the poles of the autonomous

behavior B. Thus, an autonomous behavior B ≡ R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0 is stable if and

only if R is Hurwitz, or equivalently, if and only if all its poles are in C−.

Controllable behaviors and autonomous behaviors, to some extent, are

opposite to each other. However, every behavior contains a controllable part

and an autonomous part. In fact every behavior can be written as a direct

sum of a controllable and an autonomous sub-behavior [PW97].
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Theorem 2.10. Let R(ξ) ∈ Rg×s[ξ] be a full row rank and let B be the

behavior defined by R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0. Then there exist sub-behaviors Baut and

Bcontr of B such that

B = Baut ⊕Bcontr,

where Bcontr is controllable and Baut is autonomous, and the characteristic

values of Baut are exactly those numbers λ ∈ C for which rank(R(λ)) < g.

The symbol “⊕′′ denotes the direct sum operation. The resulting decom-

position of a behavior using the last theorem is, in general, not unique. It is

because of the autonomous part which is not unique. However, the control-

lable part in this decomposition is unique.

2.8 Input/Output Representation

Until now, we have projected the behavioral point of view to deal with dynam-

ical systems as a representation-free approach. Thats is, it is not subjected to

any special framework to explain the way a system interacts with its environ-

ment. Nevertheless, as a particular case, a subset of the system variables may

be defined as the inputs while another subset of variables may be fixed as the

outputs of the system. In this way, the input/output paradigm becomes (as

expected) a special case of this more general setup. Of course, many concepts

of the system theory are formalized in the framework of input/output, partic-

ularly in feedback control. Thus, it would be interesting to introduce the link

between the two points of view.

The behavioral approach takes into account the possibility of having un-

constrained system variables, termed as the free variables. The underlying

idea of these variables is that the system cannot impose any restriction on

them and hence is chosen/fixed by the environment. Such variables will be

called inputs of the system. In general, there are more system variables than

equations describing the behavior of the system. As a consequence, a poly-

nomial matrix that represents the system is non-square. This is the main

cause for the existence of free variables which are unconstrained and hence,

they are labeled as inputs. Once the inputs are fixed, together with the initial

conditions they will determine the values of the remaining variables of the

system. These remaining variables are then called the outputs. The following

definition from [PW97] summarizes these ideas.

Definition 2.17. (Defining inputs and outputs) Let Σ = (R,Rs,B) be a

linear differential system. Partition the signal space as Rs = Rw1 × Rw2 and

partition s correspondingly as s = (w1, w2). This partition is said to be the

input/output (i/o) partition whenever:
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1. w1 is free, i.e., for all w1 ∈ C∞(R,Rw1), there exists a w2 ∈ C∞(R,Rw1)

such that (w1, w2) ∈ B.

2. w2 does not contain any further free components, i.e., given w1, none of

the components of w2 can be chosen freely.

If these conditions hold then we also say: w1 is maximally free. If both condi-

tions above are satisfied, then w1 is called an input variable and w2 is called

an output variable.

If w1 is maximally free then w2 does not contain any free components.

In this case, w2 is often called bound. The following theorem provides con-

ditions in terms of given kernel representation of a dynamical system for the

input/output partition in s.

Theorem 2.11. Let R(ξ) ∈ Rg×s[ξ] induce a kernel representation of B.

Let s = (w1, w2) be the partition of s and let R(ξ) =
[

R1(ξ) R2(ξ)
]

be the

corresponding partition of R(ξ). Then,

1. w1 is free if and only if rank(
[

R1(ξ) R2(ξ)
]

) = rank(R2(ξ)),

2. once w1 is fixed, w2 is a bound if and only if R2(ξ) has full column rank,

i.e. rank(R2(ξ)) = dim(w2),

3. s = (w1, w2) is the input/output partition if and only if rank(R(ξ)) =

rank(R2(ξ)) = coldim(R2(ξ)).

According to the above theorem, if R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0 is a minimal kernel

representation, then s = (w1, w2) is an i/o partition if and only if R2(ξ)

is square and nonsingular. With this partition, the system can be written

as R1

(

d
dt

)

w1 + R2

(

d
dt

)

w2 = 0, and owing to the i/o partition, the matrix

−R−1
2 (ξ)R1(ξ) defines the transfer matrix of B. For linear differential sys-

tems, the transfer matrix is rational, i.e. each entry in this matrix is a ratio

of two polynomials. Coming on to the issue of properness, a rational matrix

is called proper if in each entry the degree of the numerator does not exceed

the degree of the denominator. Further, the rational matrix is called strictly

proper if in each entry the degree of the numerator is strictly less than the

degree of the denominator. When we consider only C∞ trajectories, proper-

ness is not an issue and in general, the transfer matrix −R−1
2 (ξ)R1(ξ) is not

proper. Properness becomes important when we talk about linear differential

systems considering L2 trajectories. The variable u being an input in the L2

sense is equivalent to the rational matrix −R−1
2 (ξ)R1(ξ) being proper. In this

regard, the following method of partitioning R into R =
[

R1 R2

]

ensures

the properness condition on −R−1
2 (ξ)R1(ξ). In the following example, we will

show how an input/output partition occurs naturally in this framework.
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Example 2.6. Consider a simple electrical RCL (Resistor, Capacitor, Induc-

tor) network with the current i that flows into the network, and the voltage

v across the network. Therefore, (i, v) serves as the manifest variables of

the system. We choose the auxiliary variables as the currents iR, iL and iC
passes through the resistor, inductor and capacitor, respectively, the voltages

vR, vL and vC across the network. Thus, (iR, iL, iC , vR, vL, vC) serves the la-

tent variables. The equations describing the behavior of the system are given

as

vR = RiR, vL = L
d

dt
i, iC = C

d

dt
vC

i = iR, iR = iL, iL = iC

v = vR + vL + vC

All these equations can be combined in the form

S

(

d

dt

)

s = 0

where the polynomial matrix S and the vector-valued signal s are given by

S(ξ) =























R 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 ξL 0 0 −1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 −ξC 0 0

1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0

−1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 1























, s =



























iR
iL
iC
vR
vL
vC
i

v



























The full behavior of the system is then described as

Bfull =

{

s ∈ (Rs)R|S
(

d

dt

)

s = 0

}

For the network, the latent variables ℓ and the manifest variables w are cho-

sen as ℓ =
[

iR iL iC vR vL vC
]T

, w =
[

i v
]T
. Using the elimination

theorem 2.3, we can obtain the manifest behavior of the system, described as

B = {w ∈ (Rw)R|∃ℓ such that (w, ℓ) ∈ Bfull}

Eliminating ℓ from the kernel representation of the full system behavior, we

obtain the kernel representation of the manifest system behavior in w given as

R

(

d

dt

)

w = 0 ≡
[

R1 R2

]

[

i

v

]

= 0.
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where R1(ξ) = LCξ2 + RCξ + 1 and R2(ξ) = Cξ. Checking the properness

condition of the above matrix, it yields that R−1
1 R2 is proper. As a conse-

quence, the electrical network can be connected to a voltage source, while the

current serves as the output.

Inputs and outputs determine a set of invariants linked to a given behavior

B, see [PW97]. These invariants are defined as follows:

s(B) : the number of components of the system variable s of B.

m(B) : the number of input variables in any input/output partition of the

system variables. This number is called the input cardinality of B.

p(B) : the number of outputs in any input/output partition of the system

variable s. This number is called the output cardinality of B. Obviously,

s(B) = p(B) + m(B).

n(B) : the McMillan degree of B. Suppose R
(

d
dt

)

s = 0 is a kernel repre-

sentation of B then the McMillan degree of B is equal to the maximal

degree minor of R(ξ).

Having explained about input/output partitions, for B ∈ Ls given by a kernel

representation R
(

d
dt

)

= 0, we have the output cardinality p(B) of B is equal

to rank(R). However, when B is autonomous rank(R) = p(B) = s and hence

there is no input.

2.9 Input/State/Output Representation

State variables either show up naturally or can be artificially introduced dur-

ing the modeling process. The salient feature is that they parametrize the

“memory” of a dynamical system. Thats is they “split” the past and future

of the behavior and while going from the past into the future, one only needs

to see that the states match. In this way, the value of the states at a particular

instant can be thought as capturing the entire history of evolution of a system

up to that instant. In the behavioral framework, the state x of a system is

regarded as a latent variable. In example 2.5, we have shown how the states

can be eliminated.

Definition 2.18. Let Σfull = (R,Rs,Rx,Bfull) be a time invariant latent

variable system. The latent variable x is said to have the property of state

whenever

{(s1, x1), (s2, x2) ∈ Bfull} and {x1(t0) = x2(t0)}
and {x1, x2 continuous at t = t0}
=⇒ {(s1△t0 s2, x1△t0 x2) ∈ Bfull}.
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Recall that the symbol △t0 denotes the concatenation operation at t = t0.

According to the above definition, the above latent variable system in

which the latent variable has the property of state will be called state systems.

Theorem 2.12. Let Σfull = (R,Rs,Rx,Bfull) be a linear differential system

with latent variable x taking values in Rx and s = (u, y). Then Σfull is a state

system if and only if there exist matrices A,B,C,D ∈ R•×• such that

Bfull =

{

(u, y, x)

∣

∣

∣

∣

d

dt
x = Ax+Bu, y = Cx+Du

}

.

Here u ∈ (Rm(Bfull))R is the input, x ∈ (Rn(Bfull))R is the state, and y ∈
(Rp(Bfull))R is the output.
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In chapter 2, we have covered the preliminary concepts of the behavioral

theory. Here, we will use those concepts to demonstrate the interconnection

of dynamical systems. As a matter of fact, in the behavioral framework, the

control problem is treated as the interconnection of two dynamical systems,

namely the plant, and the controller. Controlling a plant is nothing but re-

stricting its behavior to a desired subset of the behavior. This restriction is

brought about by interconnecting the plant with the controller. In the inter-

connected system, the plant variables have to obey the laws that are imposed

by the plant itself and the controller. This interconnected system is called

the controlled system, in which the controller is an embedded system. In this

chapter, we shall study various concepts of control in the behavioral frame-

work starting from the viewpoint of “control via system interconnection”.

This chapter has been added in this part of the thesis because this chapter

would be very helpful when we discuss the interconnection of behaviors within

the FTC approaches. In addition, the concepts presented in this chapter are

common to the following two chapters.

3.1 Interconnection of dynamical systems

The concept of interconnection plays the central role in modeling and control

of systems in the behavioral framework. By an interconnected system, we

mean a system that consists of interacting subsystems [Wil07]. Let B1 and B2

be the behaviors of linear differential systems. To interconnect these systems,

there must exist some common variables. Then the interconnection of B1 and
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Figure 3.1: Interconnection of systems

B2 through these common (or shared) variables results in a system in which

these variables satisfy the dynamics of both B1 and B2. Depending on the

way the shared variables interconnect between two systems, there exist two

types of interconnection. In the first case, all system variables in B1 and B2

are common and the interconnection takes place through all these variables.

This is called full interconnection. The second case is when B1 and B2 have

only a few variables in common and they are interconnected through these

variables only. This is called partial interconnection. In terms of behavioral

description, these concepts are formalized below.

Definition 3.1. (Full Interconnection) Given two behaviors B1 ∈ Ls and

B2 ∈ Ls with system variable s, the full interconnection between B1 and B2 is

denoted by B1 ∩B2, and is defined as

B1 ∩B2 = {s|s ∈ B1 and s ∈ B2}.

Definition 3.2. (Partial Interconnection) Given two behaviors B1 ∈ Lw1+w2

and B2 ∈ Lw2+w3 with system variable s = (w1, w2, w3), the partial intercon-

nection between B1 and B2 is denoted by (B1 ∧w2
B2)full, and is defined as

(B1 ∧w2
B2)full = {(w1, w2, w3)|(w1, w2) ∈ B1 and (w2, w3) ∈ B2}.

The shared variable w2 in definition 3.2 is referred to as the interconnection

variable. In the sequel, whenever the interconnection variable is cleared from

the context, we omit that variable from the symbol, i.e., we will write B1 ∧
B2 simply. In the last definition, the behavior of an interconnected system

is described by all system variables, i.e. (w1, w2, w3) trajectories. That is
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why, we termed it as the full behavior. Sometimes, after the interconnection,

the interconnecting variables can be considered as the latent variables, and

the main interest lies in the remaining variables after eliminating the latent

variables. Here, the latent variable is w2, and (w1, w3) are the remaining

variables (see figure 3.1). Thus, the behavior, after the elimination of latent

variable, is given by

B1 ∧B2 = {(w1, w3) | ∃w2 such that (w1, w2) ∈ B1 and (w2, w3) ∈ B2}.

Now we consider the interconnection of systems in terms of kernel representa-

tions. Given the kernel representation of Σ1 = (T, S,B1) by S1

(

d
dt

)

s = 0, and

similarly, of Σ2 = (T, S,B2) by S2

(

d
dt

)

s = 0. Then the full interconnection

B1 ∩B2 is represented by
[

S1

(

d
dt

)

S2

(

d
dt

)

]

s = 0.

In case of partial interconnection, suppose the kernel representation of Σ1 =

(T, S,B1) is given by R1

(

d
dt

)

w1 + R2

(

d
dt

)

w2 = 0, and similarly, of Σ2 =

(T, S,B2) by Q1

(

d
dt

)

w2 + Q2

(

d
dt

)

w3 = 0. Then the partial interconnection

(B1 ∧B2)full is represented by

[

R1

(

d
dt

)

R2

(

d
dt

)

0

0 Q1

(

d
dt

)

Q2

(

d
dt

)

]





w1

w2

w3



 = 0.

3.2 Regular Interconnection

Making an interconnection to a dynamical system by another dynamical sys-

tem is all about imposing restriction in some sense on the system we have.

Consider the following example.

Example 3.1. Let B1 be the behavior, on which the restrictions has to be

imposed and it is given by

B1 = {s|
d2

dt2
s− s = 0}.

Take another behavior B2 which is described by

B2 = {s|
d

dt
s+ s = 0}.

The behavior B2 has been designed such that all trajectories in B1 ∩ B2 are

stable (i.e. lim
t→∞

s(t) = 0). Here, we see the trajectory in B1 is completely
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characterized by its past. Moreover, this behavior has unstable exponential tra-

jectories (the trajectories that are not bounded as t → ∞). Thus, B1 depicts

the unstable behavior in the sense of [PW97, Definition 7.2.1]. The inter-

connection of B1 and B2 yields the behavior B1 ∩ B2 = B which is described

by

B = {s| d
dt
s+ s = 0}.

Consequently, all trajectories in B are stable (i.e., limt→∞ s(t) = 0.

In the above example, notice that the unstable trajectories in B1 do not

belong to the interconnected behavior B. From a viewpoint of the system the-

ory, such dynamical systems are impossible to implement. The prime cause of

this is the laws which are already present in B1 are forced to be repeated in B2.

Therefore, if we do not add any further restrictions on the interconnection, it

is perfectly possible that an unstable behavior is stabilized by the so-called ir-

regular interconnection. Such situations can be avoided if the interconnection

between B1 and B2 is regular. We use module-theoretic properties of behav-

iors to demonstrate the concept of regular interconnection [RW01]. Recall

from the last chapter, when we write “B ⊆ ST”, we implicitly assumed not

only that S is one of the listed signal space but also that B can be described

by differential equations with constant real coefficients. Given a differential

behavior B ⊆ ST, it will sometimes be necessary to refer to the sub-modules

M of R1×s[ξ], defined by

M(B) =

{

v(ξ) ∈ R1×s[ξ]

∣

∣

∣

∣

v

(

d

dt

)

s = 0 ∀s ∈ B

}

(3.1)

where the meaning of vs is simply the 1 × s polynomial matrix v applied to

the trajectory s in the usual way. Thus, M(B) is the set of all polynomial

equations satisfied by the behavior. There exists one-to-one correspondence

between linear differential behavior and submodules. Thus,

B(M) =

{

s ∈ (Rs)R
∣

∣

∣

∣

v

(

d

dt

)

s = 0 for all v ∈M

}

. (3.2)

This implies that if B = ker
(

S
(

d
dt

))

then M(B) is the submodule of R1×s[ξ]

generated by the rows of S. The concept of regular interconnection is formal-

ized below.

Definition 3.3. (Regular Interconnection) The interconnection between B1

and B2 is said to be a regular interconnection if the sets M(B1) and M(B2)

of system equations intersect trivially.
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With this definition introduced in [RW01], regular interconnection ex-

presses the idea of “restricting what is not yet restricted”. According to this

definition, let B1 ⊆ ST, B2 ⊆ ST, and the submodule of these behaviors are

given by M(B1) ⊆ R1×s[ξ] and M(B2) ⊆ R1×s[ξ], then the interconnection of

B1 and B2 is called regular if

M(B1) ∩M(B2) = {0}. (3.3)

Equation (3.3) indicates that in the regular interconnection, a dynamical sys-

tem is supposed to impose new restrictions on another dynamical system

rather than re-imposing restrictions that were already present. In this sense,

a regular system is regarded as a “non-redundant” system. The following

theorem shows the relation between the regularity of interconnection and the

output cardinalities of the behaviors involved in interconnection [BT02].

Theorem 3.1. Let B1 ∈ Lw1+w2 and B2 ∈ Lw2+w3 with system variable (w1, w2)

and (w2, w3) respectively. Then the following statements are equivalent.

1. The interconnection (B1 ∧w2
B2)full is regular.

2. p((B1 ∧w2
B2)full) = p(B1) + p(B2).

In the case of full interconnection, the regularity of interconnection is

amounting to p(B1 ∩ B2) = p(B1) + p(B2). In [Wil97], the problems of pole

placement and stabilization are discussed for the case of full interconnection.

It is a fact that for a pole placement problem, the controllability of the plant

plays an important role. Interestingly in [Wil97], particularly for the full in-

terconnection, pole placement is guaranteed if only if the plant behavior is

controllable, assuming the interconnection of the plant and the controller is

regular. Later it is shown that the stabilizability of the plant is equivalent to

the existence of a stabilizing controller, again provided the interconnection is

regular.

It turns out that the regularity on interconnection between two dynam-

ical systems can be guaranteed whenever these two systems interconnect in

the so-called “feedback configuration”. In the classical sense, the feedback

dynamical system is described as feeding back the sensor (or the output) sig-

nals of another dynamical system suitably into the actuator inputs. Stating

precisely, we want to attach a controller to a plant such that the controller

takes the measured output of the plant as the inputs, vice-versa the controller

outputs are fed back into the control inputs of the plant. Thus, the i/o (in-

put/output) partition of a controller is now fixed by the plant. Let B ∈ Ls

and let R( d
dt
)s = 0 be a minimal kernel representation. Then there exists a

partition s = (u, y) (after perhaps a permutation of the components within
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Figure 3.2: Feedback interconnection

s) such that B is represented minimally by P ( d
dt
)y = Q( d

dt
)u. The variables

in s = (u, y) is an i/o partition if and only if det(P ) 6= 0. In addition, if the

rational matrix Q−1(ξ)P (ξ) is proper with Q(ξ) being square matrix, then

this partition is called ‘proper input-output partition.’ We now recall the def-

inition of feedback interconnection as defined in [Wil97] for the case of full

interconnection (see figure 3.2).

Definition 3.4. (Full feedback interconnection) The interconnection of B1

and B2 ∈ Ls is said to be a feedback interconnection if, after permutation of

components, there exists a partition of s into s = (u, y1, y2) such that

1. in B1, (u, y2) is input and y1 output,

2. in B2, (u, y1) is input and y2 output, and

3. in B1 ∩B2, u is input and (y1, y2) output.

From the standpoint of practical implementation of the dynamical sys-

tems, we shall always consider the feedback interconnections in the sequel.

Therefore, whenever we discuss about the interconnection between the plant

and the controller, they will always be treated as the regular (or feedback)

interconnections.

3.3 Implementability

Implementability deals with an issue that which system behaviors can be

achieved (or ‘implemented’) by interconnecting a given system behavior with

another. It may be considered as the scenario where a behavior is prescribed,

and the question is whether this “desired” behavior can be achieved by insert-

ing a suitably designed subsystem into the over-all system. We shall discuss,
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in detail, about the desired behavior in the later chapter. At the moment, we

are treating a controller as a dynamical system which is allowed to impose

restrictions on another dynamical system called a plant through a subset of

the plant variables. So our interest lies in that which behaviors are plausi-

ble with this interconnection. The plant we wish to control consists of two

types of variables: the to-be-controlled variables (denoted by w) and the con-

trol variables (denoted by c), where w are the variables whose trajectories we

aim to influence. The influence is governed by the imposed requirements on

these variables. Any type of influence on w is allowed by interconnecting a

controller to just the control variables c.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the plant as a dynamical system and Figure 3.4 illus-

trates the controller. In the classical feedback control problem, the variables

that can be measured and/or actuated upon play the role of control variables.

Often, of course, there are some common components in w and c. However,

sometimes we do not separate these variables, i.e., the case when w = c. This

corresponds to the full interconnection case (as distinguished from the figure

3.3). It is considered to be a very special case since the controller is attached

directly to the (manifest) variables w. Indeed, the case when w 6= c corre-

sponds to the partial interconnection case. In this section, we study which

behaviors can be implemented both in the full and the partial interconnection

case.

3.3.1 Full interconnection

In the case of full interconnection, take the plant behavior as P ∈ Ls, and a

controller that makes an interconnection with P is given by the behavior C ∈
Ls. The interconnection of P and C is the system whose behavior is denoted

by P ∩ C ≡ K. This interconnected behavior is termed as the controlled

behavior or the implemented behavior K = P ∩ C ∈ Ls. In terms of given

kernel representations, if P = ker
(

R
(

d
dt

))

and C = ker
(

C
(

d
dt

))

, then

K = ker

([

R
(

d
dt

)

C
(

d
dt

)

])

. (3.4)
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Definition 3.5. (Implementability: full interconnection) Let P ∈ Ls be a

linear differential system, C ∈ Ls be a controller, and K ∈ Ls. Whenever

K is obtained by interconnecting P and C, then we say that “C implements

K”. In addition, for a given K ∈ Ls whenever there exists C ∈ Ls such that C

implements K, then K is said to be implementable by full interconnection.

Since K is the restricted behavior, a given K ∈ Ls is implementable by full

interconnection with respect to P if and only if K ⊆ P. Using the theorem

2.1, we have the following results in terms of kernel representations.

Theorem 3.2. Let P ∈ Ls and K ∈ Ls. Let P = ker
(

R
(

d
dt

))

and K =

ker
(

K
(

d
dt

))

be kernel representations. Then the following statements are

equivalent.

1. K is implementable with respect to P by full interconnection.

2. There exists a polynomial matrix F ∈ R•×• with F (λ) full row rank for

all λ ∈ C such that R = FK.

3.3.2 Partial interconnection case

Unlike to the last subsection, in the case of partial interconnection, only a

pre-specified subset of the plant variables is available for the interconnection.

The implementability in this case is considered to be a more generic case. As

mentioned earlier, here the system variables are often partitioned into manifest

variables w, and control variables c. Let P ∈ Rw+c be a linear differential

system, with system variable (w, c), where w takes its values in Rw and c in

Rc. Before coming onto the interconnection, we shall introduce two behaviors

of the plant that are relevant in the following discussion, namely the full plant

behavior P ∈ Lw+c of the variables w and c, and the manifest behavior (P)w
of the manifest variables w (with the interconnection variable c eliminated).

Consider,

P =

{

(w, c) ∈ (Rw+c)R
∣

∣

∣

∣

R

(

d

dt

)

w = M

(

d

dt

)

c

}

(3.5)
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with R(ξ) ∈ R•×w[ξ],M(ξ) ∈ R•×c[ξ]. Then using the elimination theorem,

we can get

(P)w = {w ∈ (Rw)R|∃c ∈ (Rc)R such that (w, c) ∈ P}. (3.6)

Indeed, (P)w ∈ Lw. Let C ∈ Lc is described by

C =

{

c ∈ (Rc)R
∣

∣

∣

∣

C

(

d

dt

)

c = 0

}

(3.7)

with C(ξ) ∈ R•×c[ξ]. A controller C restricts the trajectories in a plant be-

havior that c can assume. Once we have defined the plant and the controller

as a two separate system, further, when the system interacts, we obtain a new

system in which c satisfies both the laws of the plant, and the laws imposed by

the controller. Thus, c is governed by P and C. This brings us to the notion

of a full controlled behavior Kfull, which is obtained by the interconnection of

P and C through the variable c, denoted by Kfull = (P∧c C)full. It is defined
as

Kfull = {(w, c)|(w, c) ∈ P and c ∈ C}.

As mentioned before, after an interconnection, the control variable is often

considered as the latent variable. We might get rid of this variable by applying

the elimination theorem. This, then defines the manifest controlled behavior

or simply, the controlled behavior (see figure 3.5), described as follows:

K = {w ∈ (Rw)R | ∃c such that (w, c) ∈ Kfull}

or,

K = {w ∈ (Rw)R|∃c ∈ C such that (w, c) ∈ P}. (3.8)

Recalling again the elimination theorem, we have K = P∧cC ∈ Lw. The rela-

tionship between the full plant behavior, the manifest behavior, the controller

and the controlled behavior are captured in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: The relation between P, (P)w,C, and K.

Definition 3.6. (Implementability: partial interconnection) Let P ∈ Lw+c,

C ∈ Lc, and K ∈ Lw. Whenever K is obtained by interconnecting P and C

through c, then we say that C implements K. In addition, for a given K ∈ Lw

whenever there exists C ∈ Lc such that C implements K, then K is said to be

implementable through c (with respect to P).

The problem of implementability by partial interconnection is to charac-

terize, for given P ∈ Lw+c, all K ∈ Lw for which there exists a C ∈ Lc that

implements K through c. In [WT02], a very simple and elegant solution to

this problem is presented. Accordingly, it depends only on the projected full

plant behavior (P)w and on the hidden behavior N. The hidden behavior is

the set of trajectories that w can assume after nullifying the control variables.

Definition 3.7. (Hidden behavior) Let P ∈ Lw+c. The hidden behavior N ∈
Lw is the behavior consisting of the to-be-controlled variable that can occur

when the control variables are restricted to be equal to zero:

N = {w ∈ (Rw)R | (w, 0) ∈ P}. (3.9)

From equation 3.7, we see that the controller has access to only the control

variables. When the control variables are nullified, the controller receives no

information about what is happening in the plant. Hence, the underlying idea

of definition 3.7 is that the variables in N are hidden from the control variables
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(see figure 3.7). Based on the hidden behavior and the manifest behavior, the

implementability of the controlled behavior is formalized below.

Theorem 3.3. Let P ∈ Lw+c be the full plant behavior. Then K ∈ Lw is

implementable by a controller C ∈ Lc acting on the interconnection variable c

if and only if

N ⊆ K ⊆ (P)w.

Theorem 3.3 shows that K can be any behavior that is wedged in between

the given behaviors N and (P)w. The implementability condition played a

central role to study the control problems in [TW02], [vdS03], [JWBT05].

Setting c = 0 can be considered as the maximum amount of control that

a controller can impose. Due to this reason, N is termed as the maximally

controlled behavior in [Pol00]. Moreover, the manifest behavior (P)w has been

called the uncontrolled behavior because no controller can be attached to this

manifest behavior. Thus, theorem 3.3 is described as a starting point for

assessing the ‘limits of performance’ of the plant P when controlled by any

controller C [vdS03].

In addition to implementability issues, the hidden behavior N also plays a

role in describing observability and detectability within the behavior P. The

following theorem from [BT02] formalizes the last statement.

Theorem 3.4. Let P ∈ Lw+c and let N be the hidden behavior as defined in

equation 3.9. Then we have

1. in P, w is observable from c if and only if N = 0, and

2. in P, w is detectable from c if and only if N is autonomous and stable.

As we have mentioned earlier that from the practical implementation point

of view, we always consider the regular interconnection between P and C. Now,

we shall give basic results from [BT02] in the context of equations 3.4, 3.5,

and 3.7.
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Indeed, the output cardinality of a behavior is equal to the rank of the

polynomial matrix in any of its kernel representations. Considering the above

fact, the full interconnection of P and C is regular if and only if (following the

theorem 3.1)

rank(R) + rank(C) = rank

([

R

C

])

.

In the case of partial interconnection, we can write the behavior of the plant

P ∈ Lw+c by
[

R
(

d
dt

)

M
(

d
dt

)]

[

w

c

]

= 0.

For the above representation to be minimal, we have p(P) = rowdim
([

R M
])

.

Similarly, for C ∈ Lc, it is given by C
(

d
dt

)

c = 0 and p(C) = rowdim(C). Con-

sequently, Kfull is represented by

[

R
(

d
dt

)

M
(

d
dt

)

0 C
(

d
dt

)

] [

w

c

]

= 0.

It is now clear if this representation is minimal then

[

R M

0 C

]

must be of

full row rank. This is equivalent to p(Kfull) = p(Pfull) + p(C) and hence, to

regularity of the interconnection.
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In this chapter, we shall present the solution to the problem of Fault-

tolerant Control (FTC) by taking the behavioral system theoretic viewpoint.

This chapter is composed of the works published in [JYS13e,JYS13a,JYS12c,

JYS12f, JYS11b, JYS11c, JYS10b]. As mentioned before, in the mathemat-

ical framework of behavioral theory, the concept of interconnection among

the system variables is the key point. The problem is that the kernel rep-

resentation of the behavior we intend to control is not known in real-time.

Therefore, we are interested in designing a fault accommodation scheme for

an unknown plants’ behavior through an appropriate behavioral interconnec-

tion. Here we deal simply with the trajectories that are generated by the

system in real-time. These trajectories determine the behavior of a system

in various (faulty/healthy) modes. Based on the desired interconnected be-

havior, only those trajectories are selected that obeys certain laws. Thus,

whenever the trajectories do not belong to a certain desired behavior it is

considered as due to the occurrence of fault in the system. The vantage point

is that the fault tolerant control problem now becomes completely a real-time

model free scheme. Moreover, no explicit fault diagnosis module is required

in the demonstrated approach.
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4.1 Introduction

A fault, in general, is defined as un-permitted dynamics that changes the dy-

namics of a closed-loop system in such a way it no longer satisfies the desired

specifications [BKSL03]. Thus the aim of fault tolerant control (FTC) is to

counteract those altered dynamics by applying a suitable control law such

that the system encore achieves the desired specifications. Predominately,

the process to re-establish the desired specifications undergoes the following

two cascade stages: Fault Detection and Diagnoses (FDD), and Controller

Reconfiguration (CR). The purpose of FDD is to use available signals to de-

tect, identify, and isolate possibly the sensor faults, actuator faults, and any

other system faults. Conversely, the CR module reckons the to-be-required

actions so the system can still continue to operate safely even under the faulty

conditions. In terms of condition monitoring or FDD, the existing methods

are grouped into the following two categories:

1. Model based FDD [CP99];

2. Data driven FDD including knowledge based FDD [HTYJLM09].

In the early days (1980’s onwards), a model-based FDD constituted the main-

stream of research, and a number of techniques were developed. Depending

on whether the system model can be represented as either a state-space model

or an input-output model, FDD can roughly be classified into the following

two groups: observer based FDD [BKSL03] and system identification based

FDD [Ise84]. On comprising these two respective modules individually with

the CR unit, it results in the following FTC strategies, namely model-based

FTC and data-driven FTC.

Model-based FTC approaches have their own limitations to deal with

model uncertainties in real-time as shown in Chapter 1. On the other hand,

data-driven approaches that comprise the estimation of a plant model in-

volve individual timing issues in fault diagnosis and fault accommodation.

See [YK04b], [Sta04] for more details on these issues. It has been shown that

the prime cause of these limitations is the use of the FDD unit for reconfig-

urable FTC systems. Therefore, our notion of data-driven approach to FTC

does not even involve any use of an explicit FDD module.

The FTC problem is concerned with the control of the faulty system

[BKSL03, Definition 7.1], and our main central point takes into account the

controller reconfiguration mechanism. We will show that in active FTC sys-

tems, the use of the online FDD module can be avoided providing the system

can achieve the desired specifications by just changing the control law. Nev-

ertheless, for other types of faults that require “reconfiguring the plant”, i.e.
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the “replacement” of actuators or sensors while keeping the same (or even

changing the) controller, one need an explicit FDI mechanism to identify the

size and the location of a fault.

An FTC approach without utilizing an FDD module is also studied in

[YY06]. Unlike the [YY06], first we do not have the online estimates of an

occurring fault. Secondly, we do not assume the availability of the system

states (in a state-space representation) at anytime. Here, the main objective

is to re-configure the controller directly based on the trajectories generated

by the system in real-time. This renders a fast and a reliable data-driven

fault tolerant system. The presented FTC strategy lies under a broad cate-

gory of projection-based active FTC mechanism. In the demonstrated control

architecture for the FTC, the key role will be played by the “control perfor-

mance evaluator”. We directly evaluate the control performance of the closed-

loop system unlike evaluating the estimator performance which is mostly seen

within the existing literature on projection-based FTC.

4.2 Fault-Tolerant Control in the behavioral

framework

The projection-based approach relies on constructing a bank of pre-designed

controllers as illustrated in Chapter 1. Within this set of controllers, it is

assumed that either only one controller or a subset of controllers has the abil-

ity to achieve the performance specifications. This requires switching of the

controller corresponding to the operating mode of the plant. In the former

case, it is called one-shot switching while in the latter, it is termed as con-

tinuous switching or periodic switching. Our interest lies in the former case.

Generally, the use of FDD module is seen in projection-based approaches that

utilizes one-shot switching to identify the exact operating mode of the plant

and to extract the complete information of the working plant. This demand

comes from the fact that which controller has to be switched in the closed-loop,

which brings a big challenge to deal with this approach from real-time point

of view. In the following, we shall illustrate the real-time implementation of

this approach without using an explicit FDD module.

4.2.1 Feedback Interconnection

We consider the unity feedback control configuration to deal with an FTC

problem. In the classical sense, the architecture of the configuration is illus-

trated in Fig. 4.1. In the behavioral sense, we can represent this configuration

as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. In the latter figure, notice that the directions on
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Figure 4.2: Feedback Configuration in the behavioral sense

the variables are not shown as it is mentioned before that the inputs and out-

puts of a system are, generally, not decided a priori. However, they can be

naturally distinguished within this framework.

A set of time dependent variables s = col(r, y, u) is provided whose values

lies in the signal space S having the dimension s = r + y+ u. Taking the

behavioral point of view, we can now define the trajectory-based dynamical

system for the plant and the controller by ΣP = (T, S,P), and ΣC = (T, S,C)
respectively, where T ⊆ R, S ⊆ Rr+y+u, P ⊆ ST, and their behaviors in the

following way.

P =

{

s = col(r, y, u) ∈ ST

∣

∣

∣

∣

R

(

d

dt

)

s = 0

}

, (4.1)

where R(ξ) =
[

0r Dp(ξ) −Np(ξ)
]

. (4.2)

with Dp(ξ) ∈ R•×y[ξ], Np(ξ) ∈ R•×u[ξ] being co-prime polynomials, and 0r
representing the zero matrix of r dimension. From the input/output point

of view, y is considered as the output of the plant and u as the input. With

this partition of inputs and outputs, together with definition 2.17, evidently

Dp(ξ)
−1Np(ξ) = G(ξ) defines a proper rational matrix with Dp(ξ) 6= 0. In a

similar way, the behavior of the controller ΣC is given by

C =

{

s = col(r, y, u) ∈ ST

∣

∣

∣

∣

C

(

d

dt

)

s = 0

}

, (4.3)

where C(ξ) =
[

Nc(ξ) −Nc(ξ) −Dc(ξ)
]

. (4.4)
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with Dc(ξ) ∈ R•×u[ξ], Nc(ξ) ∈ R•×y[ξ] being co-prime polynomials, and

Dc(ξ)
−1Nc(ξ) = H(ξ) representing a proper rational matrix with Dc(ξ) 6= 0.

In this controller configuration, u is the output of the controller, and (r, y)

are the inputs. Whenever the above two systems interconnects, the controller

imposes some restrictions on the behavior of the plant. These imposed re-

strictions by C on P are termed as the controlled behavior or the implemented

behavior where the variables satisfy the dynamics of both systems, i.e.

K = {s = col(r, y, u) |s ∈ P and s ∈ C} (4.5)

The kernel representation of the interconnected system K is then given by

K ≡
[

R
(

d
dt

)

C
(

d
dt

)

]

s = 0. (4.6)

in which (y, u) are the outputs and r is the input. Clearly,

p(K) = p(P) + p(C).

The last equality demonstrates that the interconnection between P and C in

the feedback configuration is always a regular interconnection.

4.2.2 Problem Formulation

The real-time problem of controlling a faulty system, as defined in Chapter

1 is posed that the operating plant should achieve the control objectives at

anytime, i.e. regardless of any occurrence of a fault. In this respect, we can

single out a subset of plants’ behavior as desirable. We call it the desired

behavior, denoted by D, and it can be considered as equivalent to the control

objective O. The desired behavior is, indeed, defined in terms of the available

system variables, and it is given by

D =
{

s = col(r, y, u) ∈ ST |J(s) ≤ λ
}

, (4.7)

where J : (Rs)R → R, s 7→ J(s) defines the control performance functional

with λ ∈ R denoting the threshold limit below which the performance is

considered satisfactory. The above performance functional is a function of all

the signals obtained from the closed-loop system, which gives the real-time

performance measure of the system. If any of the signals is unbounded then

it implies that the functional is also unbounded.

Faults affect the dynamics of the system in a way that the control specifi-

cations are not satisfied. However, in some cases, the operating controller in

the feedback control loop is extremely robust making a fault tolerable within
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a FTC system. Hence, no change in the control law would be required. When-

ever there is an actuator blockage, sensor blockage, or some internal compo-

nents of the plant change to a large extent, then it is called an occurring fault.

We do not have any a priori knowledge about the model of the plant in real-

time, so, for an instance, the percentage loss of power efficiency in actuators

or sensors is not known. In some cases, the operating controller is robust

to a certain extent that the loss of power efficiency is easily correctable by

the operating controllers in the closed-loop, i.e. the controller reconfiguration

mechanism does not need to be initiated. With the above considerations, we

define two classes of faults, namely minor faults, and major faults.

Definition 4.1 (Minor Faults). A fault is said to be a minor fault whenever

there is no need of reconfiguring the controller in the closed-loop.

Definition 4.2 (Major Faults). A fault is said to be a major fault whenever

K * D.

Let us analyze the occurrence of faults in an unknown system where the

control objective is that the system should be stable, i.e. the output trajectory

for zero reference is zero as time tends to infinity. The plant is a multi-variable

system with two actuators and four sensors [Sta04] whose state-space matrices

are given as

A =









−0.0226 −36.6 −18.9 −32.1
0 −1.9 0.983 0

0.0123 −11.7 −2.63 0

0 0 1 0









, B =









0 0

−0.141 0

−77.8 22.4

0 0









. (4.8)

We consider a fault as the loss in power efficiency of actuator-1 appearing on

time t = 7sec.

Case-1 : An occurring fault causes 50% loss in power efficiency of actuator-

1. The sensor’s trajectory as illustrated in Fig. 4.3 shows that after the

occurrence of fault the stability of the closed-loop is retained. This implies

that some type of faults can easily be tolerated without any controller re-

configuration. Such type of faults falls under the category of minor faults.

Case-2 : An occurring fault causes 90% loss in power efficiency of actuator-

1. The sensor’s trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. In this case, the controlled

system becomes unstable after an occurrence of a fault. Thus, such class of

fault requires reconfiguring the controller in real-time to achieve the control

objective.
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Figure 4.3: Output trajectories in Case-1
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Figure 4.4: Output trajectories in Case-2
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Considering the above definitions of occurring faults, the real-time FTC

problem we are dealing with is posed in the following way. Given a vector

space of time signals ST, and the desired behavior D, the problem is to find an

appropriate controller C, without using any a priori knowledge of the model

of the plant in real-time, which have the suitable control actions such that the

controlled behavior K satisfy the desired behavior D at anytime.

4.3 Design and Implementation of Real-time

FTC

In chapter 1, various active FTC schemes are discussed which require a precise

knowledge of the plants’ model during the FDD operation. On the other side,

the novelty of the proposed behavioral approach lies in its time-trajectories

outlook of approaching an FTC problem, where no such knowledge is required.

Nevertheless, the first stage of the development of a fault-tolerant system

requires Failure Mode and Effective Analysis (FMEA) [BKSL03]. FMEA’s

objective is to forecast systematically how fault effects in elements relate to

faults at inputs, or outputs within the elements, and what reactions should be

imposed on the system when a certain faults appears. Therefore, a mandatory

prerequisite for achieving fault-tolerance is to have an effective FMEA of the

system. We termed this phase as the Analysis & Development (AD) phase,

which aims to provide a complete coverage of possible occurring faults in the

closed-loop as well as the corresponding remedial measures. From the AD

phase, it is assumed that a finite set of controllers

C = {C1,C2, . . . ,CN} (4.9)

is constructed, which makes the desired behavior D implementable. An ap-

proach to perform this analysis procedure is discussed in [Wu04b] and the

references therein.

4.3.1 The Behaviors

All modeling assumptions about the operating plant are embedded within the

R(ξ) matrix given in (5.1). At a run time, this matrix is not determined in

the proposed structure. We form a measurement set M, which is non-empty

subset of ST. From the real-time point of view, this is formalized in the

following definition.

Definition 4.3 (Experimental plant’s behavior). Given a vector space of

time-dependent signals ST, a dynamical system ΣP = (T, S,P), and a mea-
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surement set M ⊆ ST, the behavior of the plant P is a superset of the (exper-

imental) measurement on time intervals, i.e.

Mτ ⊆ Oτ (P) (4.10)

where Oτ is the time truncation operator given as

[Oτ (x)](t) =

{

x(t), tn − τ ≤ t < tn ;

0, otherwise.

where tn = nτ, ∀n = 1, 2, . . ..

The role of introducing the time-truncation operator is to produce time-

dependent subsets Mτ of M for the interval of length τ ∈ R. From the above

definition, for any controller C together with the behavior of the plant, we

have

Oτ (O
−1
τ (Mτ ) ∩ C) ⊆ Oτ (K), (4.11)

where O−1
τ (Mτ ) denotes the pre-image of Mτ . It is interesting to note from

(4.11) that the controlled behavior, by construction, is formulated independent

of P, directly. We obtain the following immediate proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Given a vector space of time-dependent signals ST, a dy-

namical system ΣC = (T, S,C), the desired behavior D, and a measurement

set Mτ ⊆ Oτ (P), the controller C achieves the control objective on the interval

of length τ if

Oτ (O
−1
τ (Mτ ) ∩ C) ⊆ Oτ (D). (4.12)

Stating otherwise, whenever the above inclusion is satisfied, then C imple-

ments D. On the other side, if the above condition is not satisfied for any

controller from the controller’s set, then the desired behavior “is not imple-

mentable” or is not achievable. Proposition 4.1, in point of fact, provides

the condition for invalidation of the controller which is solely based upon the

measurements observed from the closed-loop system during the interval of

length τ . However, “the anytime” property to achieve the real-time tolerance

against occurring faults is still needed to be demonstrated.

4.3.2 Set-up of the FTC Architecture

Since, we already have a set of control laws that makes the desired behavior

implementable, the structure of the real-time fault-tolerant control in the be-

havioral context is provided in Fig. 4.5. The plant in the figure is shaded as

we do not have any a priori knowledge of it in real-time. Here in this archi-
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tecture, a significant role is played by the supervisor or the Reconfiguration

Mechanism (RM). It is the job of the RM block that manages the switching of

controllers from the set given in (4.9). Precisely, the RM performs the “when-

which” task that implies when to change the control law, and which controller

should be place into the closed-loop. Assuming the existence of at least one

corrective controller in the pre-designed set (4.9) for the faults occurring in

the plant and taking definition 4.3 into account, a simple conceptual solution

to the controller selection would be to evaluate experimentally each candidate

controller’s performance by applying it to the plant. Unfortunately, not all

the potential controllers can be tested simultaneously in the feedback loop.

It is a fact that without further modeling assumptions on the model of the

plant in the real-time, it is logically impossible to verify that a controller from

the set of controllers will implement the desired behavior. To perform this

task without aforesaid assumptions, we construct our supervisor as illustrated

in Fig. 4.6. The main job of this supervisor is to switch the controller in the

closed-loop having the corrective actions in one-shot, i.e. in a single switch.

The explicit structure of the reconfiguration mechanism consists of a bank of

filters, a Performance Index Generator (PIG) block and a controller selector

block.

Bank of Filters : Since no knowledge of plant’s model is available, we only

obtain a measurement set Mτ during the interval of length τ , which is com-

posed of the trajectories u(t) and y(t) produced by the plant. If a controller

C were in the loop when the plant produced the trajectories col(y, u), then

the restrictions imposed by the controller behavior (4.3) would be

Dc(ξ)u(t) = Nc(ξ)r(t)−Nc(ξ)y(t), tn − τ ≤ t < tn

for some r ∈ (Rr)R or equivalently,

Nc(ξ)r(t) = Dc(ξ)u(t) +Nc(ξ)y(t), tn − τ ≤ t < tn. (4.13)

Assume that all controllers in the controller’s bank are stable causally left

invertible, then based on the observed set Mτ the trajectory r(t) can be eval-

uated as

r̂(t) = (Nc(ξ))
−1(Dc(ξ)u(t) +Nc(ξ)y(t)), tn − τ ≤ t < tn. (4.14)

Equation (4.13), in fact, yields the controlled behavior K as defined in (4.5),

since here (y, u) ∈ P and (r̂, y, u) ∈ C. Consequently, for a measurement set

Mτ ⊆ P, if there exists a trajectory r̂i(t) corresponding to the ith controller

Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , then it would yield the corresponding controlled behavior
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Oτ (Ki) ⊇ Oτ (O
−1
τ (Mτ ) ∩ Ci), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. Equation (4.14) defines a

filter which reconstructs the virtual reference signal r̂(t) from the measurement

set Mτ [ST97]. From this, we have now determined the controlled behavior

of all controllers with respect to P at run time, however, no knowledge of

the plant’s model is used here. Now, we can proceed towards evaluating the

performance of these controlled behaviors.

PIG block : The measurements generated by the plant together with the

virtual reference, i.e. ŝ = (r̂, y, u) ∈ ST, in the interval of length τ are then

fed to the PIG block. This block yields N performance indices

{J(ŝi), i = 1, 2, . . . , N}, (4.15)

for the corresponding N controllers, which are evaluated by considering the

signal ŝ during the interval of length τ , i.e. ŝi ∈ Oτ (P ∩ Ci).

Remark 4.1. The observed measurement is not related to any particular ex-

perimental setting. Hence a deep consequence of proposition 4.1 is that any

controller from the bank can be tested, even if it is not actually interconnected

to the plant.

Controller Selection : The controller selector block is the next sub-system

that produces a piecewise constant signal (the switching signal) σ(t) based on

{J(ŝi)}Ni=1 whose job is to select the controller having corrective actions from

the bank of controllers. The switching signal is a map from the time axis

T to the controllers index set {1, 2, ..., N}, i.e. σ : T → {1, 2, ..., N}. The

control performance is evaluated during the interval of length τ , and if it

requires switching of the controller, the switch will occur after time τ exclu-

sively. Therefore, it imposes a lower bound on the length of intervals between

successive switches. This minimum length of time in which a controller is

active in the loop is known as the dwell time [see Appendix A]. The control

selection logic is then realized through

σ(t) = σ(tn) for tn ≤ t < tn+1 (4.16)

with the updating rule

σ(tn+1) =

{

σ(tn), if Oτ (K) ⊆ Oτ (D);

argmin{J(ŝi)}i 6=σ(tn), if Oτ (K) * Oτ (D).
(4.17)

The controller selector block contains the control selection algorithm given in

(4.16)-(4.17). The switching logic implements the following: it lets the stable

dynamics of the closed-loop switched system have enough time to decay before
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a next possible switching occurs, and it bounds the detection delay, i.e. the

time elapsed from the occurrence of a fault to the invalidation of the active

controller. Now we provide the main result of this chapter.

Proposition 4.2. Given the implementable desired behavior D, and a mea-

surement set Mτ ⊆ Oτ (P). For any occurrence of a fault, if the switching

signal σ(t) is selected according to (4.16) together with (4.17) then the system

is a real-time fault tolerant control system.

Before proving the above proposition, we give the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. For any controller Ci, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, the corresponding vir-

tual reference signal r̂i converges exponentially to the true reference signal r.

Proof. For any controller Ci, ((4.13) yields

Nci(ξ)r̂i(t) = Dci(ξ)u(t) +Nci(ξ)y(t). (4.18)

Then, the corresponding controller connected in the closed-loop gives the fol-

lowing control signal

Dci(ξ)u(t) = Nci(ξ)r(t)−Nci(ξ)y(t). (4.19)

Subtracting (4.19) from (4.18), we get

Nci(ξ)(r̂i(t)− r(t)) = 0. (4.20)

Hence, being Nci(ξ) a stable differential operator, r̂i(t)− r(t) converges expo-

nentially to zero.

The sole purpose of above lemma is to show that the trajectory ŝ is no

different from the trajectory s.

Proof of Proposition 4.2. We give the proof by induction. Without any loss of

generality, consider a bank of three controllers C = {C1,C2,C3} is constructed
in the AD phase. The real-time operation is initiated with an unknown P

interconnected with the valid C1. Thus, Oτ (O
−1
τ (Mτ ) ∩ C1) = Oτ (K1) ⊆

Oτ (D). Suppose, a minor fault occurs into the system. Since the occurring

minor fault does not change the behavior of the system, from the evaluation of

the control performance after an interval of length τ together with definition

4.1, we would have Oτ (K1) ⊆ Oτ (D). This implies that there is no need

to change the controller C1, and it will remain connected in the closed-loop.

Consider now that a major fault occurs into the system. Indeed, this will

change the behavior of the plant, and suppose, this new behavior is then given

by Pf . From the definition 4.2, it implies that an occurrence of major fault
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causes K1 * D. Therefore, whenever the last inclusion satisfies, the operating

controller in the loop is invalidated implying that a fault has occurred. Since

there exists a controller in bank that implements D, therefore, the only task

remains is to switch that controller in the closed-loop in one-shot.

Again, without any loss of generality, suppose, that controller is C2 and

not C3. Using the measurement set Mτ generated by the plant, two virtual

reference signals are evaluated by (4.13), which gives two sets of trajectories:

ŝ2 = col(r̂2, y, u), and ŝ3 = col(r̂3, y, u). Clearly, for these set of trajectories,

we have two corresponding virtual interconnected system, namely K̂2 and K̂3,

defined as

K̂2 = {(ŝ2 = col(r̂2, y, u)|(y, u) ∈ P
f and (r̂2, y, u) ∈ C2}, (4.21)

K̂3 = {(ŝ3 = col(r̂3, y, u)|(y, u) ∈ P
f and (r̂3, y, u) ∈ C3}. (4.22)

From the above, C2 is supposed to be that right controller, not C3. This will,

indeed, satisfies Oτ (K̂2) ⊆ Oτ (D). Consequently, the controller C2 will be

switched in to the closed-loop by the switching logic (4.16-4.17), instead of

the controller C3. The lemma 4.1 gives r̂ = r, which implies that K̂2 = K2

and hence Oτ (K2) ⊆ Oτ (D). Further, if the controller C2 is not invalidated

with the evolving time, i.e. for n = 1, 2, . . ., then it would stay in the closed-

loop, this concludes K2 ⊆ D. This proves that the system is a real-time

fault-tolerant control system.

Assuming that the above proof holds true for i number of controller in the

bank, the inductive step is to show that it holds for i+1 number of controllers

as well. From the FMEA analysis, there exists at least one controller in the

bank that implements the desired behavior. Therefore, there could be more

than one controller that implements D so the (i+1)th controller can be either

a valid controller or an invalid controller. Suppose that the (i+1)th controller

is an additional valid controller. This yields the controlled behaviors, given

by

K̂2 = {(ŝ2 = col(r̂2, y, u)|(y, u) ∈ P
f and (r̂2, y, u) ∈ C2}, (4.23)

K̂i+1 = {(ŝi+1 = col(r̂i+1, y, u)|(y, u) ∈ P
f and (r̂i+1, y, u) ∈ Ci+1}. (4.24)

These behaviors, indeed, satisfy Oτ (K̂2) ⊆ Oτ (D), Oτ (K̂i+1) ⊆ Oτ (D). How-

ever, according to the switching logic (4.16-4.17), only that controller will be

switched in the loop, which has the minimum value of the performance func-

tional. Now, suppose that the (i+ 1)th controller is an invalid controller. In-

deed, the controlled behaviors satisfy Oτ (K̂j) * Oτ (D), ∀j ∈ {1, 3, . . . , i, i+1},
and Oτ (K̂2) ⊆ Oτ (D). This concludes that the closed-loop system with (i+1)

numbers of controllers in the bank is a real-time fault-tolerant control sys-

tem.
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In the previous chapter, we have presented a novel projection-based ap-

proach to solve the active fault-tolerant control problem posed in the chapter

1. In this chapter, we shall present a novel second approach lying under the

taxonomy of AFTC systems, namely the online redesign approach. This chap-

ter is composed of the works published in [JYS13f, JYS13d,JYS13b,JYS12a,

JYS12d, JYS12g, JYS12b, JYS11a, JYS11c, JYS10b, JYS10c]. Unlike the pre-

vious approach, here we do not assume that a set of controllers is provided.

Instead we design an online controller by taking the real-time measurements

generated by the plant. To illustrate this approach, we use the mathematical

framework of behavioral theory. The prevailing issue is that the behavior we

intend to provide tolerance against occurring fault is not known in real-time.

The key advantage in this approach, as well, is that we do not use an explicit

fault diagnosis module to achieve the above task, which make this approach

quite attractive from real-time point of view. In the following sections, we

shall directly present our online controller design approach for fault-tolerance

without dwelling much into the introduction of fault-tolerant systems.
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Figure 5.1: Feedback Configuration in the classical sense

5.1 Fault-Tolerant Control: partial intercon-

nection case

The online redesign based approach relies on synthesizing a new control law

for a plant subject to occurring fault. The classical way of achieving the fault-

tolerance of the system, as mentioned before, involves two cascaded operating

modules. In this section, we present an approach that deals with fault-tolerant

systems by taking the benefits of the trajectory based viewpoint of behavioral

theory. In the course of achieving the above tasks, we do not use any a priori

information about the plant’ model in real-time. Consequently, a new online

controller that can satisfy the control objective is computed solely based on

the real-time trajectories generated by the system.

5.1.1 Feedback Interconnection within the partial in-

terconnection

We consider the unity feedback control configuration to deal with an active

FTC problem. In Chapter 4, we have shown the feedback control configuration

in the classical sense together with its interpretation in the behavioral sense.

The interconnection is considered as the full interconnection between the plant

and the controller. Here, we shall demonstrate the results for both types of

interconnections, namely the full interconnection and the partial interconnec-

tion. In the classical sense, the architecture of the feedback configuration

is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Interpreting this configuration within the case of

partial interconnection in a behavioral sense, it is shown in the Fig. 5.2.

A set of time dependent variables s = col(r, y, e, u) are provided whose

values lies in the signal space S having the dimension s = r+ y + e+ u. In

the case of partial interconnection, all components of s do not take part while

making an interconnection, but only few of them. The variables through which

the plant and the controller interconnect are termed as the control variables,

which are denoted by c = col(e, u). The rest of the variables are termed

as the manifest variables, denoted by w = col(r, y). Clearly, s = col(w, c).
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Taking this point of view, we can now define the trajectory-based dynamical

system for the plant and the controller by ΣP = (T, S,P), and ΣC = (T, S,C)
respectively, where T ⊆ R, S ⊆ Rr+y+e+u, P ⊆ ST, and their behaviors in the

following way.

P =

{

s = col(w, c) ∈ ST

∣

∣

∣

∣

[

R
(

d
dt

)

−M
(

d
dt

)]

[

w

c

]

= 0

}

, (5.1)

where R(ξ) =

[

Ir −Iy
0r Dp(ξ)

]

, M(ξ) =

[

Ie 0u
0e Np(ξ)

]

(5.2)

with Dp(ξ) ∈ R•×y[ξ], Np(ξ) ∈ R•×u[ξ] being co-prime polynomials, and 0•,

and I• representing the zero matrix, and the identity matrix of suitable di-

mension. From the input/output point of view, y is considered as the output

of the plant and u as the input. With this partition of inputs and outputs,

together with definition 2.17, evidently Dp(ξ)
−1Np(ξ) = G(ξ) defines a proper

rational matrix withDp(ξ) 6= 0. In a similar way, the behavior of the controller

ΣC is given by

C =

{

c ∈ ST

∣

∣

∣

∣

C

(

d

dt

)

c = 0

}

, (5.3)

where C(ξ) =
[

Nc(ξ) −Dc(ξ)
]

(5.4)

with Dc(ξ) ∈ R•×u[ξ], Nc(ξ) ∈ R•×y[ξ] being co-prime polynomials, and

Dc(ξ)
−1Nc(ξ) = H(ξ) representing a proper rational matrix with Dc(ξ) 6= 0.

In this controller configuration, u is the output of the controller, and e is the

input. Whenever the above two systems interconnects, the controller impose

some restrictions on the behavior of the plant. The imposed restrictions on P

by C yields the full controlled behavior, which is given by

Kfull = {s = col(w, c) |(w, c) ∈ P and c ∈ C} (5.5)
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In terms of kernel representations, the interconnected or controlled behavior

Kfull is represented by

Kfull ≡
[

R
(

d
dt

)

−M
(

d
dt

)

0w C
(

d
dt

)

] [

w

c

]

= 0. (5.6)

Clearly,

p(Kfull) = p(P) + p(C).

The last equality demonstrates that the interconnection between P and C in

the feedback configuration is always a regular interconnection.

5.1.2 Problem Formulation

For the case of partial interconnection, generally, the interest lies in control-

ling the behavior of the manifest variables in the controlled system. This

is achieved by imposing some restrictions through the control variables. The

controlled behavior in terms of the manifest variables in the full interconnected

system, defined in (5.5), can be obtained by using the elimination theorem,

which is given as

K = {w ∈ ST|∃c ∈ C such that (w, c) ∈ P}. (5.7)

The real-time problem of controlling a faulty system is that the operating

plant should achieve the control objectives at anytime, i.e. regardless of any

occurrence of a fault. In this respect, we can single out a subset of plants’

behavior as desirable. We call it the desired behavior, denoted by D, which

is provided by an effective FMEA analysis that aims at providing a complete

coverage of possible occurring faults into the system as well as the achievable

desired behavior. An approach to perform this analysis procedure is presented

in [MJL08]. The behavior D can be considered as equivalent to the control

objective O since the solution set satisfying the control objectives also belongs

to the desired behavior. The desired behavior will, indeed, be defined in terms

of the manifest variables, which is given by

D =

{

w ∈ ST|D
(

d

dt

)

w = 0

}

, (5.8)

where D(ξ) =
[

Dr(ξ) −Dy(ξ)
]

. (5.9)

with Dr(ξ) ∈ R•×r[ξ], Dy(ξ) ∈ R•×y[ξ] as the co-prime polynomials, and

Dy(ξ)
−1Dr(ξ) representing a set of proper rational matrices with Dy(ξ) 6= 0.

With the above facts, the real-time FTC problem we are dealing with can

now be posed in the following way. Given a vector space of time signals ST,
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and the desired behavior D, the problem is to “synthesize” an appropriate

controller C, without using any a priori knowledge of the model of the plant

in real-time, which have the suitable control actions such that the controlled

behavior K satisfy the desired behavior D at anytime.

5.1.3 Design and Implementation of Real-time FTC via

partial interconnection

The implementability of the desired behavior plays a key role in an online

design of the controller. Otherwise, if the desired behavior is not achievable

or not implementable, then no controller exists that can guarantee the fault

tolerance. Roughly speaking, the faults for which the desired behavior is

not implementable can be termed as “intolerable faults”. To support the

implementability of D, we state the “Willems’ Theorem” [WT02].

Theorem 5.1 (Willems’ Theorem). Let P be a behavior of the plant, and let

D be a desired behavior. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i). D is achievable or implementable with respect to the plant.

(ii). These exists a controller C that implements D.

(iii). N ⊆ D ⊆ Pw.

Based on the above implementability theorem, van der Schaft [vdS03] gives

a “general behavioral description” of the existing controller, irrespective of any

particular control configuration, that can implements the desired behavior.

Theorem 5.2. Let P be a behavior of the plant, and let D be the imple-

mentable desired behavior. Then the controller, defined as

C = {c ∈ (Rc)R|∃w̃ such that (w̃, c) ∈ P and w̃ ∈ D}, (5.10)

implements the desired behavior D.

The controller defined in theorem 5.2 is termed as the canonical controller.

Basically, this controller is constructed by the interconnection of the plant

(with reversed terminal) and the desired behavior. Pictorially, the idea of

constructing this controller is shown in Fig. 5.3.

For determining the kernel representation of the above controller C, we will

now use the implementability theorem. From the first inclusion of theorem

5.1, i.e. N ⊆ D, there exists a polynomial matrix, say L(ξ) such that

D(ξ) = L(ξ)R(ξ) (5.11)
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w̃

Dc P

C

Figure 5.3: The canonical controller

where D = ker(D(ξ)), and N = ker(R(ξ)). The full behavior of the plant is

given by the following kernel representation R(ξ)w = M(ξ)c. Pre-multiplying

the last differential equation by L(ξ), we get L(ξ)R(ξ)w = L(ξ)M(ξ)c. From

the above, it follows that D(ξ)w = L(ξ)R(ξ)w = 0. This yields the kernel

representation of the canonical controller, which is given by

C ≡ L(ξ)M(ξ)c = 0. (5.12)

From the above, clearly the controller is constructed for general systems

without imposing any realizability requirements. This issue is of utmost prac-

tical importance for a possible implementation of the controller in the closed-

loop. Theoretically, in [JWBT05, Theorem 16], the so-called regularity of

interconnection is imposed for the design of the canonical controller. By con-

struction, the control configuration considered in this thesis guarantees that

whatever be the controller, it will always make a regular interconnection with

the plant. However, giving a closer look to the kernel representation of the con-

troller given in (5.12), it includes the knowledge of the plant embedded within

the M(ξ) matrix, which has to be available in real-time while synthesizing

an online controller. As we mentioned before, we do not have any a priori

information about the plant’s model in real-time, i.e. R(ξ) and M(ξ) matrices

are not available during the controller reconfiguration process, therefore, we

cannot use the above equation to compute the controller’s polynomials.

The main result of this section is given in the following proposition where

we directly compute the controller polynomials using the real-time measure-

ments observed from the plant. First, we define the “filtered” plant signals,

denoted by (ū, ȳ), which are given as

ū = Dr(ξ)u, ȳ = (Dr(ξ)−Dy(ξ))y, (5.13)

together with polynomialsDr(ξ), Dy(ξ) considering to take the form asDr(ξ) =

dr(ξ)Ir, Dy(ξ) = dy(ξ)Iy, where dr(ξ) ∈ R1×1[ξ], dy(ξ) ∈ R1×1[ξ].
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Proposition 5.1. Given a vector space of time-dependent signals (T × S),
the implementable desired behavior D, for any closed-loop controller C if an

unknown fault occurs into the system then the following statements are equiv-

alent:

(i). The system is a real-time fault-tolerant control system.

(ii). The trajectories (ū, ȳ) belongs to the controller C, which is equivalent to

saying that the following differential equation holds.

Nc(ξ)ȳ +Dc(ξ)ū = 0. (5.14)

Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii): Since the desired behavior D is implementable, from

theorem 5.1 it follows that there exists a controller C that implements D.

Therefore, we now only required to synthesize the kernel representation of

that controller C without using any a priori information of the plant’s model

to guarantee the fault tolerance. For the considered feedback configuration,

substitute the explicit kernel representation of D and N into (5.11), which

gives
[

Dr(ξ) −Dy(ξ)
]

= L(ξ)

[

Ir −Iy
0r Dp(ξ)

]

(5.15)

In the sequel, the dimension of the identity and zero matrix will be avoided

whenever it is clear from context. The matrix R(ξ) can be factorized as

[

I −I
0 Dp(ξ)

]

=

[

I 0

0 I

] [

I 0

0 Dp(ξ)

] [

I −I
0 I

]

. (5.16)

Putting (5.16) in (5.15), we get

[

Dr(ξ) −Dy(ξ)
]

= L(ξ)

[

I 0

0 I

] [

I 0

0 Dp(ξ)

] [

I −I
0 I

]

.

Since the matrix Dp(ξ) is invertible, so we can write the last equation in the

following form

[

Dr(ξ) −Dy(ξ)
]

= L(ξ)

[

Dp(ξ) 0

0 Dp(ξ)

] [

D−1
p (ξ) 0

0 I

] [

I −I
0 I

]

[

Dr(ξ) −Dy(ξ)
]

[

I −I
0 I

]−1 [
D−1

p (ξ) 0

0 I

]−1

= L(ξ)

[

Dp(ξ) 0

0 Dp(ξ)

]

[

Dr(ξ)Dp(ξ) Dr(ξ)−Dy(ξ)
]

= L(ξ)

[

Dp(ξ) 0

0 Dp(ξ)

]

.
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Here, knowing that the matrix

[

Dp(ξ) 0

0 Dp(ξ)

]

is a diagonal matrix, we can

write the right hand side of the above equation as

[

Dp(ξ) 0

0 Dp(ξ)

]

L(ξ) and

assign it to L′(ξ). From (5.12), it follows that

L(ξ)M(ξ)c = 0 =⇒ L′(ξ)M(ξ)c = 0.

Accordingly, the kernel representation of the controller (still in terms of plant’s

parameters) can be written as

C ≡ L′(ξ)M(ξ)c = 0. (5.17)

Writing it explicitly, we have

[

Dr(ξ)Dp(ξ) Dr(ξ)−Dy(ξ)
]

[

I 0

0 Np(ξ)

] [

e

u

]

= 0 (5.18)

Dr(ξ)Dp(ξ)e+ (Dr(ξ)−Dy(ξ))Np(ξ)u = 0. (5.19)

Pre-multiply the last equation by D−1
p (ξ), and re-arranging it yields

Dr(ξ)e+ (Dr(ξ)−Dy(ξ))D
−1
p (ξ)Np(ξ)u = 0. (5.20)

From the structure of the feedback configuration, we have the relation y =

D−1
p (ξ)Np(ξ)u. Also, e = N−1

c (ξ)Dc(ξ)u. From the above, we obtain

N−1
c (ξ)Dc(ξ)Dr(ξ)u+ (Dr(ξ)−Dy(ξ))y = 0. (5.21)

Pre-multiplying above by Nc(ξ), it gives

Dc(ξ)Dr(ξ)u+Nc(ξ)(Dr(ξ)−Dy(ξ))y = 0⇔ Nc(ξ)ȳ +Dc(ξ)ū = 0. (5.22)

(ii) =⇒ (i): The proof of this implication is trivial, which can be obtained

by substituting the filtered plant signals (5.13) in the kernel representation of

the controller C (5.3).

One of the deep consequences of the above proposition is that the observed

signals w̄ = col(ū, ȳ) is independent of any particular setting in the feedback

configuration, i.e. one can collect these signals with any arbitrary controller

working in the closed-loop. Therefore, the controller synthesized in the above

manner is a pure “data-driven online controller”, i.e. a controller which is

directly synthesized without a mathematical model of the plant but solely on

the basis of the desired behavior and the any experimental input/output data

produced by the plant. In this way, we can use the signal w̄, which amounts to
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the measurements of the physical plant signals col(u, y), to design an online

controller “which-when” makes an interconnection with the plant subject to

faults yields the desired behavior. Interestingly, solving the equation (5.14)

is a continuous-time system identification problem, which can be solved using

various methods listed in the literature [GW08] [see Appendix B]. Note that on

fixing (or if we know) the degree of controller’s polynomials at the outset, the

controller synthesized using the tools borrowed from the system identification

community becomes an approximated controller that implements the desired

behavior.

5.2 Fault-tolerant Control: full interconnec-

tion case

In this section, we shall present the online controller design strategy to guar-

antee the fault tolerance using the case of full interconnection. Similar to

the above, no a priori knowledge will be used to design an FTC controller in

real-time.

5.2.1 Feedback Interconnection within the full inter-

connection

Here we deal with a more general type of feedback interconnection, in which

the controller has two degrees of freedom (abbreviated as 2DOF). The degree

of freedom of a control system is defined as the number of closed-loop input-

output maps that can be adjusted independently. Various works on 2DOF

controllers have been reported in the literature, which demonstrated naturally

the advantages of 2DOF control system over a one degree of freedom control

system [AT03]. A general form of the 2DOF control system is illustrated in

Fig. 5.4, where the controller scheme consists of two compensators Cr and

Cy.

Taking the behavioral point of view, the above structure can be illustrated

by Fig. 5.5, where we have access to only s-trajectory, i.e. s = col(r, y, u).

In this figure, P ∈ Ls denotes the behavior of the plant and C ∈ Ls denotes

the behavior of the controller in terms of the system variable s, whose values

lies in the signal space S having the dimension s = r+ y + u. We can now

define the trajectory-based dynamical system for the plant and the controller

as ΣP = (T, S,P), and ΣC = (T, S,C) respectively, where T ⊆ R, S ⊆ Rr+y+u,

P ⊆ ST, and their behaviors in the following way.
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Plant
Controller-1

Controller-2

r(t) u(t) y(t)
Cr

Cy

Figure 5.4: 2DOF feedback control in the classical sense

r

y

u
P Cs

K

Figure 5.5: 2DOF feedback control in the behavioral sense
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P =

{

s = col(r, y, u) ∈ ST

∣

∣

∣

∣

R

(

d

dt

)

s = 0

}

, (5.23)

where R(ξ) =
[

0r Dp(ξ) −Np(ξ)
]

with Dp(ξ) ∈ R•×y[ξ], Np(ξ) ∈ R•×u[ξ]

being the co-prime polynomials, and 0r representing the zero matrix of di-

mension r. The trajectory y is considered as the output of the plant and u as

the input. With this input/output partition, evidently Dp(ξ)
−1Np(ξ) = G(ξ)

defines a proper rational matrix with Dp(ξ) 6= 0 [Wil91, Section VIII]. In a

similar way, the behavior of the controller ΣC is given by

C =

{

s = col(r, y, u) ∈ ST

∣

∣

∣

∣

C

(

d

dt

)

s = 0

}

, (5.24)

where C(ξ) =
[

Ncr(ξ) −Ncy(ξ) −Dc(ξ)
]

with Dc(ξ) ∈ R•×u[ξ], Ncr(ξ) ∈
R•×r[ξ], Ncy(ξ) ∈ R•×y[ξ] being co-prime polynomials, and Dc(ξ)

−1Ncr(ξ) =

Cr(ξ), Dc(ξ)
−1Ncy(ξ) = Cy(ξ) representing the proper rational matrices with

common denominator Dc(ξ) 6= 0. Whenever the above two systems intercon-

nects, the controller impose some restrictions on the behavior of the plant.

The interconnection of P and C through the shared variable s results in a

system in which these variables satisfy the dynamics of both P and C. The

behavior of this interconnected system is termed as the controlled behavior or

the implemented behavior K, defined as K = P ∩ C ∈ Ls, which is equivalent

to

K = {s = col(r, y, u) |s ∈ P and s ∈ C} ,
where the symbol ‘∩’ denotes the interconnection operation.

Definition 5.1. (Implementability) Let P ∈ Ls be a linear differential system,

C ∈ Ls be a controller, and K ∈ Ls. Whenever K is obtained by interconnect-

ing P and C, then we say “C implements K”. In addition, for a given K ∈ Ls

whenever there exists C ∈ Ls such that C implements K then K is said to be

implementable by the interconnection.

The above definition implies that K is the restricted behavior satisfying

the dynamics of both P and C. Accordingly, a given K ∈ Ls is implementable

by an interconnection with respect to P if and only if K ⊆ P [WT02].

5.2.2 Design and Implementation of Real-time FTC via

full interconnection

The real-time notion of controlling a faulty system is that the operating plant

must achieve the control objectives at anytime, i.e. regardless of any occur-

rence of a fault. In this respect, we can single out a subset of plants’ behavior
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as desirable. This desirable behavior is provided by FMEA analysis, whose

objective is to forecast systematically how fault effects in elements relate to

faults at inputs, or outputs within the elements, and what reactions should

be imposed on the system whenever a certain faults appears. FMEA provides

a complete coverage of possible occurring faults into the system as well as of

the desired behavior D ∈ Ls capturing the control objectives. In the case of

full interconnection, we define the behavior D as

D =

{

s = col(r, y, u) ∈ ST

∣

∣

∣

∣

D

(

d

dt

)

s = 0

}

, (5.25)

where D(ξ) =

[

NTy
(ξ) −DT (ξ) 0u

NTu
(ξ) 0y −DT (ξ)

]

.

in which DT (ξ), NTy
(ξ), NTu

(ξ) are the co-prime polynomials with DT (ξ) 6=
0. The system is considered to have the same dimension, i.e. r = y = u.

Proceeding with designing an online controller, first we define two filtered

plant signals as

w̄ = NTy
(ξ)(−NTu

(ξ)y+NTy
(ξ)u), z̄ = NTu

(ξ)(NTu
(ξ)y−NTy

(ξ)u), (5.26)

together with polynomials NTy
(ξ), NTu

(ξ), DT (ξ) considering to be the diago-

nal matrices.

Proposition 5.2. Given a vector space of time-dependent signals (T × S),
the implementable desired behavior D, for any unknown occurred fault into

the system, if the controller C is designed using C ≡ V (ξ)D(ξ)s = 0 with

V =
[

v1 v2
]

, where the polynomials v1(ξ) and v2(ξ) are computed by

v1w̄ + v2z̄ = 0 (5.27)

then the closed-loop system is a real-time fault-tolerant system.

Proof. First, we will show that if D is implementable then there exists a

controller C that implements D. Later, we will derive the explicit relation to

compute the controller polynomials. From the inclusion D ⊆ P, there exists

a polynomial matrix F (ξ) such that R(ξ) = F (ξ)D(ξ) with F =
[

f1 f2
]

.

Let V (ξ) be a polynomial matrix such that the matrix col(F, V ), with V =
[

v1 v2
]

, is unimodular. Define the controller as

C ≡ V Ds = 0. (5.28)

The controller C defined in (5.28) has to make an interconnection with P. The

controlled behavior K is then given by

K = P ∩ C = ker

([

R

V D

])

. (5.29)
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Since D is implementable, (5.29) yields

K = ker

([

F

V

]

D

)

.

By assumption, column(F, V ) is unimodular. From the section 2.3, we con-

clude, K = D. This proves that the controller C defined in (5.28) implements

the desired behavior D. Writing (5.24) explicitly, we have

[

v1 v2
]

[

NTy
−DT 0

NTu
0 −DT

]





r

y

u



 = 0. (5.30)

From the above equation, it is only required to compute the polynomials v1(ξ)

and v2(ξ) using the filtered plant signals (w̄, z̄). Since the reference trajectory

is an external signal and does not involve in capturing the plant’s behavior, in

the following we shall eliminate the variable r from (5.30). Simplifying (5.30),

we get

[

v1NTy
+ v2NTu

−v1DT −v2DT

]





r

y

u



 = 0.

From the above, we know that D ≡ D(ξ)s = 0 =⇒ V (ξ)D(ξ)s = 0 ≡ C.

Therefore, the trajectories belonging to the desired behavior also satisfy the

above equation. Further, we can write the last equation as




v1NTy
+ v2NTu

−v1DT −v2DT

NTy
−DT 0

NTu
0 −DT









r

y

u



 = 0. (5.31)

Pre-multiply the above equation by the matrix





NTy
−v2NTu

0

0 I 0

0 0 I



 it yields





NTy
v1NTy

(−NTy
v1 + v2NTu

)DT −NTy
v2DT

NTy
−DT 0

NTu
0 −DT









r

y

u



 = 0. (5.32)

Clearly, the trajectory s belonging to the behavior described by (5.31) implies

that s belongs to the behavior described by (5.32) (see section 2.3). Now, pre-

multiply the above equation by the matrix





NTu
0 −NTy

v1NTy

0 I 0

0 0 I



 it yields





0 −NTu
(NTy

v1 − v2NTu
)DT −NTu

NTy
v2DT +NTy

v1NTy
DT

NTy
−DT 0

NTu
0 −DT









r

y

u



 = 0.

(5.33)
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The polynomials in the controllers’ kernel representation can now be evaluated

by the first row of the above equation, given as

[

−NTu
(NTy

v1 − v2NTu
) −NTu

NTy
v2 +NTy

v1NTy

]

[

y

u

]

= 0. (5.34)

with

[

DT 0

0 DT

] [

y

u

]

= 0 being the stable autonomous behavior. Equivalently

(5.34) can be written as

−NTu
NTy

v1y + v2NTu
y −NTu

NTy
v2u+NTy

v1NTy
u = 0 (5.35)

Re-arranging the last equation, it gives

v1[NTy
(−NTu

y +NTy
u)] + v2[NTu

(NTu
y −NTy

u)] = 0 (5.36)

Thus, we conclude that v1w̄ + v2z̄ = 0.

Similar to the previous section, solving the last equation now becomes

solving a continuous time system identification problem, which can be solved

using various methods listed in the literature [GW08]. Consequently, we ob-

tain the polynomials v1(ξ) and v2(ξ) directly from the filtered plant signals,

which yields an online controller C implementing the desired behavior D at

anytime.
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Chapter 6

Real-time Smooth

Interconnection in the
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The prime aim of a fault-tolerant control system is to maintain the system

performance, defined in term of the desired behavior at anytime, i.e. even

after an occurrence of a fault. In Part II of this thesis, we have presented

novel real-time controller reconfiguration mechanisms to deal with the afore-

mentioned issue. These systems are termed as Active Fault-Tolerant Systems

(AFTCS). In this context, specifications for the system performance fall into

three durations of overall system operations [ZJ08]:

1. fault-free period;

2. transient period during the reconfiguration; and

3. steady-state period after the reconfiguration.

As demonstrated earlier, we have guaranteed that the system satisfy the de-

sired behavior during the first, and the third course of operations. In this

chapter, we shall present a novel real-time algorithm to guarantee the sys-

tems’ performance during the transient period of controller reconfiguration

mechanism as well without using any a priori knowledge of the plant’s model.

This chapter is composed of the works published in [JYS13c,JYS12e].

6.1 Limitations in AFTC systems

An active FTCS reacts to system component malfunctions (including actu-

ators, the system itself, and sensors) by reconfiguring the controller based
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on the real-time information. The term ‘active’ represents corrective actions

taken actively by the reconfiguration mechanism to adapt the control system

in response to the occurring faults. Based on AFTCS architecture, the design

objectives of an active FTCS are [JY12] :

1. to reconfigure the existing control scheme effectively to achieve stability

and acceptable closed-loop system performance; and

2. to commission the reconfigured controller “smoothly” into the system

by minimizing potential switching transients.

In an active FTCS, a newly reconfigured controller has to be switched into

replacing the pre-fault controller. The switching may cause undue transients.

From the practical implementation point of view, the transients may be harm-

ful to the safe operations of the system as they could cause saturations in

actuators, and at worst, it may damage the components within the system. A

comparative study has been done in [JY12] in which it is shown that the un-

desired transients shocks the system in some sense. Therefore, the appearance

of such transients should be minimized as much as possible.

On the other hand, considering the above issue particularly, Passive Fault-

Tolerant Control Systems (PFTCS) appear more attractive. In a passive

FTCS the controller, once designed, does not need to be changed or reconfig-

ured during the course of operation. In practice, a passive FTCS has a simple

structure and has no controller switching associated transients. Therefore,

the additional real-time computational demand is low for a passive FTCS.

Since no switching is involved in a passive FTCS, the behavior of the sys-

tem is much smoother than that of an active FTCS. Furthermore, since the

passive FTCS does not require any FDD unit, there is no delay between the

fault occurrence and the corresponding control actions. However, a passive

FTCS is designed with the consideration of both normal system operation

and design basis faults. Compared with an active approach, the performance

achieved by a passive FTCS can never be optimal for all design scenarios. If

one attempts to design a passive FTCS to accommodate an excessive number

of faults, the overall conservatism increases. No controller may be found to

satisfy all the design requirements. A passive FTCS is less flexible and has

limited fault-tolerant capabilities, especially in the case of beyond design basic

failures.

6.2 Basic Cause of Switching Transients

Consider the scenario of controller reconfiguration as illustrated in Fig. 6.1,

which demonstrates that the online controller during the time-interval [0, tinter)
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Figure 6.1: Switching from controller 1 to controller 2: controller reconfigu-

ration

is controller Cp and at time tinter, the second controller Cf makes an intercon-

nection with the unknown plant, where the subscript p and f denotes the past

and the future controller respectively. Generally, the above operation is done

so that the closed-loop with controller Cf can satisfy the desired behavior

D. We can view this as two individuals interconnected controlled behaviors,

defined as

Kpic = {(r, yp,id, up,id) ∈ ST|(r, yp,id, up,id) ∈ P and (r, yp,id, up,id) ∈ Cp}
∀t < tinter, (6.1)

Kfic = {(r, yf,id, uf,id) ∈ ST|(r, yf,id, uf,id) ∈ P and (r, yf,id, uf,id) ∈ Cf}
∀t ≥ tinter, (6.2)

where the subscript pic and fic on the controlled behavior denotes the past

interconnected system and future interconnected system respectively.

Definition 6.1 (Real-time Smooth Interconnection). The interconnection is

said to be a real-time smooth interconnection whenever Kfic = D at the time

of interconnection, i.e. at time t = tinter.

In fact, the switching phenomenon shown in Fig. 6.1 illustrates the con-

catenation of the past behavior with the future behavior. Assume that no

transients appear in the closed-loop when the controller Cf is switched in the

loop. Consequently, the output signal of this so-called switched mode system

is obtained by concatenating ideal (id) output signal yp,id on [0, tinter) with
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signal yf,id on [tinter,∞), that is,

y(t) = (yp,id△tinter yf,id)(t) =

{

yp,id(t) for t ∈ [0, tinter)

yf,id(t) for t ≥ tinter,
(6.3)

Similarly, the ideal input signal to the plant in this switched-mode system is

given by

u(t) = uid(t) = (up,id△tinter uf,id)(t) for t ∈ [0,∞), (6.4)

where Dp(ξ)yp(t) = Np(ξ)up,id(t), and Dp(ξ)yf(t) = Np(ξ)uf,id(t) with Np(ξ),

Dp(ξ) representing the polynomials of the plant. A key feature of such ideal

control uid is that its segment on [tinter,∞), i.e., trajectory uf,id from tinter
to ∞, is issued from the controller Cf which has been constantly connected

to the unknown plant in closed-loop. Looking at t = tinter, the trajectories

(yp,id, up,id) ∈ P but there is no r−trajectory in the signal space (Rr)R for all

t < tinter that satisfies (r, yp,id, up,id) ∈ Cf. It is some r−trajectory together

with (yf,id, uf,id) ∈ P that satisfy (r, yf,id, uf,id) ∈ Cf. Therefore, at t = tinter,

(r, yp,id, up,id) /∈ D. This results in a non-smooth interconnection due to which

undesirable transients appear in the closed-loop at the time of interconnection.

The above development illustrates the fact that the controller Cf is connected

to the plant at tinter only, and consequently, its history on [0, tinter) has no

relation with the history of the plant in that interval. Note that, as mentioned

in Chapter 2, it is the “state-trajectory” that keeps the history of the system.

Now, we shall take a more precise look in terms of the state-trajectory

that maintains the history of the closed-loop dynamics. Recall the equiva-

lent kernel representation introduced in Chapter 2. Let (Acp, Bcp, Ccp, Dcp),

(Acf, Bcf, Ccf, Dcf), (Ap, Bp, Cp) denote the state-space realizations for the

controllers Cp,Cf, and the plant P, respectively. Above we have illustrated

the phenomenon where the input signal to the plant cannot be equal to (6.4).

It is then given by

u(t) = uid(t) + utr(t) ∀t ∈ [0,∞), (6.5)

where utr(t) = (0△tinter (u− uid))(t)

is the transient signal induced by the switching at a time tinter [YK07]. In

terms of input/state/output representation, the closed-loop behavior with

controller Cf being constantly in the loop is given by

[

ẋcf

ẋp

]

=

[

Acf −BcfCp

BpCcf Ap − BpDcfCp

] [

xcf

xp

]

+

[

Bcf

BpDcf

]

r (6.6)
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where xcf and xp are the state-trajectories of Cf and P respectively. The

control signal issued by Ccf is given by

uf,id =
[

Ccf −DcfCp

]

[

xcf

xp

]

+Dcfr. (6.7)

When controller Cp is connected in the loop and controller Cf is not connected,

the output signal of Cf, i.e. uf,if , is still given by (6.7). However, the evolution

of the state-trajectories xcf and xp is obtained by the following augmented

behavior




ẋcf

ẋp

ẋcp



 =





Acf −BcfCp 0

0 Ap −BpDcpCp BpCcp

0 −BcpCp Acp









xcf

xp

xcp



+





Bcf

BpDcp

Bcp



 r. (6.8)

For the convenience of notations, assign col(xcf, xp) = χ, which denotes the

joint state of Cf and P. With this, we can represent the state-trajectory of

the controlled behavior with Cf from the time of origin, i.e. t0 = 0 up to time

t together with initial condition χ(t0) = χ0 as

χid(t) = χid(t; t0, χ0, r) = Φ(t, t0)χ0 +Θ(t, t0)r, (6.9)

where Φ(t, t0) is the state transition matrix of the system (6.6) (see [PW97,

Definition 4.5.15]) and Θ(t, t0) is an integral operator. When Cf is not con-

nected in the loop, the χ−trajectory is obtained from the augmented behavior

(6.8). This trajectory is the first block component of vector η = col(χ, xcp)

which is the solution of the differential equation (6.8) with initial condition

η0 = col(χ0, xcp,0). When the switched-mode system, as illustrated in Fig.

6.1, transfers the control authority to the controller Cf at time tinter, the

closed-loop dynamics starts evolving on [tinter,∞) according to (6.8) with

“initial condition χ(t−inter) obtained from the left limit of η(t) at tinter”, that

is,

χ(t) = Φ(t, tinter)χ(t
−
inter) + Θ(t, tinter)r; (6.10)

while for the controlled behavior with controller Cf constantly connected in

the loop, the state-trajectory on [tinter,∞) is

χid(t) = Φ(t, tinter)χid(tinter) + Θ(t, tinter)r. (6.11)

The switching transient is the free motion obtained by taking the difference

of trajectories in (6.10) and (6.11), given by

χtr(t) = Φ(t, tinter) · (∆χ)tinter
∀t ≥ tinter, (6.12)

where (∆χ)tinter
= χid(tinter)− χ(t−inter)
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is the mismatch between the ideal vector and the actual state vector χ at the

switching instant. We termed it as the dynamical inconsistency due to which

transients appear. The transient in the input signal to the plant is then given

by

utr(t) =
[

Ccf −DcfCp

]

χtr(t). (6.13)

It is clear now that if at the switching instant tinter, the joint state χ(t
−
inter) of

the plant and offline controller Cf is equal to the ideal state χid(tinter), then

the input signal (6.5) to the plant will be transient-less after switching even it

is experiencing a jump (∆u)tinter
= uf(t

+
inter)− up(t

−
inter) 6= 0 at the switching

instant (the arguments t+inter and t−inter stand, respectively, for the right and left

limits at tinter of the corresponding signal). The above development illustrates

the significance of the joint state-trajectory χ(t−inter), which contains all the

information about the past required to be able to understand what the future

may look like. This roughly implies that the joint state has to be initialized

with utmost attention, which leads to a so-called state-resetting phenomena

[KDY09].

6.3 Guaranteeing the Smooth Interconnection

In both the real-time solutions as presented in Part II of the thesis, the con-

troller reconfiguration process performs, basically, the “when-which” task. It

is the latter task, where a controller is “switched” in the closed-loop subject

to the occurrence of a fault. In one of the methods, a bank of controllers

is designed in which the switching signal allows one of the controllers to be

operating in closed-loop. While in another method, a controller is designed,

which also has to be switched in closed-loop once synthesized. In this section,

we shall deal with issues, from the practical implementation point of view,

concerning the when task such that the above demonstrated transient phe-

nomenon does not appear during the controller reconfiguration process. This

is termed as guaranteeing the smooth interconnection.

To illustrate the case of non-smooth interconnection, let us consider an

academic Single Input Single Output (SISO) numerical example. The desired

behavior (or the control objective) in this example is to reconfigure the con-

troller such that the y−trajectory follows the r−trajectory. The behavior of

the controller is defined as

Cj =







s ∈ ST

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

[

ncj −ncj −dcj
]





r

y

u











= 0, where j ∈ {p, f} (6.14)

We use two controllers where the past controller Cp does not satisfy the desired

behavior, and due to a high level supervisory mechanism, it is required to
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Figure 6.2: Example : Non-smooth Interconnection

switch the future controller Cf in closed-loop with polynomials : ncp = (ξ +

1)(53.33ξ + 160), dcp = ξ(ξ + 44), ncf = (ξ + 1)(13.33ξ + 40), dcf = ξ(ξ + 14).

Suppose the controller Cf makes an interconnection with the unknown plant at

time tinter = 8.4sec. In this case, the concerned trajectories are illustrated in

Fig. 6.2, which clearly shows the effects of transients appearing in closed-loop.

Thus, it is a non-smooth interconnection.

In order to guarantee the smooth interconnection, we first give the follow-

ing proposition, which, in fact, is the key result of this chapter.

Proposition 6.1. Given a vector space of time signals (T × S), the imple-

mentable desired behavior D, if there exists a trajectory rf ∈ (Rr)R such that

(rf, y, u) ∈ Cf, for any (y, u) ∈ P up to time tinter, then the interconnection

between Cf and P is a real-time smooth interconnection.

Proof. Before time tinter, when Cp is working in closed-loop, then for any

(r, y, u) ∈ (Rr+y+u)R, it satisfies (r, y, u) ∈ P∩Cp. This implies that (y, u) also

belongs to P. Since we know the polynomials of Cf, we evaluate the trajectory

rf using the kernel representation of Cp by

ncfrf = dcfu+ ncfy, where (y, u) ∈ P (6.15)

All trajectories are observed for a finite interval of length ι before the controller

Cf is switched in the closed-loop. Now, looking at time tinter, we have (y, u) ∈
Oτ (P) and (rf, y, u) ∈ Oτ (Cf). This implies that (rf, y, u) ∈ Oτ (P ∩ Cf)

before the controller Cf is actually interconnected in closed-loop. Indeed,
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Figure 6.3: Example : Smooth Interconnection

Oτ (P ∩ Cf) = Oτ (Kfic). Thus, (rf, y, u) ∈ Oτ (D) at time tinter. This ensures,

followed from the definition 6.1, the interconnection is a real-time smooth

interconnection.

The above phenomenon can be viewed as if the controller Cf had been

previously in the loop. Computation of the rf−trajectory requires “inverting”

the controller Cf. This requirement can easily be relieved by designing a bi-

proper (approximate) controller or using another feedback configuration. The

sole aim to illustrate the existence of rf−trajectory is that we can compute

the ideal steady state-trajectory using the input / state / output realization

of the controller as

ẋc′

f = (Acf −BcfDc
−1
f Ccf)x

c′

f +BcfDc
−1
f u (6.16)

rf = y −Dc
−1
f Ccfx

c′

f +Dc
−1
f u. (6.17)

Thus, if (6.16) is run in parallel with (u(ι), y(ι)) ∈ Kpic for some ι ≤ tinter, a

state trajectory xc′

f (ι), ι ≤ tinter can be determined in such a way that

{(rf(ι), y(ι), u(ι))}, ι ≤ tinter} ∈ D (6.18)

From the practical viewpoint, it can be considered that it suffices to run

(6.16) over a finite time window corresponding to the settling time of the sys-

tem (6.16), say tsetl, i.e. ι = tsetl, to obtain a reasonable estimate for xc′

f (tinter).

The insight view of section 6.2 shows that it is the mismatch between the ideal
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vector and the actual state vector χ at the switching instant. Indeed the vector

χ is comprised of the state of the controller Cf and P. Here, it is only required

to reset the state of future controller to the value obtained above. In the

non-smooth interconnection, the value of controller’s state is obtained by the

evolving dynamics of Cp and P. While, using the above demonstrated proce-

dure, this value is obtained by the evolving dynamics of Cf and P. This leads to

the following real-time algorithm that guarantees the smooth interconnection.

Real-time Algorithm

1. For t < τ , simulate ∀(y, u) ∈ P

Cp :

{

ẋc
p = Acpx

c
p +Bcp(r − y)

u = Ccpx
c
p +Dcp(r − y)

2. For τ − ι < t ≤ τ , simulate, in parallel with above, ∀(y, u) ∈ P

Cf :

{

ẋc′

f = (Acf − BcfDc
−1
f Ccf)x

c′

f +BcfDc
−1
f u

rf = y −Dc
−1
f Ccfx

c′

f +Dc
−1
f u.

3. At t = tinter = τ , make the interconnection of P and Cf with xc
f(tinter) =

xc′

f (tinter).

Consider again the example introduced before. The settling time of the

inverse of the future controller is computed as ι = 3.48sec. From the theory

developed above, controller Cf is run in parallel during the period [5, 8.48]sec.

This controller, with reinitialized state unlike to the non-smooth intercon-

nection, makes an interconnection at time tinter = 8.48sec. The closed-loop

signals are illustrated in Fig. 6.3 that clearly shows the smooth interconnec-

tion between Cf and P.
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In this chapter, we shall demonstrate the applications of approaches on

various case-studies, namely Aircraft during the landing phase, the two-tanks

system, and the wind turbine system, that effectively validate the theory

developed in previous chapters.

7.1 Aircraft Auto landing mechanism

Modern aircraft have extensive automation which helps the pilot by perform-

ing computations, obtaining data, and completing procedural tasks [OMB+02].
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Figure 7.1: Aircraft during the landing phase

The auto-land system of modern aircraft is one of the most safety-critical com-

ponents, and is subject to stringent certification criteria. In this section, we

demonstrate an application of the projection-based approach to construct the

fault-tolerant autopilot mechanism for an aircraft during the landing phase.

This system is constructed with an objective that the aircraft follows a certain

trajectory called the glide-slope. The landing of a civil transport aircraft is

divided into three parts, namely approaching a trajectory, flare, and a touch-

down and ground run. Fig. 7.1 shows the aircraft in a certain trajectory-

approaching phase, which constitutes the final phase of the descent (i.e. the

glide-slope). The instrument landing system (ILS) on ground determines the

difference between the actual trajectory of the aircraft and the reference tra-

jectory imposed for the descent. Here the purpose is to design a fault tolerant

autopilot that fully supports the conduct of the flight in the vertical plane

along the glide-slope. Throughout achieving this above task, we have ignored

the lateral movement and rolling movements of the aircraft assuming that

these aspects are handled by another automated system.

7.1.1 Model Description

For the problem considered (longitudinal flight), the aircraft is seen as a sys-

tem with three outputs that are measured in real-time: speed V , angle γ of

the flight path and the distance from the center of mass of the aircraft relative

to the glide-slope herr. The control inputs of the system are the aircraft thrust

T and the elevator command δ, where the elevator is a movable aerodynamic

surface located in the empennage that controls the pitch of the aircraft θ.

The relationship between flight path’s angle, angle of attack, and pitch of the

aircraft is given by θ = α+γ. We assume that there are no dynamics between
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Parameter Description Value Unit

m Mass of the Aircraft 190000 kg

g Gravitational Constant 9.81 m/s2

γR flightpath angle 0.052359 rad

CL0
Coefficient of lift for 0 angle of attack 0.8212 –

CD0
Coefficient of drag for 0 angle of attack 0.025455 –

CLα
Coefficient of lift due to angle of attack 5.105 1/rad

K Coefficient of drag due to the lift 0.04831 –

ρ Air density 1.225 kg/m3

S Surface area 427.8 m3

Table 7.1: Aerodynamics parameters

the elevator command and the angle of attack α of the wing. Thus, α can be

seen as equivalent to δ and consequently, for the sake of simplicity, we treat

α as a control input. The thrust controls the speed V of the aircraft. The

objective is that the aircraft follows along the glide-slope, making a desired

flight path angle at 3 degrees clockwise (i.e. γr = −3 deg.). Thus, it makes

herr null. The nonlinear model of the longitudinal dynamics of a large jet

aircraft is given as:

m
dV

dt
= −D(α, V ) + T cosα−mgsinγ (7.1)

mV
dγ

dt
= L(α, V ) + T sinα−mgcosγ (7.2)

dherr

dt
= V (sinγ + cosγtanγR) (7.3)

It is the aircraft’s lift L(α, V ) and the drag D(α, V ) that induce non-linearity

in the above equations, given as

L(α, V ) = CL(α) ·
1

2
ρV 2S, with CL(α) = CL0

+ CLα
· α (7.4)

D(α, V ) = CD(α) ·
1

2
ρV 2S, with CD(α) = CD0

+KC2
L(α). (7.5)

The other parameters appearing in above equations are described in Table

7.1. As explained above, the control inputs of the aircraft are considered as

u = col(α, T ). The interest lies in the state of equilibrium when the aircraft

is on the flightpath angle, i.e. γ = −0.05236rad, herr = 0, and with velocity

setpoint V = Vc = 81.8m/s [Yam05].
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7.1.2 Fault scenarios

The above description of the model is given just to show how the dynamics of

the aircraft evolves [JYS12c]. However, we do not use any a priori information

of the model in real-time to demonstrate the fault-tolerant control mechanism.

For illustrating the FTC mechanism, we consider the complete loss of one of

the control surfaces, i.e. a fault in the elevator. Two modes of the aircraft

system are considered: the nominal mode (no fault) and a complete stuck in

the angle of attack (faulty mode). We use the linearized model around the

trim points, α = 2.686 deg. and T = 4.23× 104N , given as

ẋ = Ax+Bu, z = Cx, (7.6)

where x =
[

V γ herr

]T
, u =

[

α T
]T
,

A =





−0.0180 −9.7966 0

0.0029 −0.0063 0

0 81.9123 0



 , C =





1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1





In the fault-free mode, B−matrix is given by

B = Bh =





−4.8374 5.2574× 10−6

0.5786 3.0149× 10−9

0 0



 ,

while in the faulty mode, it is given by

B = Bf =





0 5.2574× 10−6

0 3.0149× 10−9

0 0



 .

7.1.3 Constructing a controller bank

As mentioned before, the control objective is to maintain the herr equal to

zero. That is, the references to be tracked are V and herr. Thus, the output is

now given as y = Cox, where Co =

[

1 0 0

0 0 1

]

. We design two corresponding

controllers for the two different modes based on (7.6). The control law is given

as

u(t) = −K.z(t) +Kp.e(t) +Ki.

t
∫

0

e(ϑ)dϑ (7.7)

with e(t) = w(t) − y(t), where w is the reference trajectory. The matrix

gain corresponding to the measurement (or state) feedback is designed us-

ing the pole-placement technique. The poles for both modes are placed at
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(−2.8782,−2.3026 ± 1.7269i) that makes the system internally stable. The

matrix gains corresponding to “Proportional+Integral” (PI) structure on er-

ror assist to follow the desired trajectory. The gains for healthy and faulty

mode are then chosen as

Kh =

[

2.328× 10−3 7.919 0.174

5.461× 105 5.409× 10−3 1.598× 105

]

Kph =

[

2.2× 10−3 5.21× 10−2

9.2755× 105 5.9528× 106

]

,

Kih =

[

2.2× 10−2 1.563× 10−1

9.2755× 106 1.7858× 107

]

,

Kf =

[

0 0 0

7.926× 105 1.091× 109 1.886× 107

]

Kpf =

[

1 131.63

−1.9018× 104 9.5928× 104

]

,

Kif =

[

0.6339 2.7853× 103

−1.2057× 104 2.0298× 106

]

The subscript h and f represent the gains for healthy and faulty mode respec-

tively.

Note that these controllers are pre-designed, i.e. before the system is put

in real-time operation. In addition, designing of the controllers is described

for the ease of the reader. Since the main aim of the provided controller’s

bank is that at least one of the controllers implements the desired behavior,

however these controllers can also be designed in other ways. The underlying

aim is not to stress on the designing of controllers, instead how the supervisory

mechanism switches the fault correcting controller in one-shot.

7.1.4 Projection-based FTC mechanism

The time interval during which the measurements are taken is τ and the control

performance is evaluated at tn = nτ , the instants of possibly switching. The

performance threshold λ distinguishes various modes of the system. These

parameters are set to λ = 5, τ = 5s, where the performance functional is

chosen as

J =

∫ (n+1)τ

nτ

‖(r̂ − y)(ς)‖22dς, (7.8)

The system-level Simulink architecture of the FTC scheme is illustrated in

Fig. 7.2.
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An experiment is run with a completely stuck in the angle of attack appear-

ing at time 30s. The closed-loop signals of Fig. 7.3 show that the real-time

FTC system has successfully reacted at time 40s by switching to controller

2 (faulty mode controller). After an acceptable transient, the control objec-

tive is recovered as seen from the distance from the center of mass of the

aircraft relative to the glide-scope approaching to zero. Note that since the

FTC scheme is based on the control performance, when the active controller

is invalidated by the operating plant data, the supervisor puts into feedback

the best controller from the potential controllers set, that is the controller

yielding optimal closed-loop performance in real-time.

7.2 Hydraulic Plant

The plant is composed of two interconnected tanks, two pumps that provide

the flow rates Q1 and Q2, two level sensors L1, L2, five flow-rate sensors for

the measurements of Q1, Q2, QF1
, QF2

and Q12 and three valves. This two-

tank system is illustrated in Fig. 7.4 [YS08]. The control inputs to the plant

are the voltages Vpump1, Vpump2 applied to the pumps and the voltage V12 for

the throttling of the interconnection valve. The flows QF1
and QF2

are mixed

through the valves located at the output of the tanks. The main objective of

the system is to keep the sum y1 and the ratio y2 of the output flow rates to

desired set-points r1 and r2, where

y1 = QF1
+QF2

, (7.9)

y2 =
QF1

QF2

. (7.10)

The technique developed in Chapter 5 has been applied to the plant.

7.2.1 Model of the plant

The system has two state variables which are the liquid levels L1 and L2 of

the tanks. The equations describing the evolution of the states are

S1Q̇1 = Q1 −Q12 −QF1

S2Q̇2 = Q2 −Q12 −QF2

(7.11)

The variables in the right-hand side of these state equations are given by the

known nonlinear maps

Q1 = π1(Vpump1
), Q2 = π2(Vpump2

) (7.12)

QF1
= R1

√

L1, QF2
= R2

√

L2 (7.13)
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Figure 7.4: The two-tanks plant

and

Q12 = R12(V12) ·
√

|L1 − L2| · sign(|L1 − L2|) (7.14)

where π1, π2 and R12 are nonlinear transformations which describe the char-

acteristics of the pumps and the interconnection valve as a function of the

corresponding input voltages. The parameters R1, R2 are the throttling of

valves 1 and 2, and S1, S2 are the section of tank 1 and tank 2 respectively.

With the explicit expression of QF1
and QF2

, the controlled outputs of the

system are given by

y1 = R1

√

L1 +R2

√

L2, (7.15)

y2 =
R1

√
L1

R1

√
L2

. (7.16)

Since these controlled outputs are required to follow the desired set-points r1
and r2, these set-points can be rewritten as desired set-points L0

1, L
0
2 for the

measured levels L1, L2 with

L0
1 =

(

r1r2
R1(1 + r2)

)2

, L0
2 =

(

r1
R2(1 + r2)

)2

(7.17)
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7.2.2 Fault scenario

The main hardware devices used for controlling and sensing the pilot plant,

i.e. the two pumps, the interconnection valve and the two level sensors, can

be affected by a fault. The nominal fault-free (or healthy) system operating

point is fixed at (L0
1, L

0
2) = (0.4, 0.5) meters, V12 = 2 Volts. The linearization

of the nonlinear equations (7.11) at the nominal operating point yields

ẋ = Ax+Bv, y = Cx (7.18)

with y = x =
[

l1 l2
]T

and v =
[

u1 u2 u3

]T

A =

[

−0.0037 −0.0017
−0.0018 −0.0035

]

,

B = Bh =

[

64.9351 0 −0.0001
0 65.7895 0.0002

]

, C =

[

1 0

0 1

]

(7.19)

where li = Li − L0
i , ui = Vpumpi − V 0

pumpi
for i = 1, 2 and u3 = V12 − V 0

12; the

variables with superscript 0 denotes values at the nominal point, where L1, L2

are the two level sensors and the control inputs to the plant are the voltages

Vpump1, Vpump2 applied to the pumps and the voltage V12 for the throttling of

the interconnection valve. The interconnection valve will be maintained open

at the constant nominal value V 0
12 = 2 Volts at anytime.

Different types of faults, such as bias, drift, power loss and stuck can be

realized on these devices. For the purpose of illustrating the FTC technique

of the previous section, we consider pump 2 subject to a power loss fault with

an effectiveness factor of 0.5. Whenever this fault appears in the system, it

changes the above B−matrix to

B = Bf =

[

64.9351 0 −0.0001
0 32.8947 0.0002

]

. (7.20)

7.2.3 Online redesign based FTC mechanism

The control objective is to maintain the levels of the two tanks at their set-

point values at anytime [JYS12g]. With the above consideration, the plant

can be viewed as a multi-variable system with two controlled inputs, and

two sensed outputs. Therefore, to restrict the behavior of the plant to a

desired set, it is required to make an interconnection between the plant and

the controller. At the outset, we assign the structure of the controller as

a multi-variable “Proportional+Integral” (PI) control that processes sensor

outputs into actuator inputs. The controller C is then given as

Ce(ξ)u = Cu(ξ)e (7.21)
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with e = r − y,

Ce(ξ) = ξ.I2 and Cu(ξ) =

[

kp1,1ξ + ki1,1 kp1,2ξ + ki1,2
kp2,1ξ + ki2,1 kp2,2ξ + ki2,2

]

.

Further, a way the PI controller is formulated in equation (7.21), it can be

viewed as equivalent to the way it is often written in the classical sense

u(t) = Kp(r(t)− y(t))−Ki

∫ t

0

(r − y)(δ)dδ (7.22)

where Kp =

[

kp1,1 kp1,2
kp2,1 kp2,2

]

and Ki =

[

ki1,1 ki1,2
ki2,1 ki2,2

]

are the controller gain ma-

trices whose coefficients are to be computed. The implementable desired be-

havior D that achieves the control objective is given as

[

Dr(ξ) −Dy(ξ)
]

w = 0 (7.23)

where Dy(ξ) = dy(ξ)I2, Dr(ξ) = dr(ξ)I2 with

dy(ξ) = ξ5 + 1.994ξ4 + 1.609ξ3 + 0.6126ξ2 + 0.09437ξ,

dr(ξ) = 0.0153ξ4 + 0.01995ξ3 + 0.009416ξ2 + 0.001453ξ

and w = (rT , yT )T . The reference levels are given by r =
[

0.4 0.5
]

, and the

interval of length τ is chosen as τ = 15s.

A measurement set Mτ is formed during every interval of length τ . Using

the tools borrowed from the system identification community as described

in [GW08], the main controller synthesis equation is computed using the online

measurements which yields the new parameters of the controller such that

when it makes an interconnection with the plant, the closed-loop achieves the

desired specifications. The initial nominal controller working in the closed-

loop that achieves the desired behavior is computed as

Kh
p =

[

0.0435 −0.0478
0.0159 −0.0142

]

, Kh
i =

[

−0.0069 0.0105

0.0023 −0.0062

]

(7.24)

The superscripts h and f on the controller gain matrices refer to the nom-

inal mode and the faulty mode respectively. A “power loss” fault occurs in

the system at time t = 60s. According to the proposition 5.1, an online con-

troller is designed based on the measurement set Mτ observed during the time

t ∈ [60, 75]sec. The faulty mode controller is then computed online and the

evaluated gain matrices are

Kf
p =

[

0.3514 −0.1551
0.0361 −0.0164

]

, Kf
i =

[

−0.3068 0.3340

0.0032 −0.0037

]

(7.25)
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This online synthesized controller then makes an interconnection with the

plant at time t = 75sec. Fig. 7.5 illustrates the outputs of the closed-loop

system. Before the occurrence of a fault, the closed-loop system achieves the

control objective. However, due to an occurring fault after, the closed-loop

behavior does not satisfy the desired behavior. Since, the desired behavior is

implementable, the faulty closed-loop system with the synthesized controller

again achieves the control objective. Thus, we conclude that the demonstrated

control system is a real-time fault-tolerant control system.

7.3 Wind Turbine

Renewable sources of energy are now considered to be on the priority level

of energy policies in many countries. This is, as a matter of fact, easy to

say after seeing an enormous increase in world population, and the growing

demands of polluting sources of energy. Particularly, for generating electricity,

there has been seen a large call for the use of fossil fuels, which together

contributing to the pollution has also made electricity more expensive. Among

the non-polluting sources of energy, wind power is recognized as one of the

valuable resources, even two centuries before the internal-combustion engines

and modern power plants were developed. In view of this, today many Wind

Turbines (WT) are installed offshore, which contribute to a larger part of the

world’s power production. At present, due to its bigger size, the installation

of such devices is very expensive. Consequently, to maintain the reliability of

these turbines becomes an important issue. The block structure of the wind

turbine is illustrated in Fig. 7.6, where the driving force is the wind speed.

It is a variable-speed, 3-blade Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) with a

full converter. The basic functionality includes a two-step energy conversion.
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The first step is to convert the wind energy into the mechanical energy, where

the wind turns the turbine blades around. In the second step, the mechanical

energy is converted to electrical energy by a generator fully coupled to a

converter.

7.3.1 Description of Wind Turbine

The system is composed of various sub-systems, namely Blade & Pitch System

(BPS), Drive Train (DT), and Generator & Converter (GC). The BPS model

is the combination of an aerodynamic model, and a pitch model. The latter

model is treated as the actuator within the system and will be discussed

later together with other actuators. The aerodynamic properties of the wind

turbine are affected by the pitch angles of the blades, the speed of the rotor,

and the wind speed. This aerodynamic torque is applied to the rotor Ta and

is expressed as

Ta(t) =
ρπR3Cq(λ(t), β(t))vw(t)

2

2
, (7.26)

where λ(t) = ωr(t)R
vw(t)

. See Table 7.2 for the definitions of the parameters. On

the basis of (7.26), an aerodynamic torque is transferred from the rotor to

the generator through the drive train. The DT model includes a low-speed

shaft (LSS) and a high-speed shaft (HSS) that are linked together by a gearbox

modeled as a gear ratio. This is responsible for gearing up the rotor rotational

speed to a higher speed required by the generator. The model of the wind

turbine drive train can be expressed by the following differential equations:

Jr

d

dt
ωr(t) = Ta(t)−Kdtθ△(t)− (Bdt +Br)ωr(t) +

Bdt

Ng

ωg(t),

Jg

d

dt
ωg(t) =

Kdt

Ng

θ△(t) +
Bdt

Ng

ωg(t)− Tg(t),

d

dt
θ△(t) = ωr(t)−

1

Ng

ωg(t).

The above briefly described model together with another model, termed

as the Tower model are integrated within the FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics,

Structures, and Turbulence) aeroelastic wind turbine simulator designed by

the NREL [JB09]. The model of the tower is not described above. However, it

is also integrated within the FAST code. Basically, the movement of the tower

is modeled using the spring-damper phenomenon. This movement acts as a

disturbance to the wind speed. The sole aim of describing the aerodynamic

model is to show the basic source of non-linearity in the WT. Otherwise, all

other models can be expressed as a linear time-invariant systems similar to

the DT model.
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Table 7.2: Aerodynamics parameters

Parameter Description Unit

ρ Air density kg/m3

R Radius of the rotor m

Cq Torque co-efficient –

λ tip-speed ratio –

vw wind speed m/s

β blade pitch angle
deg

βr blade pitch controller output

ωr rotor speed
radian/minute

ωg generator speed

Pr Rated Power
MegaWatt

Pg Generated Power

Jr Rotor inertia
kgm2

Jg Generator inertia

Br rotor external damping

Nm/(rad/s)Bg generator external damping

Bdt torsion damping co-efficient

Tg Generator Torque

NmTg,r Generator Torque controller output

Ta Aerodynamic Torque

Ng gearbox ratio –

Kdt torsion stiffness Nm/rad

θ△ torsion angle rad

ηg efficiency of generator –

αgc GC model parameter –

ωn natural frequency radian/second

ζ damping factor –
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7.3.1.1 Actuator Model

In this benchmark WT model, three actuators for the pitch, generator, and

yaw systems are modeled and implemented externally, i.e. apart from the em-

bedded FAST code. Here, we mainly concentrate on the other two actuators

but the yaw system. Actually, the yaw actuator model and the associated

yaw controller conceived as an overall yaw mechanism is used to orient the

wind-turbine upright to the wind direction. The FAST implementing non-

linear WT model requires a yaw angular velocity and yaw angular position as

one of the inputs. We assume throughout that a yawing system exists, which

keep the wind direction perpendicular to the rotor plane.

The hydraulic pitch system consists of three identical pitch actuators,

which is modeled as a linear differential equation with time-dependent vari-

ables, pitch angle β(t) and its reference βr(t). In principle, it is a piston servo-

system which can be expressed as a second-order differential system [OJ12]:

d2

dt2
β(t) + 2ζωn

d

dt
β(t) + ω2

nβ(t)− ω2
nβr(t) = 0. (7.28)

The dynamics in (7.28) are associated with each of the three pitch actuators.

Some constraints are imposed on the pitch actuators. In particular, the pitch

angle is restricted to vary within the interval [−2 deg, 90 deg], and pitch rate

[−8 deg /s, 8 deg /s].
In the GC system, the converter loads the generator producing the electric

power with a certain torque. The dynamics of the converter can be approxi-

mated by a first-order differential system [OJ12], which is given by

d

dt
Tg(t) + αgcTg(t)− αgcTg,r(t) = 0, (7.29)

with αgc = 50. The output from the converter has a saturation limit, and a

slew rate limit which is embedded within the benchmark model. The power

produced by the generator is given by

Pg(t) = ηgωg(t)Tg(t). (7.30)

7.3.2 Fault Scenario

Various types of faults are addressed in the literature [OJ12]. However, we

consider a fault that causes an abrupt power drop in the hydraulic pressure.

This power drop fault affects the dynamics of the pitch system by changing the

parameters, ζ and ωn from their nominal or healthy-mode values ζn and ωn,n

to their values in faulty-mode ζf and ωn,f . The faulty dynamics of the pitch
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system can be described by the following second-order differential system

d2

dt2
β(t) + 2ζ(Θf(t))ωn(Θf(t))

d

dt
β(t) + ω2

n(Θf(t))β(t)

− ω2
n(Θf(t))βr(t) = 0, (7.31)

where

ω2
n(Θf(t)) = (1−Θf (t))ω

2
n,n +Θf(t)ω

2
n,f

2ζ(Θf(t))ωn(Θf(t)) = 2(1−Θf(t))ζnωn,n + 2Θf(t)ζfωn,f

with Θf(t) ∈ [0, 1] representing the various operating modes of the WT.

7.3.3 Fault-Tolerant Control Objectives

The wind turbine principally operates inside four regions or control-zones

depending on the speed of wind vw(t). The boundary limits of these regions

are marked by cut-in wind speed vw,cut−in, rated wind speed vw,rated, and cut-

out wind speed vw,cut−out as shown in Fig. 7.7. The simulator is the NREL’s

5 MW “baseline” turbine and for this turbine, the values of vw,cut−in, vw,rated,

and vw,cut−out are given as 3, 11.4, and 25 units respectively. In Fig. 7.7, Zone-I

is a startup of the turbine; Zone-II is called the partial load region, where the

control objective is to maximize the power generated by the turbine; Zone-

III is called the full load region, where the control objective is to keep the

generator power around the rated generator power; Zone-IV is called the high

wind speed region, where the wind turbine is allowed to shut down to avoid

stresses and fatigue damages.

Throughout demonstrating the approaches, we consider the wind speed at

a mean value of above 11.4 units. Therefore, our main interest lies in Zone-3.

The control objective is to design controllers such that the generated power

Pg(t) can track the rated power Prated around its mean value of 5 units. Nev-

ertheless, under a fault occurrence, satisfying the above requirements can no

longer be guaranteed. Consequently, the fault-tolerant control objective is to

design a real-time controller reconfiguration mechanism such that the afore-

mentioned requirements can be fulfilled at anytime. Moreover, suppressing

large transients during accommodating an occurring fault is another require-

ment from the practical implementation point of view. The basic architecture

of the proposed Fault-Tolerant Wind Turbine Control is illustrated in Fig.

7.8 [JYS13e].
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Figure 7.9: Nacelle Yaw Error

7.3.4 Projection-based FTC

The two control inputs to the wind turbine are the generator torque Tg,r,

and the blade pitch angle βr. Since, we are working in Zone-3, the control

objective is to track the generator power at its rated value of 5 units. In

addition, the other requirements that are described in the subsection 7.3.3

must also be satisfied. As suggested in [OJ12], within the full load region the

main control scheme is developed in the torque control and the pitch controls

from the industrial standpoint. FAST also requires a yaw angular velocity

and a yaw angular position as inputs. Geometrically, the speed of the wind is

represented by the vector −→vw(t) = vwx
(t)
−→
i + vwy

(t)
−→
j + vwz

(t)
−→
k . The vwx

(t)

component flows perpendicular to the rotor plane. Here, all other components

are assumed zero, and hence no yaw system is considered. However, if other

components are also considered then the job of the yaw controller is to ensure

the zero mean value of nacelle yaw error. To demonstrate that only vwx
(t)

component is considered, the nacelle yaw error is plotted in Fig. 7.9. With

this consideration, the system can be viewed as a multi-variable two-input

two-output system.

In the AD phase, the parameter space Θ(t) ∈ [0, 1] was gridded with

a 0.1 step yielding eleven points. Note that within a grid, a controller is

able to perform well, to some extent, against faults in the WT which di-

rectly corresponds to the case of minor faults. For testing the proposed FTC

scheme, we will focus on three significant faulty dynamics given by the grid
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values of Θ(t) ∈ {0, 0.7, 1}. Consequently, we construct a bank of three con-

trollers where the control structure is composed of a multi-variable Propor-

tional+Integral (PI) controller:

CΘf (t) ≡ C
Θf (t)
e (ξ)u = C

Θf (t)
u (ξ)(r − y), where

u =

[

βr

Tg,r

]

, r =

[

ωg,ref

Prated

]

, y =

[

ωg,m

Pg,m

]

(7.32)

with r = col(1173.7, 5) units. The controllers’ polynomials are given by

C0
e (ξ) = C0.7

e (ξ) = C1
e (ξ) = ξ and

C0
u(ξ) =

[

2.746 × 10−3ξ + 6.76 × 10−2 0

0 2.6ξ + 104

]

(7.33a)

C0.7
u (ξ) =

[

1.563 × 10−3ξ + 3.38 × 10−2 0

0 2.6ξ + 104

]

(7.33b)

C1
u(ξ) =

[

0.1008ξ + 6.76 × 10−2 0

0 2.6ξ + 104

]

(7.33c)

In addition, the implementable desired behavior is also provided by the AD

phase for the WT operating in different modes. The control performance

functional is given by

J =

∫ (n+1)τ

nτ

‖(r̂ − y)(ς)‖22dς × 10−3, (7.34)

where ‖•‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm. The supervisor is constructed within

the pitch and torque controller block, since this block contains all the trajecto-

ries, where the parameters of supervisor are taken as λ = 2, τ = 5sec [JYS13a].

An experimental setup considers the wind profile varying around the mean

speed of 14 units, which is illustrated Fig. 7.10, together with fault scenarios as

discussed in subsection 7.3.2, where the parametric values of the pitch system

are taken as ζn = 0.6 = ζf , ωn,n = 11.11, ωn,f = 0.2. An experiment is run with

an initial value of natural frequency as ωn(0), and the operating controller in

the closed-loop is C0. The first power drop fault appears within the WT at

time 70 units, which changes the value of natural frequency to ωn(0.7). Based

on the theory developed in previous sections, controller C0.7 is then switched

into the closed-loop at time 75 units. The second power drop fault appears

at time 150 units, which affects the dynamics of the system by changing the

value of natural frequency to ωn(1). According to the controller selection logic,

controller C1 is switched at time 160 units. The Simulink architecture of the

fault-tolerant wind turbine control system is illustrated in Fig. 7.11, and the

closed-loop signals are illustrated in Fig. 7.12. It has been shown here that
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Dashed-dotted line denotes the case of without any FTC mechanism; Dashed

line denotes the second faulty case; Solid line denotes the case of using the

proposed FTC mechanism
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without any fault-tolerant strategy, the dynamics of the system oscillates, and

can even saturates that might damage some internal components of the Wind

Turbine. However, with the proposed real-time fault-tolerant strategy, the

behavior of the system satisfies the desired behavior at anytime.

7.3.5 Online-redesign based FTC

The WT model described in the previous sections is just discussed to show

how the dynamics of the WT system evolves. However, we do not use any of

this knowledge to demonstrate the proposed real-time fault-tolerant control

mechanism. The two control inputs to the wind turbine are the generator

torque Tg,r, and the blade pitch angle βr. Since, we are working in Zone-

3, the control objective is to track the generator power at its rated value

of 5 units. As suggested in [OJ12], the main control scheme is developed

in the torque control and the pitch controls from the industrial standpoint.

FAST also requires a yaw angular velocity and a yaw angular position as

inputs. Here no yaw system is installed within the benchmark model since

the direction of the wind is considered to be perpendicular to the blades.

The torque controller is a nonlinear controller which depends on the wind

speed, and the pitch controller is a PI (Proportionl + Integral) controller.

In the proposed fault-tolerant controller design, the control objective can be

achieved by reconfiguring only the PI pitch controller, described by

CΘf (t) ≡ C
Θf (t)
e (ξ)u = C

Θf (t)
u (ξ)(r − y) where (7.35)

u = βr, r = ωg,ref , y = ωg,m

C
Θf (t)
e (ξ) = ξ, C

Θf (t)
u (ξ) = k

Θf (t)
p ξ + k

Θf (t)
i .

The nonlinear torque controller, embedded within the benchmark model, is

not reconfigured here. With this consideraition, the closed-loop system can

be viewed as a single-input single-output system.

In the AD phase, the parameter space Θ(t) ∈ [0, 1] was gridded with

a 0.1 step yielding eleven points. For testing the proposed FTC scheme,

we will focus on two significant faulty dynamics given by the grid values

of Θ(t) ∈ {0, 0.9}. The AD phase also provides the implementable desired

behavior D covering the parameter space Θ(t),

D = ker(
[

Dr −Dy

]

), (7.36)

where Dr(ξ) = 49, Dy(ξ) = ξ2 + 12.6ξ + 49 with a measurement set observed

during the interval of length τ = 10sec.

The experimental setup considers the wind profile varying around the mean

speed of 17 units, which is illustrated Fig. 7.13, together with fault scenarios as
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Figure 7.13: Wind profile used for simulation

discussed in subsection 7.3.2, where the parametric values of the pitch system

are taken as ζn = 0.6, ωn,n = 11.11, ζf = 0.1, ωn,f = 1. An experiment is run

with an initial value of pitch actuator parameters as ωn(Θ(t) = 0), ζ(Θ(t) =

0). The parameters of the initial controller operating in the closed-loop are

computed as

k0
p = 2.746× 10−3, k0

i = 6.76× 10−2. (7.37)

A pressure power drop fault appears within the WT system at time 80 units,

which changes the value of pitch parameters to ωn(0.9), ζ(0.9). Based on

the theory developed in previous sections, a new controller is determined at

every interval of length τ [JYS13d, JYS13b]. Thus, a controller C0.9 is then

computed online and switched into the closed-loop at time 90 units. The

computed parameters of C0.9 are given by

k0.9
p = 5.113× 10−4, k0.9

i = 7.044× 10−3. (7.38)

The Simulink architecture of a Fault-tolerant Wind Turbine system is illus-

trated in Fig. 7.14, and the closed-loop signal of the WT system is shown

in Fig. 7.15. It has been shown here that without any fault-tolerant strat-

egy, the dynamics of the system oscillates that might damage some internal

components of the Wind Turbine. However, with the proposed real-time fault-

tolerant strategy, the behavior of the system satisfies the desired behavior at

anytime.

From the practical implementation point of view, avoiding the appearance

of large transients during the switching of controllers is of utmost impor-

tance. These unpermitted transients due to an instant switching deteriorates

the system performance. This effect is clearly visible in the illustrated fig-
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ure. Throughout running all the simulations, the interconnection between the

unknown plant and the controller is considered to be smooth interconnection.





Chapter 8

Conclusions and future research

The work addressed in this thesis intended to develop novel approaches to

deal with fault-tolerant control (FTC) systems. In this research, the novelty

of demonstrated approaches lies in using the time-trajectory based viewpoint

of behavioral system theory. Within this mathematical framework, a dynami-

cal system is defined in terms of real-time trajectories generated by the system,

which captures the behavior of the system. Acquiring this behavioral view-

point, two novel approaches are presented lying under the taxonomy of active

fault-tolerant systems, namely, the projection-based approach and the online

redesign based approach. In the former approach, one of the controllers from

the predefined controllers’ bank is switched into the closed-loop, while in the

latter, a new online controller is designed for the operating plant.

Generally, in the existing literature of fault-tolerant systems, FTC objec-

tives are achieved by using the two cascaded operating modules as follows,

fault diagnosis module and controller reconfiguration module. The latter

module reconfigures the controller after incurring from the former module

an accurate information about an occurred fault. It has been shown in the

first part of the thesis that to obtain this information a precise knowledge

of the operating plant is required during the fault diagnosis. This involves a

substantial amount of time to be utilized at a runtime, which is one of the

drawbacks considering the real-time constraints. However, in the proposed

approaches, no a priori information about the plant’s model is required dur-

ing fault accommodation in real-time. This clearly excludes the need of the

fault diagnosis module. The second part of the thesis demonstrated the design

and implementation of the aforementioned approaches. It was shown within

the proposed solutions, the controller reconfiguration process is based entirely

on the trajectories generated by the system in real-time. Therefore, the issues

related to the use of integrated FDD-CR approach for FTC systems, which

are raised in Chapter 1 are not experienced here. In addition, the fault ac-

commodation delay in these active FTC schemes is always smaller than the

delay as experienced in the traditional schemes of AFTC systems. It is worth

mentioning that the underlying aim of this thesis is not to recommend to

totally abandon the use of the fault diagnosis module, but to emphasize to-

gether with resolving aforementioned issues that whenever an FTC problem is

feasible, the fault accommodation delay can be reduced by using the proposed
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FTC schemes.

In the projection-based approach, satisfying the desired behavior at any

time is considered equivalent to the real-time fault-tolerant control objec-

tives, which the system has to satisfy irrespective of an occurrence of a fault.

However, the undesirable transients appearing at the switching instants, i.e.

whenever a new controller is introduced in the closed-loop and makes an in-

terconnection with the unknown plant, deteriorate the system performance

as shown in the last part of the thesis. Further, it has been demonstrated

that these transients can be suppressed by using the approach presented in

Chapter 6, thereby guaranteed the real-time smooth interconnection. In ad-

dition, to establish the effectiveness of the above developed approaches, they

are successfully implemented on the two-tank system, the aircraft during the

landing phase, and the NREL’s 5MW wind turbine system.

This work opens many pathways for possible future research and devel-

opment. First of among all is the application of behavioral system theory

to deal with fault-tolerant systems. To the best of our knowledge, not much

work has been concretely reported in the literature, which deals with solving

an FTC problem by taking this trajectory-based viewpoint apart from the

work addressed in this manuscript. This research will certainly catch an at-

tention from the scientific community so that further application of this nice

mathematical theory can be investigated in the field of FTC systems dealing

with several inherent issues. As an initiative step, the classical results of fault

diagnosis are formulated within the behavioral system theory in [BVW06].

One of the most crucial steps in any fault-tolerant scheme against occurring

fault is the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis. This analysis is performed at

the outset, which is mandatory for several reasons, particularly how all known

faults can be treated, how faults propagate within the system, how to change

the properties of programmable components, etc. In the first chapter, basic

ideas of analyzing the fault propagation are referred. Since this analysis is

performed only in terms of system variables, it would be worth investigating

this analysis procedure by taking the behavioral point of view.

Secondly, it has been shown in this work that the desired behavior cap-

tures the fault-tolerant control objectives. That is to say, whenever an FTC

controller implements the desired behavior, the interconnected system satis-

fies the FTC objectives. However, in the projection based approach, a formal

proof of measurement-based real-time stability without using any a priori in-

formation about the plant’s model remains an open question. It has been

stressed here that the closed-loop system is implicitly a “stand-alone” stable

system in the pre-fault mode and the post-fault mode of an operating plant.

The only source of instability at a run-time of the above FTC scheme arises

due to the switching of controllers. Nevertheless, an ad hoc way of resolving
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this issue is to impose dwell-time constraints (see Appendix) on the switch-

ing criteria. An interesting question is: how this constraint can be relieved,

equally guaranteeing the stability? Several works have been initiated in the

direction of establishing data-based stability of LTI systems. In [PI09], dy-

namics of an LTI discrete-time system are represented as a subspace of a

finite-dimensional vector space, called the data space, whose vectors corre-

spond to all the subsequences of the time series. It is assumed that this data

space contain all the dynamic behaviors of the system, hence, by using a ba-

sis matrix of the data space, data-based stability conditions for autonomous

systems were established using the Lyapunov stability theory. All discussions

in this so-called data space approach, were carried out under the assumptions

of noise-free, and a priori known system orders. However, it is suggested that

these assumptions can be exempted by considering a high-dimensional data

space. Indeed, this leads to use a large amount of data that requires high com-

putational costs. Another work on the stability test is initiated in [DLLA09],

where a limited amount of experimental data and possibly noisy data is uti-

lized, which is obtained with an existing known stabilizing controller connected

to an unknown plant for verifying that the introduction of a new controller

will stabilize the plant. The above discussion depends on the assumptions

that the unknown plant is stabilized by a known controller and that some

knowledge of the closed-loop system, such as noisy frequency response data,

is available.

In the online redesign based approach, we have designed a data-driven

controller based on the implementability of the given desired behavior. The

relating question is: which desired behaviors can be implemented and can this

be chosen arbitrarily? According to Willem’s theorem, the implementability

of the desired behavior depends entirely on the behavior of the plant. For a

stable and minimum phase plant as defined in the classical sense, an arbitrar-

ily chosen stable and minimum phase desired behavior can be implemented.

However, the problem arises when the plant is an unstable and non-minimum

phase. A deeper look at the interconnected system satisfying the desired be-

havior within Chapter 5 reveals that the controller implementing the desired

behavior in the case of unity feedback configuration cancels the entire dynam-

ics of the plant, see [YS12]. This clearly demands to embed the knowledge of

at least unstable poles and unstable zeros of the plant in the desired behavior,

which is, in fact a classical issue in the system theory. On the other side,

when the approach is considered within the 2-DOF feedback configuration as

presented in the later section of Chapter 5, the knowledge of unstable poles

of the plant is not required. However, the knowledge of unstable zeros is still

needed to be embedded within the desired behavior.

In this thesis, we have solved many prevailing issues related to the inte-
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grated FDD-CR design of fault-tolerant systems by shifting from the classical

input/output processor standpoint of representing a dynamical system to an

equivalent set of solutions. While solving these issues with a successful practi-

cal implementation, we have come across many other aspects as raised above,

which call for a significant research to be done in this area.



Appendix A

Dwell-Time Switching

Consider a compact subset P of a finite dimensional space, a parameterized

family of n × n matrices A = {Ap : p ∈ P}, and a family S of piecewise-

constant switching signals σ : [0,∞) → P, whose switching times are sepa-

rated by τ times unit where τ is a pre-specified positive number called a dwell

time. More precisely, σ ∈ S is said to have dwell time τ if and only if σ

switches values at most once, or if it switches more that once, the set of time

differences between any two successive switches is bounded below τ .

Note that the classS just defined contains constant switching signal σ(t) =

p, t?0 for any value of p ∈ P. A necessary condition for Aσ to be exponentially

stable for every σ ∈ S, is therefore that each Ap ∈ A is exponentially stable.

In other words, if Aσ to be exponentially stable for every σ ∈ S, then for

each p ∈ P there must exist non-negative numbers tp and νp, with νp positive

such that |eApt| ≤ eνp(tp−t), t ≥ 0. The symbol | • | denotes any norm on a

finite dimensional linear space. It is quite easy to show by example that this

condition is not sufficient unless τ is large. An estimate of how large τ has

to be in order to guarantee exponential stability, is provided by the following

lemma.

Lemma A.1 ( [Mor08]). Let Ap : p ∈ P be a set of real, n × n matrices for

which there are non-negative numbers tp and νp with νp positive such that

|eApt| ≤ eνp(tp−t), t ≥ 0 (A.1)

Suppose that τ is a finite number satisfying

τ > tp, p ∈ P (A.2)

For any switching signal σ : [0,∞)→ P with dwell time τ , the state transition

matrix of Aσ satisfies

|Φ(t, µ)| ≤ eν(T−(t−µ)), ∀t ≥ µ ≥ 0 (A.3)

where ν is a positive number defined by

ν = inf
p∈P

{

νp

(

1− tp
τ

)}

(A.4)
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and

T =
2

ν
sup
p∈P

{νptp}. (A.5)

Moreover,

ν ∈ (0, νp], p ∈ P. (A.6)

Proof. Since P is closed, bounded set, supp∈P tp < ∞, a finite τ satisfying

(A.2) exists. Clearly νp(1− tp
τ
) > 0, p ∈ P. From this and the definition of ν

it follows that (A.6) holds and that

eνp(tp−τ) ≤ e−ντ , p ∈ P.

This and (A.1) imply that for t ≥ τ

|eApt| ≤ eνp(tp−t) = eνp(tp−τ)e−νp(t−τ) ≤ e−ντe−νp(t−τ)

≤ e−νpτe−ν(t−τ) ≤ e−νt, t ≥ τ, p ∈ P. (A.7)

It also follows from (A.1) and the definition of T that

|eApt| ≤ eν(
T
2
−t), t ∈ [0, τ), p ∈ P. (A.8)

Set t0 = 0 and let t1, t2, . . . denote the times at which σ switches. Write pi for

the value of σ on [ti−1, ti. Note that for tj−1 ≤ µ ≤ tj ≤ ti ≤ t ≤ ti−1,

Φ(t, µ) = eApi+1
(t−ti)

(

i
∏

q=j+1

eApq (tq−tq−1)

)

eApj
(tj−µ).

In view of (A.7) and (A.8)

|Φ(t, µ)| ≤ |eApi+1
(t−ti)|

(

i
∏

q=j+1

|eApq (tq−tq−1)|
)

|eApj
(tj−µ)|

≤ eν(
T
2
−(t−ti))

(

i
∏

q=j+1

e−ν(tq−tq−1)

)

eν(
T
2
−(tj−µ))

= eν(T−(t−µ))

On the other hand, for i > 0, ti−1 ≤ µ ≤ t ≤ ti, (A.8) implies that

|φ(t, µ)| ≤ eν(
T
2
−(t−µ)) ≤ eν(T−(t−µ))

and so (A.3) is true.
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Direct Continuous-time Model

Identification

B.1 The Traditional SVF Method

A continuous-time model of the system takes the form of a constant coefficient

differential equation

dn

dtn
y(t) + a1

dn−1

dtn−1
y(t) + · · ·+ any(t) = b0

dm

dtm
u(t) + · · ·+ bmu(t) (B.1)

where di

dti
x(t) denotes the i−th time derivative of the continuous-time signal

x(t). Equation B.1 can be written alternatively as

y(n)(t) + a1y
(n−1)(t) + · · ·+ any(t) = b0u

(m)(t) + · · ·+ bmu(t) (B.2)

where x(i)(t) denotes the i−th time derivative of the continuous-time signal

x(t). Equation B.1 or B.2 can be written in the alternative time-domain

differential operator form

A(ξ)y(t) = B(ξ)u(t) (B.3)

with

B(ξ) = b0ξ
m + b1ξ

m−1 + · · ·+ bm (B.4)

A(ξ) = ξn + a1ξ
n−1 + · · ·+ an, n ≥ m (B.5)

and ξ denoting the differential operator [GW08].

Assume now that a state-variable filter (SVF) with operator model F (ξ)

is applied to both sides of B.3. Then, ignoring transient initial conditions

A(ξ)F (ξ)y(t) = B(ξ)F (ξ)u(t) (B.6)

The minimum-order SVF filter is typically chosen to have the following oper-

ator model form1

F (ξ) =
1

(ξ + λ)n
(B.7)

1The filter dc gain can be made unity if this is thought desirable.
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where λ is the parameter that can be used to define the bandwidth of the

filter.

Equation B.6 can then be rewritten, in expanded form, as
(

ξn

(ξ + λ)n
+ a1

ξn−1

(ξ + λ)n
+ · · ·+ an

1

(ξ + λ)n

)

y(t)

=

(

b0
ξm

(ξ + λ)n
+ · · ·+ bm

1

(ξ + λ)n

)

u(t) (B.8)

Let Fi(ξ) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n be a set of filters defined as

Fi(ξ) =
ξi

(ξ + λ)n
(B.9)

By using the filters defined in B.9, equation B.8 can be rewritten, as

(Fn(ξ)+a1Fn−1(ξ)+. . .+anF0(ξ))y(t) = (b0Fm(ξ)+. . .+bmF0(ξ))u(t). (B.10)

Equation B.10 can also be written as

y
(n)
f (t) + a1y

(n−1)
f (t) + . . .+ any

(0)
f (t) = b0u

(m)
f (t) + . . .+ bmu

(0)
f (t) (B.11)

with

y
(i)
f (t) = fi(t) ∗ y(t)

u
(i)
f (t) = fi(t) ∗ u(t)

where fi(t), for i = 0, . . . , n represent the impulse responses of the filters

defined in B.9 and ∗ denotes the convolution operator. The filter outputs

y
(i)
f (t) and u

(i)
f (t) provide prefiltered time derivatives of the inputs and outputs

in the bandwidth of interest, which may then be exploited for model parameter

estimation.

At time instant t = tk, equation B.11 can be rewritten in standard linear

regression-like form as

y
(n)
f (tk) = ϕT

f (tk)θ (B.12)

where

ϕT
f (tk) =

[

−y(n−1)
f (tk) · · · −y(0)f (tk) u

(m)
f (tk) · · · u

(0)
f (tk)

]

(B.13)

θ =
[

a1 · · · an b0 · · · bm
]T

. (B.14)

Now, from N available samples of the input and output signals observed at

discrete times t1, . . . , tN , not necessarily uniformly spaced, the linear least-

squares (LS)based SVF parameter estimates are given by

θ̂LSSV F =

[

1

N

N
∑

k=1

ϕf (tk)ϕ
T
f (tk)

]−1

1

N

N
∑

k=1

ϕf(tk)y
(n)
f (tk). (B.15)
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